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Tor Kale

ROOFERS.

aud

Individual Itiglil*

roads,

Also boxes of prepared cement lor repairing leak
and gutters.
Slate roofs and leaky roots of all descriptions reTin and Shingle Roofs Painted.

House from 2 to 5 o’clock P. M.
HOUSE
Oct. 13th.

Portland.

p. o. Pox 1413.

Bradford &

FINE residence one-lialf mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches,
six miles from Portlaud; House and Ell two stories"
thirteen finished rooms, double parlorr with marble
mantles, Wood-hoaw and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40x60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15J acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, 4 acre choice
straw berries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with tine shade trees. This is one ol the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.

A

%

attention

called to the well-known numbers

505—75—28—20 & 22.

Factory, Mt. Ycrnon; Office, J5 John St.,
NEW YORK.

au7

3m

W.C.CLAIIK,

mar21tf

FEDERAL STREET,

103

FOR

$ Doors East of Temple Nl.,

GAS

deep,

mar28

HOOPER^

J. H.

The “Limerick

UPHO LSTERER

FOR

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,
Suits, Lounges, Spring
Beds, Mattresses,

McDonongb Patent Bed Lounge*,
Chairs,

ameled

®“A11 kinds of
boxed and matted.

Ac.

oet5-’69T T&Sti

HENRY F. T.
No.

En-

repairing neatly done. Furniture

house

State Street, occupied by
THE
dersigned. This house is thoroughly
brick and stone and has all modern

AT LAW

30 Exehnnge St*, Portland.

PICKERING,
WILLIAM HOBSON,
BOSTON.

aut

bought

6m

ARTIST,

o

PAULDING.

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT,
St.
346 Congress
(Iiouts 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.)

2m*

se4

WM.

M.

on

A

A Desirable Country Residence tor
Sale.
Paris, Me., known as the Widow Morse
property. The house is in good repair, has 15
rooms, bathing room, water on 1st and 2d floors, and
is carpeted and furnished throughout. Two stables
and barns on the premises, and a young orchard of
100 trees. The lot contains 0 acres and is beautifully
situated on the Little Androscoggin River, within

AT

ten minutes walk of tte Depot and in the immediate
vicinity ot churches and schools. The property will
be sold with oa without the furniture. Price low
and terms east/. Apply in i*erson or bv letter to F.
G. PATTERSON, Portland, or 0. W. BENT, So.
sc20d 1 m
Paris, Me.

MARKS

The

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
xecuted, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

No 16 Cotton (Street Portland.
Office Furniture, Book Cases. Desks and Hard
selU#lmthentt
made to order.
Doors,
wood

PAINTER,

FRESCO

RESIDENCE

Portland. Me.

Jya

General Agent for State of Maine.

bas

dtf

Spectacles and Jewelry,

LAW,

At 54-.

St>

Exchange
—BY-

removed to

JNO. 84 1-2 HUDDLE STREET,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

PORTLAND,

SITUATION
American
land P. O.

Wffl.

Commissioner of deeds for the several States.

Wanted.

LIVE

WANTED I
Life

ilrcel.
to

Aim

Price*.

to

at

Moderate
may 20

347 CONGRESS STREET.

CORNER CROSS AND FORE STS,

PORTLAND,
enlarged, remodelled and finished
to suit the times, is prepared to accommodate
Gentlemen boarders at rates ranging from live to
eight dollars per week.
WM. F. HUSSEY,
been

HAVING
jyl9dtf

FIRE!

only Building left standing in the
patli or the great fire July 4. 1S66,
since burnt out,

now

robwilty

«»,«

the display of

FIXE

eod3m

Silver and Plated Ware, Jewelry,

Gratetul to the patrons of the old firm of Lowell
& Senter the subscriber solicits a continuance at the
storo.

new

ABNER LOWEL*
oel8

tlie sale ,>Dd shipment of
Sole agent* in Maine for
Messrs. Hamthe Celebrated Coal mined by
mett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
lowest market price,
We hare also for sale at
and Pitt*U*
Wilkesbarrc, Scranton, Lackawanna,
York, ' eaCoals, Shipped from the vicinity of Newof coals from
sel. procured for the rrnnportation
ttapr^7
desired.
rt of Shipment > any point

Have your

Shingles

MACHINEWORKS
Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

Engineers,

MANUFACTURERS

painted

with

our

J.

X.

—

Ranges & Walker Furnaces
STREET,

BETWEEN FREE AND

UIcCOY &

OF

CITY

REE STEAM ENGINES.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

at the lowest cash

Dissolution of Partnership.

Portland,

lierebv given that the firm of Scribner
dissolved by mutual con& Andrews is hereby

-tot

'E ts

prices.

Dec.

30.1872

TAYLOR
U

Park and Seaside Towns.
cemeteries,
COUNTRY PLACES.

Robert Morris Copeland, landscape Gardenei has
JM
made plans for 12 Park and Camp Meeting Towns,
sen4K. G. SCRIBNER,
19 Cemeteries, aud 500 Public and Private Estates
He furnishes advice, plans and superintennenc. to
SILAS D. ANDREWS.
will be settled by eltli- I all kinds ot suburban and rural improvements,
firm
late
the
of
All demands
i Offices, 19 City Exchange, Boston, Mass., 705 Sanson
St., Pbila., and Ridley Park, Del. Co. Pa. au30eod3m

dtf

is

to

more
every
who use it, in its best form, will soon find their meats
recommended by their customers. The internal arrangement is such that a current ot cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Pateut upon this has been fully tested in
tue U. S. Courts and its validity established in eighteen cases.
For LICENSE, EIGHTS, &c., apply to

SCOTT D. JORDAN,
AGENT FOR

Assets October 1, 1873,

or

No. 80 Middle St.,

to whom all applications should be made, and who
has full power to settle infringements,
mebiendtf

OF NEWARK, N. J.,

and

PORTLAND.

Cienfuegos,
Sagua la Grande,
Caibarien Molasses,
AM Choice

Grocery,

FOR SALE BY

‘weed
Sewing Machine!

Styles

MaAl-

Mine. DEMOKEST’S

choice stock of

RELIABLE PATTERNS.

MILLINERY GOODS,

S. W. EATON, 13 Free St.,
Jy26-3iw_P«BTI*AHP

to be found at

JSTOTICE!

a

No.

1,

U.

S.

Hotel

Building.

oclO

dtt

formed

undersigned
Chandler’s Band,
known
THE
music for Balls.
have

EASTMAN & CUTTS’,

1874.

Assets October I, 1873,

1873,

Assets October 1,

as

urnishing

alter

vees, &c

an

for

Association to be
the pnrpose oi
Le-

OF

importation

of

Doubl

and

Single GUNS.
R1FLES, REVOLVERS and PISTOLS. Also ali
kinds of SPORTING GOODS. Wholesale and retail.

L. BAILEY,

48 Exchange

PITTSBURG, PA.,

country.”

•

Agricultural Fire Ins. Co.,

guaranteed.

H. McVEY, (Fosters Scotch Dyer),
au27dlvNo. 17 Plum street.

NOTICE!

lines it to these classes. Damage by lightning is
paid whether lire taKes place or not. It takes no
risks exposed by business property.
The career ol
“the Agricultural” lias been one of great progf>erity.
Its assets in e;ght years have increased over 300 per
cent., besides increasing the capital stock $100,000.
The dividends are paid from interest on loans and
other investments. Tho
are set aside to
nay losses and to add to tne surplus, thereby increasing the security of the policy holders. The Company
has been managed
the same President, Secretary,
and nearly all the other officers during its 20 years’
existence—a strong and important recommendation.
The actual value of the stock is $300, par value $100.

premiums

by

One of our strongest companies.”—Ex-Insuiance
Commissioner William Barnes, ISew York.

and Heelers of Boots and shoes, has this day
been disolved by mutual consent.
The undersigned will continue the business at 35
Union street.
CHAS. M. THOMAS,
oc2P*3t
Portland Oct. 18, 1873.
Makers

FOB

Meal,

SALE BY

coininRRciAi. street.

9i Commercial Street*

Cheaper

than Ever.

Fere street.
Notice is hereby given that a
hearing will be had
of ai parties interested in said
petition, on Monday
0 c^och at the Aldermen’s Rooms

Order.

_oc21d3t_Ha. ROBINSON, City

ocl8dtf

Portland Savings Hank,

UPON

Clerk.

$100Stamp
^

and 10 cents to
C. H. R4EO Ac CO., Box 1589, Bangor Me
au29

oc!6d4w

2w

City Clebk’s Office, Oct., 20,1873
tlie petition ofM. Margar. to erect and
maintain a portable Steam Engine in wooden
b&ilding on Richardson Wharf Companies lot below

Per

SMITH, GAGE & CO.,

change Street.

citv or Portland.

Building.

SALE BY—

LARGEST

oclG

!in City

—FOR

stock in the State, and lowest prices.
All our real estate in Maine has been sold except
two small farms which wc will “almost give away."
“Old nun Colby” has postponed eoing to New Orleans till sometime in December, as he pi efers “Jack
Frost” to “Yellow Jack.” Call soon, for mnet ot
our books will be shlppedsoulh before “the old gentleman” goes. ALBERT COLBY & SONS, 119 Ex-

GEO. W. TRI E l CO.,
no

50 Bbls. Dried -A-pples

Books

Graham Flour,
Oatmeal

eodM

N. Y.,

NO. 91 EXCHANGE

ALL

deposits of

mence

following the
may29-dtf

one
Interest on

date of

ST.

dollar and upwards comthe tirefc day of the month

deposit.

FRANK

NOYES. Treasurer.

A Fine Business Opening
a young or middle aged man of unexceptionable character. Experienced accountant and one

FOR

thonsand dollars capital. Investigation is invited
norOltf
Aildress Rot 1015 Portland Mp

Boat lor Sale.
THIRTEEN foot ROW BOAT, nearly new,
with oars, sail, etc., for sale very low. Enquire
of WHARFINGER, Union Wharf.
oc20d3t*

A

487.10 !

987.40

$200,000.

This is a careful and conservative Company, and its
managers are courteous, sagacious and influential
men.
Its platform is to do’ a first class business and
establish an enviable reputation with the insurance
public. Its assets are securely Invested and advancing in value.

tered risks at adequate rates—lookiug well to the
moral hazard is after all the grand secret of success.
Such a method we propose to adopc, and with the
companies we represent and the superior facilities
we have f. r placing large or small lines, the insurance public can rest assurco that only safe and reliable insurance will be furnished at this office and AT
REASONABLE RATES.

are

LITTLE,

MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE,

OFFICE

Exchange

Street.
d3w

Life is

Property!

a

Family

Insurance !

A writer in the Boston Courier gives inter,
esting reminiscences of the Boston stage, extending from 1853 down to the present time.

BIOMETRY
The

Measure

of

Life

a

CELEBRATED

Man to his

in a circus and

are

American
LIFE
and

published ly

CO.,

for free distribution at A. Robinsou’s Book
112 Middle Street, or of the General Agents, at
of their offices.

Store,

either

Popular

j

4

Life Insurance Co.,
419 & 421 BROADWAY,

with

same age are not Insured at the
persons with long lived ancestry,
good habits, healthy vocation, residence, &c.,

&e., who are physically sound are taken at much
lower rates than in tlie old plan, where the long
lived pay for the slioit lived, while those less favored
with long lived
anpestrv must pay higher rates.
Any person may be rated free by calling at either
of the •fficcs of

BARNES

&

Exchange St.,

O’BRION,
AGENTS,

and 286'Congress St.

JOHN B. HUDSON, Special Agent,
4S8 Cougre.a S|„ Portland, .Tlaine
ocl7

3m

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL
INSURANCE
■

COMPANY
OF

NEW FORK,

AGAINST

Risks

Only

—on—

by the Year.
ASSETS:

$15,571,206

Premiums Terminating

in

on

1872,

BRKAD with
aplB

them

or

50

PER

CENT.
0

Policy Holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costing far less than to insure in anv tber
company in this country.

STREET,

OFFICE,

pronounced
166 FORE STREET,

Now if you wish to try them, you can by sending
•n your order have them brought right from the oven
to your door any morning during the week. Oiyii
you say you want them Sabbath morning (as is the
custom) Mr. Cobb will h ive a fresh lot ready which
ho will send you Saturday evening. Then by putting them in your own ov( n you can find them there
at breakfast time and save the unpleasant task ot
rising before you are feady and hurrying to the bakery.
BBOR V
P. 9,—Take nome choice
not,

an

von

like.
tf

“No, I
a

am

not

Japhet.”

beast.”

Cruel Mistakes in Colt Breaking.
Whatever may be the failing we may perceive in yonug horses—or indeed in any horses, but of eourse more especially in young
ones—whatever those failingsmay be, whether in temper, courage, or action, the first
thing 10 be done unquestionably is to endesvvor to find out from what cause that f filing
arises, and having ascertained the cause, the
next thing is to apply the remedy. Unfortunately for horses, they are very generally put
into the hands of those who give but little
consideration to either cause or remedy, and
when they do, often hit upon the wrong
cause, and still ottener fail in hitting on propOne thing may be depended cn
er remedy.
as a fact; in nineteen cases out of twenty vioand
ence
punishment will be resorted to as
the remedy, while it is an equally certain
fact that in ninety-nine cases in a hundred it
is the wrong one.
One of the most material things in teaching men, children, or brutes is to make them
perfectly understand what it is we want of
them, and this we suspect is not always done
in either case. Childien, we are
satisfied, are often punished from our fancying
them unwilling or obstinate, when in truth
their not completing their task arises from our
fault in not making them comprehend it,
with horses we are quite certain this is a matter of hourly occurrence. We are too apt to
fancy that easy which we know ourselves,
forgetting that A B is as difficult to learn as a
first lesson as solving the most difficult problem is at a maturer age or In more advanced

John

W.

PORTLAND,

Plunger,

CORRESPONDENT.
dlmeoiH tm&wfiw

fcbl7

can

SSB^
We

be

accom-

street,

S. S. KNJtiHT

tW°’ -

the
tool

remember owe
seeing* horse that hrf
been left standing m a cart at a door
walk
which
away,
quietly
gave the driver a run to
bring him back. Getting up to the horse, he
beat him unmercifully. On our remonstrating with him on his conduct, and stating the
horse could not know why he was so abusid
the savage said he did not care for
that; he

had had the trouble of coming after him’, so
he would
take it out of him.” We fear
many such feelings bring punishment where
thecauseof it is as little known to the animal. We merely instance the very simple
process of teaching a horse to stop at the

word of command as perhaps the most simple of any lesson we tiav have to teach him.
\\ e Should always consider, before we attempt to punish any animal that we may be
teaching (that has only Instinct to guide him)
that the punishing a rational or irrational
animal are two very distinct things. We
may tlog or imprison a fellow for any given
offence, because lie is told, and knows this
punishment is the consequence of such
offence; to the irrational animal we mast
make the tear of punishment or the
anticipation oi reward also evident, or either the one

the other will have no effect. We cannot
tell the horse what he is to expect, so it is
only by repeated results we can teach him
the consequence of any one act of bis. We
might cane a boy if lie refused to move from
the fireside, or another if he was riotous to
an unbearable degree, and should
by such
means procure ilic desired end; so we
might
ase the whip to a horse that
nothing else
could rouse into activity, and here we should
also succeed; but if we used the same means
to make a hasty, hot horse
go quietly, we
should, as a matter of course, make him ten
times worse; and why? simply because he
would not know what he was whipped for.
Yet we have seen many sapient people adopt
this course; and many equally absurd things
are done in the eommcti
way of educating,
or we should say,
spoiling, horses. Such meu
want educating'more than
they.—N. B. Ag-

riculturist.

A Mode a.v Martyr. When only a few
weeks ago, the cholera was raging in the
slums ot Berlin, a young physician, scarcely
past his thirtieth ye tr, made himself remarked by the boldness and persistency
with
which he entered the infected quarter, and
the apparent recklessness with which he exposed himself to the contagion. It is worth
while that his name should be recorded and
well remembered. It was Otto Oberineir.
He had another object besides that of relieving and, if possible, curing, the poor
creatuies whom he visited; lie proposed to
himself to investigate, in the piesence of the
liviug pestilence itself, its causes and its development. At last, the brave young soul
thought that he had discovered the clue; and,
with a heroism as tar above the heroism of
the battle-field as it is nobler to sacrifice one’s
self to save men than to destroy them, he resolved to lest his discovery upon himself.
It was an atvlul experiment; Oberineir knew
full well that he staked ins life against the
hope of conquering the cholera. Obtaiuing
from one of his patients some ot the deadly
cholera germs, he went deliberately to his
room, placed a table with pencil and paper at
his bedside, lay calmly down upon the bed,
opened a vein in his arm, and inserted the
deadly poison. He thought he bad discovered how to neutralize it; if so, man was master of the pestilence lorcver more. But he
was wrong, and the error was fatal.
He
lived seven hours, and then died; but duriug
those seven dying lours the young ;he o observed with scientific exactness, the effects
and progiess of the disease upon him, and
one after another he noted his observations
down, until within tbe very half-hour
when the spirit left tbe
These
body.
notes are prououuced to have the highest
value, and will serve Ike commission with
new facts of the first importance; and so the
dying legacy of Otto Oberraeir may, after all,
lead to the victory which he condemned himself to self-destructiou in trying to achieve.—

Appleton*' Journal.

Tub Creation, According
docs.—Mr.

Joaquin Miller,

to the

Mo-

in his book en-

titled “Life among the M idocs,” lias given
picturesque sketches of Indian life and

some

and traditions. Among much other interesting matter he tells us that the idea of the
creation of the world, as it was entertained

by the Modocs, now verging on extinction in
accordance with the demands of modern civilization,

this:

The Great Spirit made
He pushed down
snow and ice from the skies through a hole
which he made in the bine heavens by turning a stone round ami round, till he nude
this great mountain; then he stepped out of
the clouds on the mountain top, and descended and planted the trees all around by putwas

Mount Shasta first of all.

ting his finger on the grouud. The sun melted the snow, and the water ran down and
nurtured the trees and made the rivers. After
that he nude the fish for the rivers out of the
small end of his staff.
He made the birds
by blowing some leaves which he took up
from the ground amoug the trees. Alter
that he made the beasts out of the remainder
of his stick, but tie made the grizzly bear out
of the big end, and made him master over
all the others.
Having doue that, the Great
Spirit converted Mount Shasta into a wigwam
and its volcanic eruptions are the outcome oft
the fire that lie lights in the centre of this
mountain. The development of man was of
later occurrence. The daughter of the Great
Spirit, venturing too far, got astray, and fell
into the power of the grizzly hears, and she
was forced to marry one of them, and the
red men were the fruit of the marriage.
These red men were taken under the protection of the Great Spirit; but the grizzlies
were punished by beiug compelled to walk od
four feet, whereas before they had walked on
two. To this day the grizzly bear is never
slain by the red men, who recoguize in him a
sort of kinsman.

THE ANNEXATION
—OF—

Cape Elizabeth & Deering
—

TO TUB

of

City

—

Portland

undoubtedly take place in a short time; meanthe iiuileraigiieil, having removed from
while,

will

formor

our

places

of business to

NO. 51 EXCHANGE
and

formed

a

copartnership under the

J>. W. & S. B.
now

ST.,

firm

name

of

DEANE,

offer to the citizens of Portland and vicinity the
finest assortment of

FURNITURE
all kinds to be found in this city, which, notwithstanding the recent financial panic and f&lime

of

of the

CSraphic

Balloon

shall sell at

BETTER
than

can

be

to reach

fcavopc,

BARGAINS

fonml elsewhere In this

or any other city.
As we manufacture all of the Stuffed
Furniture we sell weeau guarantee every
article to be exactly what we represent It.

We

keep constantly

on

hand

Parlor Suits iu
lluir Cloth.

Plush, Rep and
Easy, Fancy aud

Reception Chairs, .Warble
Top Tables, tlut Trees,
Black Walnut, Chest-

nut and Pine Chamber Setts.

Ship aud Office Fnrniturc made to Order.
Also

liOuaifCM.

a

foil assortment of

Mprinir Bed* Halficae#
Rnltliiig of nil kiurfn.

and

horse has been ctied ‘'whoho” to many times, but does not
to our former cusstop; the
Returning our sincere thanks
driver fancies the horse oui/ht to know his
tomers, and desiring a continuance of their patronage
we shall endeavor at all
which
times to
wishes, and consequently will also fancy that in the future,
in waut ot Furniture of
he does.
any deWhat would the generality of merit* we invite all
us a call.
breakers do on such an occasion ? Why, give scription to give and Re pulring Furniture of all kinds
Upholstering
a violent snatch at the colt’s
mouth, accom- neatly and promptly done at our old Stand, No. 87
panied with a “who-ho” loud enough to Federal street.
frighten a drove of oxen, probably with the lVamooms No. 51
addition of an oath at the end of it. Conlil
Exchange St.
D. XV. & S. B, DEANE.
anything be more absurd than this, and what
would be the probable result of such conduct ?
lm
0614_
Not assuredly that which was wanted, namethe
ly, to make the colt quietly stop; but, on
BAKED BEANS
contrary, the violent puli would make him
throw up his head it he had liberty to do so,
AND
or run back or
plunge if lie had not; in short,
it would make him do anything hut what lie
B R OW ]N BREAD.
was wanted to do, and lie will g t punished
for committing a fault of the breakers own
Be ready for your Hot Baked
creating. Now, if a colt had learned his lesBeans and Brown Bread when you
son, and had constantly stopped on being
spoken to, we should then know that lie un- hear W. C. COBB’S Bells
coming
derstood our wishes; and if he on particular
SATURDAY EVENINGS, between
occasions did not obey, a properly proportioned puhishtner.t for his disobedience would
five aud seven o’clock.
be allowable; but we should be perfectly satoclO
ti
isfied on this head before we administer the
for
it
be,
might
punishment, however slight
Cole’s
Band
wrongly applied, it might undo what had been
IN readnpM to furnish music
done before.
ixiiy nimbw
pieces irom the Portland fiend; for Bulla,
We are very much afraid that punishment
innate to re
where
tie*,
fire.,
and
on
all
occasions
is often had recourse to, not as a painful al- auired, on
Apply to J. LOLM.
reaeonable terms.
ternative that the future well doing of the
focader. i ortland Band. No. 16 Brown Street, or at
satfilVf
Market Square.
object compels us to inflict, but as a means of Band Headquarters,
a

—

—

Quadrille

IS

Table Boarders.
FEW TABLE BOARDERS

modated at 30J High
A
oodeodti

I

we

It certainly requires no great exer'.ion of
the instinct of the horse to stop when we cry
“who-ho;’’hut until he knows what “whoho” means, we have no right to expect him.
to stop at the word or be surprised or angry if
he does not. With some horses,
repeating
the word twenty times, with a
corresponding
at
the reins, will teach this lesson; with
pull
others, we must do so a hundred times before
will
they
perfectly comprehend our wishes;
for there is as much difference in the
capacity
to learn in the horse as there is in man, and
for this difference there is seldom a proper allowance made. If one colt learns anything
we wish him in a few days, and another does
not, the failue of the latter is at once set
down to obstinacy, and the poor brute is punished for not doing that which he would willingly do if he really knew what we wanted of
him.

We will say

!

Dividend to Policy Holders

—

GOOD !

says mademoiselle, at the end of her historical tether, and growing rather impatient at
the difficulty that surrounded her aged rela-

education.

Those Baked Beans.

been tested and

a

“are you Noah?” “No, I am not Noah.”
“Are you Shem, then?” “No, I am not
Shem.” “Are you Ham?” “No, Pm not
even Ham.”
“Then you must be Japhet,”

“Then grandpa, you’re

All persons of the
rates, but

same

AND IN THE BATH.

Bakery,

in

company.

tive's identification.

NEW YORK.

AT THE TOIEET,

W. C. COBB

played female characters

following dialogue ocFaubourg St. Honore, Paris,
between a patriarchal gentleman and his
granddaughter: “What makes your hair so
white, grandpa?” inquired the maiden. “I
am very old, my dear; I was in the ark,”
says grandpapa humorously, but with a reckless regard for truth. “Oh,” says the child,
regarding her relative with a fresh interest,

are

HANDKERCHIEF,

THOSE BAKED BEAKS

is

curred in the

the

Popular

IUSURANCE

FLORIDA WATER,

_au8d23w

Mm mient

Conclusive.—The

The above documents

The richest, most lasting, yet most delicate of al
perfumes, for use on tne

pamphlet,

traveling

Minimum Cost, Maximum Results.

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels

As there are imitations and counterfeits, always
ask for the Flordia Water which has on the bottle,
the names of
on the label, and on the
IttlTHKAV A- I.ANJIAN, without v.hich none
in genuine,
old
jyl

wtrcre

principally in the legs. “But,” says the wiiter “noth,
ing is more wonderful when we consider that
Edwin’Forrest himself once threw flip-flaps

Family.

LANMAN’S

have

From this source we learn that Maggie
Mitchell emee played lire menen apy, ana

!

LABOR TERN INSURANCE !

Marine

&

28 & 30 PEARL

The charming landscape which I saw this
morning is indubitably made up of some
twenty or thirty farms. Miller owns this
field, Locke that, and Manning the woodland beyond. But none of them owns the
landscape. There is a property in the horizon which no man has, but he whose
eye can
integrate all the parts, that is, the poet.
This is the best part of these men's farms,
yet to this their warranty-deeds give no title.
—[Emerson.

—FOR-

MURRAY

NOS.

Mall Gazette refers whe he says, “One of
the last immensely wealthy Americans who
has arrived here is described as a person who
commenced life as a Red Indian. A chronicler here says that this gentleman performed
with his scalping knife with a success equal
to that of Paganini on the violin.”

GENERAL AGENT & MANAGER

oc!6

steps.”

There will be some curiosity here to learu
to whom the Paris correspondent ot the Pall

TONTINE Policies issued by this Compa-

49 1-2

the

An advertiser in the Londou Times remarks to his departed wife, “After
you had
eloped for the third time I distinctly told you
that I should not be at the trouble of
ruuning
after you again.” Thus the poor woman
will go straight to ruin, and all fur the lack of
a little patience.

amples.

D.

seems

that “no member thereof should come to the
house barefoot, or eat his bread and cheese
on

Fragrance.

at his

that sumptuary legislation is no
thing in the State of Pennsylvania.
Many years ago the Legislature passed a law

Bf'vnre of nil new, Impracticable, and
unreliable Scheme*, and insure with the
Old ‘‘Mutual Cife.”
There is no occasion for
dissatisfaction by those who insure with this Company.
B.
This is the only Company in the world in
which ordinary life payment policies bare became
self sustaining—on which the dividends annually
paid by the company, are equal or more than the annualpremium, as will be seen by the foregoinq ex-

W.

«

new

Cent.

\ocl8SM&W3t

selling BY THE QUART,

know.”

Expenses in 1872 Less than 7 per

INSURES

is

greatest living novelist.” “Everybody,” be
said, “is the greatest living something, vou
It

B. BABNEM, ,»r.,
THOM. L. O’BBION,

WHICH

Wilkie Collins requested the man who wes
about to introduce him to a
Syracuse amiience, the other day, not to call him “the

those paid by Aorae Companies.

a»

|yThere aro Companies with smaller capitals
which have “proved stronger than some of the largest companies.”—Ex-Insurance Commissioner John
E. Sanford. Speaker, Mass. House of Representatives, Dee. 12, 1872.
Care and caution in the conduct of business, taking limited amounts on well selected and well scat-

—

The hide of the white whale is louud to
furnish a very superior article of leather
when properly dressed—ami that
style of
dressing, formerly fenovn as cow hiding, is
hereafter to be called whaling.

This is sometimes disputed or doubted by those interested in other institutions. Parties who hold policies in other coinpanies, can for themselves
readily
determine the difference in the dividends
they have
received, and those paid the holders of our Policies.
Investigate the facts before insuring; and apply
at my office without waiting for personal solicitation.

30

Imperishable

be the test.

Large

as

are

pretty shoulders shrugging,
such glorious cbai»s far
hugging.

IsTh?6,-!^'he
°is
—vlrir

indie tor; when

or

LARGE

Times

Four

or

better,

her

The Charleston Nexcs and Courier
says that
“the man who is thoroughly in earnest has no
time for personal adornment.” The men of
the South must be
terribly in earnest, if this

8,013.001 16,013.00
2,651.97
5,654.97

AS

GEUKEAL

isra.

DRIED APPEES.

The Partnership hitherto existing between
€lias. UI. Thomas & €lias« J. Bond

126.19
11.98
232.02
70.16

American

NO. 17 PLUM STREET.

tion

dti

34.20

$773,000

15,1873.

Bears

and

Three

1833.

Oct.

Because,

31251.311 37,751.31
578.011 1,078.01
860.511 1,560.54
1,029.70 | 2,029,70
2,698.311 5,698.31

13.25
31.59

TWICE

WATERTOWN, N. Y„

Sebago Dye House,
MR.

3137 67

$330,000

ROCHESTER,

Policy
;of
| and

Dividen’s

The recnuinry value of

The success of this coDipatiy is an established fact.
Its stockholders and managers are leading and influencial men. Its increasing strength anil reliability is iarely owing to its taking reduced amounts
and scattering its business. Their present year lias
been one of unusual prosperity, and tho
company
stands high in insurance circles, in a letter received
from a prominent business firm at Pittsburg, we
tindthe mowing: “the President Mr.
Schmertz,
stands very high here,
lie is a good business man
and of undoubted integrity.
He is honorable and
straightforward in all is transactions. We consider
the company equal in all respects to anv
company of

Chas. Grimmer,
C. M. Richardson,
E. M. Gammon.

Chandler,
Mullaly,
J. Tyler,

H.McYEY late of Foster Dve House of this
City, has reopened the Sebago Dye House No. 17
Plum St., where he is ready to do all kinds of dyeing and cleansing of gent lemers garments. Satisfac-

St.

Co.,

1838.

OF

i'1'*'1™'*
Additions.

otner cnaracters

Sept. 1st, 1873.

D. H.
J. M.

Kate hates moustaches; so much hair
Makes every man look like a bear;
But Nel le, who no
thought could fetter,
Pouts out, the more like bears the

I Amount

As those Paid by IWfoot Other Companion;

$360,000

Allemannia Fire Ins.

SPortland, Me.,

Parties, Concerts,

CASH.

Than those paid by any other Company in
the world, and

ny.

The Globe was organized some eight years since
and h^s done an excellent business. It paid in full
all its losses at the Chicago fire, and bincethe present
Secretary Mr, S. P. Walker, has had charge of the
institution, during the past year, the Globe has made
splendid progress. Mr. Walker was the Secretary ef
the old Firemens’, which he m naged with great sagac.ty and success. The cash capital of the Globe is
$300,000 and its assets are rapidly increasing.
The
company is doing a business ol over $25,000 per
month, and the losses this year being not over 20 per
cent.—a most favorable showing.
We cordially reccoramend this company tc the public favor.
“The Globe Insurance Co. of Chicago has been after a careful, thorough and inteligent examination,
admitted to do business in this State. This Company is possessed of substantial assets, to the value of
$347,232,44, and is in everyway entitled to confidence.
It is officered by men of character and experience,
and the best and most successful underwriters in the
West. The Globe begins business here under, good
ausoices, and deserves well of that class of our best
business men who are in search of more or more reliable insurance.”— The Chronicle, New York, July,
1873.
The New York Underwriter, July, 1873, and the
New York Spectator, Sept. 1873, have similar com-

All engagements must be made with D. H. Chandler. Leader.
U^^Aiiy number of pieces furnished.
Jy23ti
[Advertiser copy.)
A fresh

$250,000

The city of Hartford has been for years regarded
as the “hub” of insurance, and policies in Hartford
Companies have ever been in great demand.
The
Atlas was formed a few months since by some of
the most influential and experienced insurance men
and capitalists, and the company therefore is established on a solid basis with $1,000,000 authorized
capital: the present cash capital being $200,000. The
company is meeting with great success, boiug careful
and taking limited amounts on desirable property,
its board of directors includes names of men wellknown and influential throughout New England.

Capital Oct. 1, 1873,

The BEST Family
chine in the WORLD.
so, General Agent for

& BONNETS!

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,

OF

IMPROVED

184:1.

larger

$700,000

Atlas Fire Insurance Co.,

IVo. 4 Portland Pier.

ngftltf

—OF—

HATS

hat is better,” anxiously inquires a
western exchange, “than a
promising young
man ?
By all odds, we should say, a promising young woman.

in Tact

ROCHESTER GERMAN,

E. CHURCHILL & CO.,

IN

The Dividends ot this Comp’y

This company staluls A No. 1 and i» one of the
most careful and desirable in the business. Its policies are eagerly sought in Boston, New York, Philadelphia and other leading ciiies. Its managers are
exptri need and prudent men, and for many years
engaged in underwriting. Its investments arc remarkably excellent and its success an established
fact. During the six months ending June 31st, it
increased its assets $10.1,000—a ver_, handsome exhibit.
Some of the first and foreaiost citizeus of New York
and Newark are directors and stockholders.

horse.

peace

The above are examples of Policies now in force
and are not exceptional illustrations, but actual and
uniform result" of insurance with this
Company, It
will be seen that nearly all these Policies have more
than doubled in mount.
There is no “My>tery” or “Swindle” about this.
The experience ofTtJIRTY years of this great
leading Company has shown *he most satisfactory
results, with which every Policy holder is satisfied.
Let those who doubt, call and see for themselves.

Merchants’ Fire Ins. Co.,

This company insures only desirable farm property, private residences and contents. Its charter con-

Rico,

8,000!
3.'DO I

$730,000

Assets October 1. 1873,

MOLASSES.

CO.,

3,000,
5001

The Girard is one of the staunchest and most reliable companies in this country. Its
managers, directors and stockholders include some of the leading
citizens of Pennsylvania, holding eminent judicial
public and business positions. The e xcess of receipts
over expenditures for 1872, was
$189,975.64 and no
losses due and unpaid at end of year. This year has
been one of unexampled success, arising from an enterprising, careful and rational course. Tne leading
insurance journals and circles give “The Girard” the

its size in the

MAINE,

1,000

a

*

Co.,

1_1

12.15
25.41
28.10
151.47
13.75
712.00
76.20

7001

:

for 1873

398.15

DOo!

OF Dll LA DELPHI A, PA..
1833.

Assets October 1, 1873,

Provision

33,5(0!

Cnsli

Dividend.

111

_j_

in

Butchers,
dealers,
ITHotelindispensable
Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will
than It? cost
Summer. Butchers

i

a

considerably faster than

Henry Ward Beecher thinks that President
Grant is almost the only man in the nation
who thinks a good deal hut can hold his

—

§65,000,090—AEE

ipSm
|Prem

of

Policy.

plete endorsements.

Only Reliable One

The best and

persons, that any and all excivations to be made in any public street or way
within the City limits, for purpose of lading Gas or
Water Mains, or making Connections with said
mains, or any public or private sewer, must be commenced on or before November 1st, 1873, and be
completed before the 15th, of November 1873.
Approved October 10, 1873.
A true copy.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk,
attest,
ocll
d3w

Hardwood or While

L
If

ocll_
A. S. LYMAN'S

Notice is hereby given that the following
o: tier of the City Council will be Strictly
Enforced.

I

Ilui'knialack,

Company's

Barbadoes,

dlw

Timber and Knees

HAVE the largest and best, stock ot Ship Knees
Also best quality Beasoued ‘White
in the State.
Oak Treenails, and can furnish

MARINE, STATIONARY AM) PORTAapl4

CONGRESS.
<f

—

Low Prices Prevail.

Porto

ocl7

Bolted Corn

Ship

AT

THAT IS WHERE

28 SPRING STREET.

OFFICE

COOKING STOYES,
39 CENTRE

CALL

OLD STAND,
Congress, Corner Brown Streets.

Do it

before Winter sets in.

Oak Timber and Plank

OF

—

and

Agent for Du Pont’s Gunpowder.

se29

PORTLAND

House Furnishing Goods,

d2w

BC13

AND

—

save

BRONZE AND FANCY GOODS.

DEALER IN

—

AND

—

the Market.

ANDREW 3IULNIX,

PARLOR,

panies.

1805.

Patent Pure Dry Air Refrigerator

WATCHES

Amo'ntl

OF CHICAGO, ILL.,

DOMESTICS

to go

First Class and Reliable Fire Com-

Globe Fire Insurance Co.,

Ties,

C’ovell &

FIRE!

Call at 155 middle St', at the Old
Store ol Emery & Waterhouse, the

see

Neck

.

Proprietor.

_

Portland.
179 Commercial St.,

References—Hon. Benj. Kingsbury, Jr., Rev.A.
K. P. Small, Rev. Charles B. Pitblado.
ocldtf

COMMERCIAL HOUSE,

L. 15. MARTIN.
oel3

For terms &c., applv personally or
NO. 8 CASCO STREET.

SHAWLS;

to Order.

'ilm

WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS

class or private.
by letter to

HOTELS.

G.

BOSS £ STURDIVANT,

ROBERTS,
Is prepared to receive Pupils in all the principles of
Practical Elocution, and Voice Culture; tither in

For
DRESS GOODS,

Childrens’ Clothing of all kinds,

Ready made and made

Street.

Exchange
•

oc7

MRS.

<S>nfldenti‘ally

KINSMAN,

J.

45 Danforth Street, Portland, ITIe.
Rt. Rey. Henry A. Neely, I>. D., ViBitor.
O. L.
Billing,, Principal. Send for Circular.
oclOtf

INSURANCE SUPERINTENDENT,
P. Q. BOX 126, Amesbury, Mr as.

Fall and Winter

Furnishing House,

order.

FIXTURES!

GAS

128

work
Plen*e.

oc21_*2w
St. Augustin’s School for Boys,

oc9d&w3w

CHILDREN’S

ME.

All the**ew styles. Berlins, Bembrants, Medallion,
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched,
card. by wlich new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.

J

Attention

ONE

and

PHOTOGRAPHER,
Copying and enlarging done

Agents

School lor Boys and Girls, iu School Room at Casco
street Church, is iu operation.
Pupils still received.
Suitable assistance will be employed. Attention will
also be given to a class in Penmanship iu P. M., two
or more days in a week.
For particulars inquire at No. 11 Myrtle Street.

School of Elocution !

of the most progressive and popular American Lite Companies, being about to re-organize
their Maine Agencies desires to coriespond with
gentlemen of experience in relation thereto. A suitable party is desired at Portland as General Agent
who will be afforded unu-Ual facilities.
Local
Agens throughout the State, with or without experience will be liberally dealt with.
Address
wit* lull Darticulars.

J. II. LAMSOM,

I’OKTI.AIVD,

ocll*2w

AGENT

feblO_

bv a competent
Address MRS. C. E., Port-

as
woman.

MEN as SALESMEN, to travel through
Maine and N. H., to sell goods wanted in every
tamily. Call, or enclose stamu for particulars. Sample 6eut on recept of 50 cts. MILL1KEN & CO.,
t>8 Middle street, Portland, Me.
ocl8deod&wtf

SEWER,

for the Superior Wrnltham Watchrs,
which maintain their well earned reputation
for timekeeping and reasonable price. In every variety of gold ana silver cases—open face anti hunters,
Kev winders and stem winders.
mvl2-d9mo

MAINE.

Wo. 152 Middle

Wanted.
housekeeper

OF

ESTABLISHED
ASSETS

FOLLOWING

THE

1838.

NIRS. A. H. PENDLETON’S,

mavl4tf

ORDERED
and all other

Of Foreign and American Make,

REPRESENT

Assets October 1, 1873,

SCHOOL!

Company

Chronometers and Clocks,

AT

eod2w*

a

of Mayor and Aldermen, 1
Oct 6,1873.
|
that the City Clerk <nve notice to the
Portland Gas Company, the” Portland Water

WATCHES,

pleasant

a

EDUCATIONAL.

In Board

O’DONNELL.

COUNSELLOR

GENTLEMAN and wife can secure
with board, at 02 Free Street.

Rooms Wanted.
part of the city, furnished or unfurpleasant
nished, with or without board.
Address
K. B., 37 Brown St., Portland.

IN

THE

er

—

Mutual Life Ins.

Exchange,

highest endorsement.

room

d&wtf

se3

DR. LED WIG
A. M.. and from 1 to 3 P. M.
HAS
«e3

domestic

haar26

in

neither Rust, Poison nor give the slightest
taste to the water, hesce, are much superior to metal or other wooden Pumps.
Made by accurate main all their parts, raising a large
chinery,
amount or water with little labor; durable and reliable, they are acknowledged, after years of thorough
trial, the best and the Cheapest Pump made. Send
or a circular.

...

resumed practice. Office hours from 10 to 11

JAMES

SIMPLEST,

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

STREET.

MAY

Atlantic near Congress St., and
Suitable for a Shoe Store or fancy
goods or Groceries. Apply to S. A.
No. 37 St. Lawrence St.
dlw ffcen eodtf
on

cars.

ANDERSON,

Tiie.v

NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,
6

septlldlf

ANEW
Horse
and

2 Doors North of Merchants’

Girard Fire Insurance Co.,

LET.

and adapted to jobbing
floor, eleganth
goods or other similar trade.
to
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply

a

water-proof Paint.

Durable and Cheapest Pump
Use.

TO

brick store in the Rackleft Block, corner
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement and
A large
finished

A

A 1 leuchman has invented a boot with
wheals, which, he says, will enable the wear-

THE—

NEW YORK.

of

Board,

—

jys

WOOD

perfect

KEILER,

L.

THE
most

SAMUEL! II. JOSE,
ARCH11EUT AINU BUILDER,

BY THE

ST..

%

DIVIDENDS PAID BY

J2d FLOOR,)

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

Tin Roofs

PUMP!

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

STORE

dry

L 00 K

Gossip and Gleanings.

—

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
No. 4*1 Exchange St.

No. 2 Park Street

Celebrated.

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

Enquire

Store

Sd.

Book, Card & Job Printer CUCUMBER

W.

to F.
Office 13
oc4dtf

Apply

Estate,

Casco Street for Sale.
TWO story Honse, nine rooms, cellar, good
|
water. Lot about 25 x 80. Title perfect. Possession given at once. This property is situated near
Congress street, and cau be purchased for $2500.
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate,
Room 13, Fluent Block.
ocl4dtf

»16 CONGRESS STREET,

IN'

on

G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real
Fluent Block.

la prepared to make all tlie various styles of Card
Pictures. Rent brant, Medalliou, dee., from
Retouched Negatives.
By this process we
Get rid of Ereehles. Roles and oilier imFor all of which no#
perfection* of the Skin.
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
please. Call and examine for yourselves. mchlSdtf
RRS.

Real

House

GEO. E. COLLINS,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

money to Loan.
first

or

W,

35 OLD STATE HOUSE,

I

Estate

class
Estate Security, in Portland,
ON vicinity—Rents
collected, taxes paid, &c.,
Commission. Houses
and sola.

ONE
STREET.

oclO

BULLETIN.

JAMES F.

OUNSELLORS AT LA

conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
sepl9-tl

1872.

G. Patterson’s Real

F.

octll-tf

the unbuilt ol

on

Portland, Sep. 18tb,

Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of duinbia,
will attend to the prosecution of < lairas telore the
Court of Claims aud the various departments at
Washington.

SALE.

For Sale.

MERRILL,

COUNSELOR

House,”

The suo.-enber offers for 6ale his ITotel
proj rty iu Limerick Village, York County.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with sited and two large stables adjoining:
two wells of water on the premises, and
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner,
JOSEPH G. HARMON,
marl 3d tf
Limerick. Me.

MANUFACTURER OF

Parlor

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

tr

To E.et.
OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE

To Let.
u

30 EXCHANGE

Spring street.

To Let.
BOARD, large pleasant rooms. Suitable
WITH
for families or single gentlemen.
At 52 Free Street.
jn24*lw then tf

first

WEDNESDAY MORNING, OCT. 22, ’73.

tf

GIRLS WANTED

A

PIPING.
«p2»____

ACTIVE ami reliable agent in tills: :
one of the oldest Life
Companies
the country. Address with reiereuces
“PENN” Lock Box 55 P. O.
jyHtf
Philadelphia Pa.

ANrepresent

SALE.

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danfortii, Sts.
This let has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet
and plant? have been drawn t> How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of

WATER

AND

ocl3dtf

311

Wanted.

at the

For Sale in the Town of Westbrook.

Co’

STEEL PENS.
Special

N. B.—Beware of imitations made of glue composition. represented to be made of rubber.
se23
im

—

Inquire

A
se30

for RUBBER
and others doing

$10 easily made daily
Address COOKE. SMITH & CO., 41 State
Street, Boston, manufacturers of Rubber Dating,
Bank and Business Hand Stamps, under letters patent. Send lor illustrated catalogue.
to

HOW IT PAYS !

—

men

printing. $>

own

THE PRESS.

General Insurance Agents,

A

To Let with Board.
LARGE FRONT ROOM at

mar24tf

Agents, to take orders
LIVE
STAMPS for business

their

Martin’s Point Bridge,
6 *

For Sale
No. 42 Pleasant Street.

Portland Me.

Harrison,

Wanted.

of Capt. Wm.

2S Spring: Street*

*lw

53

INSURANCE.

—AT

BARNES & O’BRION

LET!

FRONT CHAMBER, at
SPRINGSTREET.
dtf

oc3

or

thereby gain much both in style and expression.
1 would also like a situation as
organist, in or near
Portland.
33 FRANKLIN STREET.
Portland, Oet. 8, 1873.
ocl0d2w

Drinkwater near the premCHARLES HUMPHREY.
Administrator, at Yarmouth V llage.
Yarmouth Oct. 2,1873.
oc3deod&w4w

paired.

se22d3m

near

or

Wanted.
V. V a young Gentleman, PUPILS in vocal and
-■* instrumental Music.
Those taking Vocal lessons will nave the opportunity of
singing before, ami
hearing Mrs. Fannie Frazer Foster, of Boston, and

in

Enquire
ises, or

tools

CLERK

ex

oel6

be

Cumberland.
Also 4 acres of Marsh
in Falmouth.

For Sale at this Office.

an

St.,

one-third of a mile of the above, on
the Foreside road to Portland, about 40 acre-, mostly
field, with Orchard, and between 200 and 3i*0 Cord's
of Wood on the same.
Also, a woo I lot of 40 acres with nearly 1000 Cords
of Wood standing, situate o:i the
Rangeway, and
near the Depots of the Grand Trunk and M. <5. Rail-

ELASTIC SOAPSTONE ROOFING.
n*

Exchange

buildings.
Also, wit bin

—

BOARD,

INTO.

Situation Wanted.
ONF

sold, the Homestead of the late Cant.
Reuel Drinkwater, in Cumberland, situated
one-half mile from Cumberland Depot, containing
about 4J acres, with two story House, Barn and out

Manufactures and Sole proprietors, in this State

~TO
WITH

Y.

penanced
wishing
SALESWOMAN with good references, may adANY
dress F. E. S. 30 Danfortli
Press Office.

REAL. ESTATE FOR SALE!

WILL

Broadway, N.

34G

_INSURANCE.
New Insurance Firm!

dtf

TWO

ocl6dlw

vorite

&^o7

THE

oc20_

AN

For other Property. A rare chance.
A tirst rate Farm,
containing IBP
acres of good land, well
divided; has
a nice Sugar Orchard of 400
trees,
-cut twenty-five tons of hay this year.
.An abundance of wood and water. This farm is situated in the town of Campton, N. H., which is a faresort for Summer Boarders. Is only four
miles from Plymouth. It otters a rare opportunity
to one who wishes either to engage in farming or
keeping boarders, and a very excellent one for both
brandies, as the place must be sold to close an estate. Apply to WM. H. JERRlS,Kcal Estate Agent,
Portland.
oc6dtf&wlt

business cards.

Tow

or

well built Brick House situated on tlie westerly side and near the foot of Pearl street.
Enquire of EMERY, WATERHOUSE & CO.

*iw

Situation Wauled

Cottage for Kale.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

County,

To Let,

Rooms To Let.
N. Y. gentleman of business experience would
Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
take a position of responsibility (financial presingle gentlemen can be accommodated with
ferred) in an eastern concern or company engaged in
a substantial remurerative business
oc7tf
If associations I pleasant rooms and hoard at 75 Free street.
prove satisfactory would invest $10,0f0 to $25,000.
Address giving particulars.
H. CLARK,

rilHE COTTAGE houst; on the
Southerly corner of
JL tlanover and Fori land
Sts., contains eight finisli«t rooms, all in nice
order, Scbago water. Apply to
Wm. H. JE1UUS, Haul Estate Agent.
oelU*3w

daily

OF THE

Girl Wanted.

TO
ocl7

_

Rates of Advertising : One inch of space,
ength of column, constitutes a “square.”
lirst week; 75 cents per
Jjm 50 per square
w *ek afli r; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuing every other day.after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week. $1 U0; 50 cents per week after.
mffoial Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” ami “Auction
00 per square per week; three insertions
Salfs”,
or less $ 1 50.
Advertisements inserted in tlie “Maisr Statu
Press (which lias a large circulation in
every part
°f the Slate) tor $1 (10 per square lor first
insertion,
and o0 cents per square lor each
subsequent insertion.

J. W. McCOl

TO LEI.

DO general HOUSE WORK. Enquire at 25
•
Carlton street, Portland Me.

codim

50

Is

—

store and

one-half ot the double house
on the corner of Donforlh
and Walnut street
one of the most desirable
locations in the ehv
xue rot is very large and will
be sold on very easv
torms. A large portion can remain on
mot gage.
G.R, DAVIS,
Real Estate and
Mortgage Broker.

St. Portland.

Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad-

THE

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

For Kale.

PORTbAYD PI BMNUI2VG CO.,
At 109 Exchange

I

20 Republicans and 13 Demo
Pennsylvania & n ;te, and 61 Republicans a jd 39 Democrats iu the House.
The Chicago Tribune, saj* the Republican
defeat in Ohio may he attributed to the eflorts
of Mr. Delano to control the election by the
in order to sect re his
use of pnblic patronage,
own election to the United States Senate.
There are elections to be held on the 4th of
November iu Arkansas, Illinois, Kansas, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,
Mississippi, New Jersey, New York, Virginia
and Wisconsin.

There

press.

the

WEDNESDAY MORNING, OCT. 22. 1878
re ular attache of the Pkess is furnished
card certllicate countersigned by Stanley!.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat ani bote

Ev_uy

srit

u a

managers will confer

a

favor upon

cred -ntials of ever.' person

ns

by demanding

claiming to

represent

are

c.'ats iu the

oni

we have information that several •‘bummers” are seeking courtesies In the name of the
Pkess, and we have no disposition to be, even passively, a party to such fraud

Journal, as

W r do not read
anonymous letters and communications. i he uaiuo and address of the writet arc it
all cases iniii&i-ensub e, not necessarily for publication
hut as a guaranty of good iailh.
W cannot undertake to return or reserve cum
Oiiiuicatiou* that are noi useu.

Current Notes.
The Commercial Advertiser calls upon New
York Republicans to look to the State Senate. The Democrats have not had a representative in the United States Senate for

nearly twenty-five years, but they are taking
courage from the result in Ohio.
The New York Mail thinks it high time
that the best citizens, regardless of party
affiliations, should ta'.-.e some steps to IIdi-

Postal savings’ Bunts.
Postmaster General Creswell has not been
sa i-fied to ruu bis department alter the model and within the limit of 1 is predecessors in
that office. From tie first, be has seemed

cate their interest iu the

coming election

for

ambitious to extend tae usefulness of one ot

judges

i'ie few departments of the government, the
advantages ot which the bumblrst citizeu

felt in behalf of first-class nominations.
The Inter-Ooean thinks descriptive report-

may avail himselt of and one ot the most important agencies to promote the intelligence
of the pe >ple ar.d cultivate proper telalions

jusprejudice
applied
religion; when not used as a means
to lower the public taste and morals, is one
of the most captivating and interesting features of modern journalism.

between the

most remote

ing,

sections. The coun-

system of

numerous

by

car ser-

which the

of reform in letting mail contracts, and in
the introduction of postal cards, and in the

possible service he lias rendered the country
by his perstsient opposition to the flunking
privilege which doubtless contributed largely
already shown a desire to
extend tbe (unctions of his department by
his early and constant advocacy ot tbe policy
of tbe government purchasing tbe telegraph
lilies of the couutry and either directly or ri
motely assuming their control. Betote he
has made much ticadway in bringing the
or

rather

postal telegraph scheme, he now declares
that he will ask Congress to establish at the
principal post offices of the country, postal
savings banks. If the Rev. Petroleum Y.
Nasbv had thought of this plan, how much
greater would have been his anxiety to have
the

World:

Pomeroy is mentioned by the
the long-lost brother, because Jfe has a strawberry-mark on his right
breast, the work of poof- Conway.
Ex-Senator

Detroit

retaiued tbe office at the Cross Roads!
The

plan

of

postal savings

ex-

tensive annexation to Boston sh. no longer
claims to be the Hub of the universe, but the
whole wheel. Butler, we suppose, is the fly
upon it, that raises all the dust.
The greatest misfortune that could have
happened to Mr. Seward’s reputation with
posterity is a circumstance tha' might have
se med
signally suspicious to his fame—
namely, the selection of Charles Francis Adams by the Jfew York Legislature as his
Had a statesman of less
formal eulogist.
weight been invited to deliver the memorial
address, he would have indulged in the partiality of a professed panegyrist without
challenging much contradiction.—M. Y.

Mr. Creswell has

country to loo. favorably upon his

of defalcation which have

constantly and outrageously abused.
The Brooklyn Argo* says since the late

its abolition.

to

eases

coming to light for a year or more prove
conclusively that the talk which has been dinning iu the public ear to the effect drat the
laches ol public officers were exceptional,
and due to political demoralization, was entirely without foundation. Recent events
show beyond ail question that the government business has been managed with as
much honesty aud care as banking, corporate
and municipal business, and it is not certain
that the moral advantage is not greatly on the
side of the public officers who have been so
been

postal
delivery ot large masses ot
mail matter is facilitated, iu extending the
system ot letter carriers iu ci ies, in improving by treaty our postal regulations with other governments, in the adoption of a system
vice

of

to the

when not

The Commonwealth thinks that the most

forts of Mr. Creswell and credit him with the
great measure of success he has met iu reducing the cost of foreign mail service, in
a

city,

and make their influence

tice or

try will generally appieciate the valuable ef-

the adoption of

in that

banks is not

Post as

j

The Gazetta <1’ Italia asserts that the fiuandai crisis iu America has caused great excitement at the Vatican.
It has never been kept a
secret that a great part of the money received

from the Peter’s pence and part of the private
property of the prelates has been deposited in
American banks by Cardinal Autouelli.

original

one

ANDROSCOGGIN

The

Lisbon,

was

Journal.

damaged by fire Sunday, says the

The Journal says Mr. William- Irish of Turfouud dead in his bed Friday morn-

ner, was

ing.

KENNEBEC

COUNTY.

In the matter of Benjamin Bunker et. als.
vs. the M. C. Railroad, “the interlocutory injunction prayed for is denied, on the ground
that the stockholders having acquiesced iu the
location and budding of the new track on the
cast side of the river, the erection of the bridge
to connect the two tracks is not wrongor misapplication of comoraie funds of which the
stockholders can complain. It is rather a furtherance of and made necessary by that change
iu the locatiou. If the erection is a violation
of the rights of the public, or should prove injurious to the interests of other parties, the
proper legal remedies are open to them

vice, and that (he measures of reform that he
has already secured are beyond the danger of
overthrow, before he makes a furthei advance
or wastes his energies
upon schemes that fail

Gen. Spinner is seriously ill.
Senator Pinchbeck of Louisiana, denies that
the colored people are dying out, and says they
have increased ten percent. siDcethc war.

to commeud themselves.

(Press Correspon fence.)
News readied Camden Monday night that
William Quinn and his uepbew, Augustus, of
Eagle ’sland, left that place last Thursday for
Deer Isle, a distance of truly three miles, and
have not been beard from since. They were in
a small boat, and as it was blowing fresb at the
time, it is supposed that they were drowned. A
dog which they bad taken with them returned
home dripping with water. Search was made
but it was only learned that the party had left
WilDeer Isle and'were on the’r way home.
liam Quinn wa3 37 years old, and his nephew
about 23. Both were married men.
The dredging machines leave the harbor this
week, having completed theirwork for the present.
The channel has beeu dbg out as far as
the bonded salt wharf, but the wharfs about
the lime kilns, coal and lumber yards are still
high and dry at low water. Another approprilion is expected to finish the job.
Quite an extensive revival of religion is in
progress in the Methodist church in Rockport,
The
over thirty converts having been made.
iuterest was awakened by a partof the praying
band front Massachusetts, and now the pastor,
Rev. Mr. Knowlton, assisted by others, holds
meetings day aud evening tbrtmghout the week.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Mr. Lysander Butterfield of Paris, has been
Itouud over to appeal at the December -term of
S. J. Court, in the snra of 81200. to answer to a
charge of assault with intent to kill.
The annual Teachers’ institute for Oxford
county will be held at Bethel, commencing
The InstiNov. 3d. and continuing rive days.
tute will be conducted by Profs. F. A. Allen
and W. J. Cortbell, assisted by Hon. Wairen
Johnson.
In Norway there lives an old man whose age
is nearly three-score-and-ten. who, with the
help of bis wife, has picked blueberries enough
during the past season to amount to 852.50.

(Press Correspondence.)
The store of Ducell & Hawkes, at Oxford
broken itno Monday night aud sunwas
village,
about 815 in scrip stoleD. The
dry goods and in
thieves broke
by breaking a square of glass

The almanac of the New York World is a
model as political almanacs go; and it is
to be regretted that the curious arithmetic man of that out-and-out Democratic
journal has not in the past perused
that little annual with sufficient care to
prevent it from basing an editorial to
prove that the paitial and apparent success of
the Democratic party in Ohio is not due to
the apathy of Republicans on “off years’’
but to the innate power of that party whose
principles are adapted to “al! times and suited to every circumstance,” on the statement
that Gov. Hayes, Republican, had 75,011 ma-

jority

in 1889 when its excellent almanac of
1873 states on page 59 that the
Republican

majority

was

but 7518.

Tue fact that Sairv

Gamp agvn quotes its
Republican Mrs, Harris, suggests the jv.mark
that this harmless kind of fiction has become
rather stale. For 'me or two hundred

times,
little letters
signed by “Republican” might
do as a mere matter of
diversion, but. in excess of that limit
they become very stupid.

News and Other Items.

A contract has been let to connect the several
Government departments by telegraph
It is
expected that the business of the government
will he" thereby greatly faciliatcd.
Ex-Reprasentative Pierce of Mississippi, is a
prominent candidate for Postmaster of the
House of Representatives.
It is expected that
this office will be filled from the South.

Gen. McClellan’s staff during th
win,
war, and was a great favorite with the ladies.
The sugar crop is said to have been above the
average this year in Georgia, Alabama and
Mississippi, and below iu Florida, Texas aud
Louisiana.
A western paper chronicles the poisoning and
narrew escape from death of three girls who
had been chewing the concoction of red oxide
of mercury and bees-wax, known as chewing
gum.
It is announced tbat Mr. Disraeli has lately
resumed work on a new novel whieli would
have beer, completed ere this, but for the death
of Viscountess Bcacoufleld and the pressure of
recent political aff lirs.
The Louisville Courier-Journal started the report that Pat Donan, of the notorious Lexing-

OVERCOATINGS
than he has before displayed. Also Pants
Hoods, which for beauty, strengh and
stylishness arc the admiration of all.
In displaying these Hoods and his

FALL

1

will

with this

require a
complicated

Political Nntcs.
Col. Greene of tbe Boston Poet, declines
The managers of the Ohio reform school aro
to be rnn down by Mayor Pierce on tbe Consen ling out invitations for a reunion to members of the press, clergymen, members of the
gressional track.
It is now stated that Mr. Wheeler is pledg- legislature, otc.; the intioduction to which
reads, “Long years hare elapsed since we were
ed not to be a candidate for Speaker, against
Mr. Blaine. The New Yorkers were proba- companions at the reform school.”
The German News says: “It is still
hoped
bly indicating tbe chairmanships they wanted.
that the International Postal Congress will be
The St. Lous
Republican, one of the doubt- held next spring. It will be remembered that
*ng Democratic newspapers, does not see a Russia had no objections to the
principle of the
sign ol Democratic revival in the Ohio elec
Congr- ss, nor to the town at which it was to be
tlon.
That State went for Pierce in 1832.
held. It is now asserted that Russia declined
it says, but'Msas n.-ver cast a
Democratic elec- to give a definite answer to the invitation until
toral vote for President from
that day to this,
she should have seen the effects of certain ti*wl ufevtr will again.”
aauual ctaDgti towly made in tfeat tWuntey.”

WINTER.

FALL AND

PRICE ONE HOLLAR PER

SUITINGS,

I

am

now

offering

than

sortment

bracing all the

larger

a

latest
lor

and CIII Iare

(or CASU.

Don’t fail to

DENTIST
Has removed to

rcO

13

MARKET

CrS^SPECIALTY—Administration of Ether for
extracting teeth without pain.
Jqpia
«ntf

the purpose of

FRENCH

LANGUAGE.

JULES L. IVOR AZ AIN,
OB’

PARIS,
Instructor in French at the nigh
School.
»

APPLETON BLOCK.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
au28ntt

NATIONAL TONIC RITTERS,
Purely Medicinal
For Sale br all Prngglsts.
National Tonic

PURELY

Bitters,

MEDICINAL.

BOB BALE BY ALL BBCGGISTS.
•61T
BLdd^wS&SO

the modern

GEO. F. GOLDTHWAIT*
MARKET

II
oct4

sntf

by

by all druggists.

jy7MWS6m

8N

A BOOK FOR

EVERT MAN.

“SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF PRESa Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in
and
and Physical Debility, HypochonNervous
Man,
dria. Irapoicney, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakand
other
diseases
ness,
arising from the errors ol
youth ot the indiscietions cr excesses of mature
is
This
indeed
a
book
for every man. Thouyears.
sands have been taught by this work the true way to
health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best
medical work ever jmblished. and the only one on
this class ot ills worth reading. lfiCth edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful
French cloth. Price only $1.
Sent by mail, post
paid, on receipt of.price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston,
Mass., or Dr. W. H. PARKER. Assistant Physician.

BY

N. B. The author may be consulted on the above
well as all diseases requiring skill and experience
ix» ar31 sneod &wly

BROS.

NEW

ARTICLES

RECEIVING

ARB

ARMY AND NAVY

GOODS

DRESS

ADAPTED TO THE SEASON.

pftft, brig Benj Carver, reloading; schs Robin,
Telegraph. John McAam, aud Reno.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 18th, sch E P Church, Gifford, Westport for Bristol.
Sid 18th, sch Annie Tibbetts, Curtfc*, Philadelphia.
BOSTON—Ar 20th. schs Gem. Cole, Pascagoula;
Tim Field, Leland, Charleston; Gamma, Brown, tm
Weehawken; N Berry. Grant, Hoboken; Geo B Ftrguson, Ferguson, Belfast.
Ar 21st, schs Amos Walker, Dunn, Alexandria;
Henry Dobbin, Elizaberhport.
Cld 21st, barque Swallow. Farrar. Buenos Ayres;
sch Thos N Stone. Pilcher. Alexandria.
SALEM Ar 18th. sclis Kate Lilly, HutchiDS, Raritan River; J S Pike.Dow, Calais for New York; J F
Carver. Norwood, do for do; Neptune's Bride, Griers n,do4m Providence.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 18th, sch S & B Small, War

—ALSO—

DOLMANS, JACKETS

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

AXD

—

SCHENCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP,

—

REDINGOTES.

SCHENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC,
SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,
Are the

only medicines

that will

Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint ana dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thiids of the cases of consumption. Manv are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the'bowcls sometimes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
coated, pain in the shoulder blade, feeling som -imes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is aken lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate irora a disordered condition of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so affected, it
they take on** or two heavy colds, and if the coopfe jp

AT

To the Public.
The Society for the Prevention ot Cruelty to Animals resi>ectfully give* notice that Alonzo II.
Libby, Constable whose office is at No. 80 Middle
street, (up stairs) has been appointed Agent of the

Society.

The public ate therefore lequested to give prompt
information to him of any cruelty to animals that
may come to their knowledge, and he will see to it
that the offenders are brought to speedy aud strict
justice.
Per order.
sntf
ap29

SILKS

AND

FOREIGN

IN

ELEGANT

j

A at Naples 2d inst,
New York.
Sid tm Bordeaux Gth
New York.
Sid fm Cuxhaxen 7th

OLOTH

BIlA»n«.

our

EASTMAN

Prices.

oc6

RESERVED

CITY

Shi fm Denia 24th

HALL.

Medicine

OVER 30 YEARS,

Office

Hours 8 A. M. to 1 P. M.

cisco.
Ar at Cuxhaven 6th, El
from
Dorado, Thompson,
1
New York.
Ar at Lisbon 29th ult, Helen M
Rowley, Davis,
New York.
Sid fm Trieste 2d inst, Emma L Hall,
Perry, for
Messina.
Ar at Maples 2d, Kate Davenport, Otis, New York.
Sid tm Marseilles 6th. Tanfa, Brown, Havana.
Ar at Dantzic 5th inst, Lorena, Patterson, Swinemunde.
Shi fm Bordeaux 6th inst, Yentus, Theobold, for
New York.

1873.

PAIN

my Workmen.
to be sold at from
5 to 7 per cent, at wholesale, lower
than my usual low price, and in
tetail a come down of from lO to
20 per cent. Splendid Imported
Cigars trom $60 to $120 per Thousand. Domestic from $14 to $75
per Thousand. Why buy Cheroots
and pay $1.10 per box, When yon
can gel a box of Cigars lor $1.40
per box. Fine doable thick Nary
Tobacco from 40 to 50 cts. per lb.,
wholesale.
This is the amount of goods in Cigar Store Corner
Middle and Exchange Streets, and at Workshop 16
Market Square.
fi3T*Come and satisfy yourselves.
E. PO^CE.

200,000 Cigars

oc7

snlm

Peace to his bones, the first who spread
The soft luxuriunt bed,
For man’s indulgence given;
as

I stretch each weary

limb,

I cast a grateful thought on him,
And wish him rest in Heaven.
Yet he’s a ninny, who supposes
That every bed’s a bed cf roses,
For bile’s the conjecture.
The bachelor’s from
And

he finds

blis*debar’d,
Hymen’s rather hard,

a

Go buy

curtain

ItEAI. ESTATE

carefully

selected In tho

per cent interest.

Very safe

CHARLES M.
00

admirably suited or every race. It has lost Done of
good name bv repeated trials, but continues to
occupy a prominent position in every medicine chest;
'and is still receiving the most unqualified testiraonals
to its virtues, from persons of the high at character
and resi»oiisibilitv. Physicians of the first respectability recommend it is as a most effectual preparation for the extinction of pain. It is not only the
best remedy ever known for Bruises, Cuts. Burns,&c

$100,000

or

Cholera,

or

any sort of

A

bowej

A

MIDDLE

as

well

as

plaint,it is a remedy unsurpassed for efficiency and
rapidity of action. In the great cities of India and other

com

hot climates, it has become the Standard Me icine
for all such complaints, as w'ell as for Dyspepsia,
Liver Complaints, and other kindred disorders. For
Coughs and Colds, Canker, Asdima, and Rheumatic
difficulties, it has been proved by the most abundant
and convincing testimony to be an invaluable mediccine. No article ever attaiued such unbounded popularity. As an external and internal medicine, the
Pain-Killer stands unrivalled.
Thirty Ytars are certainly a long enongh time to
prove the efficenev of any medicine, and that the
PAIN-KILLER is deserving «f all its proprietors
claim for it, i‘ amply proved by the unparalelled
popularity it nas attained. It is a sure and efffctive remedy. It is sold in almost every country in
the world, and is becoming more and more popular
Its heuling properties have been fully
every year.
tested, all over the world, and it need only to be
be
prized. Be sure you buy none but the
known to
manufactured by Perry Davis & Son,
R.
I.
rovidence,
se30sneodlm&w
g^-Sold b> all Druggist.

REED ORGANS.

Music, Music Books. Violins, Guitars Accordenns, Strings of the best quality, and all kinds of
Musical Iosiruments and Merchandise, WholpanlA
and Retail by
C. K. ll \Wes
Sh et

7"

Particular attention given to orders.

Middle

tela____sn3mo»
To

Lei.

commodious four storied Brick Store vl m
Commercial St.—Immediate posessinn riven' 87
”'
ELIAS THOMAS <& CO
Inquire of
•
No. SO Commercial St
Or ol
W. W. THOMAS. Canal National Bank

THE

_septl2sntf
x NOTICE.
Eastern! and Maine Central Railroads.

The Passenger Train* on both of these Railroads arrive at and leave the Eastern Railroad
Station, Commercial Street, foot of State
GEO. BACHELOER,
Street.
General Agent Eastern & Maine Central R. r.
Forttand, Aug. U, 18TB.
auismtt

€©.,

BORTLAND.

ocl

'Supporter $1.10
We still continue to sell

per

THIRD

Portland
Bath
Belfast

the very low price of One
warrant a fit in every case.

Jacqueline Corsets at
Dollar a pair, and
All other Corsets at the

same

THOMAS’
SIXTY
with

Solo Artlftf, including
WHIIVEV and
AllOl.PIUs I.OCIUVOOD, Harp Sololit
from London.

HOSIERY!

MRS.

HOSIERY !
of all

Cincinnati
Chicago
Cook Connty
Louisville Ky.,

7 3.10
7>g

...
•

30

qualities.

FOR SALE

Brunswick, Oct. 11, by Rev. Geo. W. Crawford,
John W. Merriman and Miss Mary A., daughter of
Capt. Robt Stnver. of Harpswell.
In Brunswick, Oct. 1G. by Rev. Geo. W. Crawford
Ruius H. Groves and Mrs. Maggie McGenis, botli of

IOO MIDDLE STREET.
eoti iebl8

74

A

our

regular

we

ask

stock of

We have 15 Second Hand

Safes,

In this city, of consumption. Mrs. Susan F., wife of
Hiram C. Hodsden, aged 41 years 8 months. iMassachnsetts papers please copy.]
(Funeral services Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock
Relatives and friends are invited to attend
in this city, Oct. 21, Mrs. Cynthia, widow of the
late Cornelius Rhodes, aged 82 years
In Steep Falls, Oct. 18, Mrs. Sophia
Foss, wife of
Capt. James Foss, aged 68 years.

all sizes, which

DEPABTCKE OPOCEAN StTKAJlKJfei
Nevada.....New York. .Liverpool.Oct 22
Merrimack.. .New York. .Rio Janeiro.. Oct 23
Oitv of Brooklyn
New 1 ork Liverpool... .Oct 23
Frisia.New York. .Hamburg.Oct 23
Quebec.
Liverpool.. ..Oct25
Clarlbel
vNew York.. Kingston, J.. .Oct 25
City of Richmond .New York..Liverpool.Oct 25
Saxonia.New York. Hamburg.Oct 25

Raymond’s Quadrille Band

we

can

sell at

VERY LOW PRICES.
F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
18 EXCHANGE STREET.
<13t

oc21

Music for

Balls, Private Parties,

Assemblies, Levees,
and on all occasions where music Is required.
All orders promptly attended to by applying to

Marathon....;.Boston.Liven>ooT.... .Oct 28
Wiliniugton.New Vork. .Havana.Oct 28
Mauliattan.New York. .Liverpool_.Oct 29

JT. W. RAYMOND. No, 54 Lincoln St.,
L. WISWELL, No. 3 Free Street Block.
Any
number of pieces furnished.
W. RAVMOND, Prompter.

or

ftlioiatnre Almanac.'October 99.
Sunrises.6 21 Moon nets.5.20 PM
Suu sets.5.07 Hiali watei.12.00 M

(>c-llltf_J.

Butter and Cheese !

MARINE news.
PORT or

PORTLAND,

Tuesday, Oct. 31.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Olty of Portkmd, Rk», St John, MB, via

SartportferltoeboB.

§. P.

I

otfli

BARBOUR,

No. 133 Commercial SI.
a

Sake.**

especial attention
Worsteds

we

January dim,

to.

have added

WENDELL PHILLIPS

a

will deliver Uts celebrated lecture upon “Lost Arts.9
The full PORT I AND BAND will furnish music
each lecture.
Season Tickets, admilting to ibe entire course ot
lectures and concerts, $2.00, f„r sale at usual
places.
Member slicketB.Sl.on, (cell member entitled
to
two) to be obtained of the Treasurer, Thns. J. Little.
T
lektts
from 60 cents to $1 oo. ReservEvening
ed seats lor the course at 91.00 each. Sale to com

before

Germantown Woo! in all Colors.

Kid

Gloves

a

Specialty \
ORNA-

GIMP

New

Goods received daily, to which

&

Thursday
Navy

as possible.
Sale of course tlckes will necessarily bo limited and
large (ortion of the Hall will bo retained for reserved seals.
•
I.ECTITRE COMMITTEE.
GEO. E. BROWN,
A. I. HODS DON,
WM. E. SIMMONS,
WM. F. TIIOMES
a

A. Jv.

invite all

we

to examine before purchasing elsewhere.

©AVIS

mcnce on
Evening, Oct. 20. at 8 o’clock, at
Army and
Hall, after which date the plan
or seats can bo found at Rand A
Tbontes’, next door
to Music Hall entrance.
Encouraged bv the liberal patronage and attprecendented success of tbe past, the Committee have
secured at great expense the above
combination ot
musical and literaiy celebrities,
believing that the
public will fully ustsin tt dr efforts to make the

Lyceum ns attractive

YAK LACES AND BRAID.

#

PAUL,

F. G.

RICH,

JOHN O. RICE,

01,1_

ocisdtr

BOSTON LEAD CO.,
CO.,

[Incorporated

in

ik».]

J. H.Clindwick & Co., Ag’ts,
KO. 10 CLAPP’S

BLOCK,

OIBie 22, 24 & 2G Oliver Street,
BOSTON

CONGRESS STREET.

MANUFACTURERS OF

1W

BOSTON

TO THE SICK.

Pure

ISAAC 13. ESTEY
Cures disease* by laying
bands.
No. 5 Prospect street, hours 9 to 12 and 1
days only.

on
to

®17
oi

4, a few

be found in the Bannerol
Light.
«3t

oc20

$20,000
To ioan on fiist class Mortgages bi
Portland and Vicinity in
sums to suit.
Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
foetrest free of Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing capital. First class securities always on hand.' Juiciest
and principal collected w ithout charge. Guarani eb
perfect title and ample security in a 1 its IIeal Kb-

cent,

Real

Estate

and

Loan

Agency

Brown’s Block.
tie__2d u warily
PHIUTINK promptlyJ and ue*t*y
cured at this Otlke.

JOB

ttr
e,e-

Ol»,

FITTINGS, PUMPfs,

/c..

Ac.

Our Pure White lend, b oth rt» y
nnrtgroun'I In nil
»:e ™™n< ,n be ntrirllr nuc-.aml ouabaktee
that tor fineness, body and
it I. „nt ,urdnrtMlity
^
^ '**
*«•

“»er fnrel^

AnTmeun.""*

S^*In order to protect on* selves wo
M oart.artcn.ark an
eight
cnr|w.raie seal m the centra, this in on
Age of oar Pare l.cad.

or

i,nrn

»

-mX.rredey^ry
,tar w.fh
nZ Lh

W. F.

Phillips

& Co.,

AGENTS FOR THE
COM

46 & 48

MIDDLE

ST.

._febw___JyTTAS

Gentlemen’s Garments

Real Estate investments and
made on commission ami on sliatvs.
bankable pai»or bought and sold.

OAYIS,

Ground In

DR,l^D.

tate loans.
improvements

O. JR.

White Lead !
Rud

nn0VSD 'WG
UTFuKGg, EED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LE <P. TIE
PIPE. Tl N-LINFD PIPE, Ir, OX PIPE
and

CfShnll be in Boston Thursday
morning, after that my address

T? E5E1Y,En

'his day. Tubs of B utter. Plain and
A A Sage Cheese. New Buckwheat
Flour. Micldgat Apples nice winter fruit by the car load or single bbl. and Produce of all kinds.

ow n

January Sib,

Prof. Edward S. Horse.

is prepared to furnish

.....

DICKINSON,

A scientific lecture—“Frum Monad to
Man”—illustrated upon the black board.

may

..

Dougherty

Lecture—“For your

ne>.v

10 doz, Hiaae'a (While and Col’d Wool) 35c
per pair.

oc20

Safes, Safes, Safes.

ANNA E.

pair.

BY

scp24

SMITH.

November IStb,

kite Fleered Hose Iftr

doz. Miaaea W
per

7’s
8’s
8’s
7’s
7’s

SWAN & BARRETT,

M.

of Philadelphia. Subject, Orator» and Oratory.
December

}>g

Marion Connty, Ind.,
“
Allen County,
Maine Central R. R.
E. A N. American R. R. Gold

IT.

Daniel

Hon.

We offer bargains in Hosiery.

7>h

s’"

...

January 29

LECTURES AND LECTURERS.

e»g
G’s

«""^r

Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo

PEES FORMERS,

very attractive lift of
the peerless Basso VI
W
a

of Boston, (25th season),
Misted by llie distinguished vocalist,

<;'N

•

»

Mendelssohn OnintetteClu

G’s

■

ORCHESTRA

FOURTH CONCERT...

Extremely Low Prices.

MENTS, HUTTONS, &e.

■

11

The world renowned

cur

RUCHING, RUFFLING,

....

CONCERT.December

GRAND CONCERT of the SEASON

pair.

dtt

BONDS

PIED.

_-_
WOOD’S. ESTET’S and SMITH’S

25 doz. jld’uie Foj’s JCorset .and Skirt

strictly first class security, as genii as the best
chance for Savings Banks anil Trust Funds.

12

STREET.

Prof. WallacU. upon the Harmonica.

32 EXCHANGE STREET

Topsliam, Oct. 8, 0*car S. Leathers and Miss
Faunie D. Oliver, both of Bath.

IIAWKES,

Day \

BONES

II. m. PAYS ON &

Ill

profilablo.

The Order of the

he following distinguished talent will appear: The beautiful English artist

(first appearance in Portland
MRS. FLORA K. HARRY, Coirtralte,
MR. W. II. FF«ftFNDFA. Tenor,
MR. J. F. R( ROLPIINEN, Basso,
Ill.KtlAVV KOTZSCIIMAU, Pianist.

complete assortment of

LEWISTON,

CENT.

«AFKKT, Pianist.

('LABIA DOKIA, Soprano,

MISS

rare

Brunswick.

MORTGAGES.
west, paying 10 to

IBAl RG^AIISrS

To

The Bonds are payable in 20 and 40
years and redeemable at the pleasure of
the City after ten years.

In

forget

OP

CITV
B E R

6

URSO,

GRAND VOCAL CONCERT !

The above goods

The Subscribers offer for Hale

its

but for Dysentery

SECURITY.

HOME

MARRIED.

a

MO*S. AI CJI NTK

Ladies’ Wool Hoar Me.
“
“
*•
35c.
Fleeced Hose 35c.

SAFE INVESTMENT.

forever,

Walnut Chamber Set
At Merriman’s Store—now don’t
And you’ll regret it never.

All

after thirty years trial, the “PAIN-KILLER’
may justly be styled the great medicine of the world,
for there is no region of the globe into which it has
not found its way, and nune where it has not been
largely and hi ghly prized. Moreover, there is no climate to which it has not proved itself to be well adapted
for the cure of considerable variety of diseases; it is
And

?»uuine,

lecture.
Would you avoid the noisome din
Of scolding wife and surely win
Who hears

Aug 26, lat 6 N, Ion 22 W. barque Fannie, Carver,
from New York for Montevideo.
Aug 29, lat 11 N. Ion 28 W, ship Yo Semite, Mack,
trom New York for Pa scam ay o.
Oct 15. no lat &c, sch B F Farnbam, f.om Jacksonville for Bath.

KILLER!

I

assisted by the enimont artists
MV«A FRITH ABftLL, Soprano,
MR. TOM KART. Tenor,
MR. JT R. THO VIA*. Baritone,

SPOKEN.

GREAT

Still,

DAVIS’

VO.’S.

MADAME CAMILLA

in which

Shi fm Liverpool 8th, Ivanhoe, Hemman, Mobile.
In Kingroad 9th, Southern Rights, Woodbury, from
Bristol for New York.
Ar at Penarth 4th, Enoch Talbot, Talbot, Liverpool.
Ar at Swansea 4tb, Helen Angier,
Staples, Havre.
Ar at Dublin Gth, John Tucker,
Taylor, San Fran-

Residence Pretie
sellsnGm

PAMC
IN CIGARS.
Bather Sacrifice in Price than Discharge

Matterhorn. Arey. San FranPeterson, Nev York.

I FIR.tr CONCERT.November

This concert will include the first appearance In
four jears ot the classical violinist

inst. ship Yentus, Theobold,

Sid fm St Nazairc 3d inst, Vigfl&te, Wbittemore,

Extant

&

CITY HALL,

commencing Nov. l."th with the following program ru
CONCERTS AND ARTISTS.

SECOND CONCERT.December 4

ult, Myronus, Joy, Marseilles;

New York.
Ar at Havre 2d inst,
cisco; 30th. M W Brott,

3011-9 CONGRESS ST., Room KTo. 6.

House.

Misses,

UNDERGARMENT?,

©AVIS

Davenport, Otis,

Boston.

SINCE THE INTRODUCTION OF

PERRY

Kate

21th, Charlotte, Wbittemore, do.
old fm Leghorn 1st, Teneriffe, Tracer. New York;
Richmond, Powers, do; Jas G Pendleton, Gilmore.

The Committee respectfully nnnonnee to the public
that the *ale of Reserved Seats will take place at
Army and Navy Hall THURSDAY 1CVKSING, Oct.
Twenty-third (23d), commencing at 8 o’clock precisely. Tickets one dollar for the course, and sale of
se its to any one individual not to exceed twelve.
The Hall with an arrangement ot settees for forming a line will be open at 7 o’clock P. M. for the accommodation of tne public.
JNO. O. RTCE,
ocl8sn5t
Chairman.

OCULIST.

for

!

all qualities for Ladies at

Singapore.

SEATS

Army & Navy Union Lectures and Concerts

Popular

qualities

all

1874.

The Lyceum Committee of the Portland Army
and Navy Union have tl e pleasure of informing the
I
! public that they have completed arrangements for
I their filth annual course of Lectures and Concerts,
I to be given at

MERINO UNDERGARMENTS

MERINO

1878.

larger as

a

qualities for Children.

ail

FORTH.

ship

Ar at Liverpool 5th inst. Reunion. Curtis, St John.
Sid 4th, sell Ella S Thayer. Gilmore, New Orleans.
Sid fm Bristol 5tb, Franklin, Hassell, lor New Orleans.
Ar at Cardiff 5tli. Moravia, Morse, Hull.
Enr out at Newcastle 2d, Goodell,
Crockett, for

snd&wtf

Most

and have

select from, than at any oth<5r place:

MERINO UNDERGARMENTS,

[Latest by European steamers.1

BROS,

333 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND.

The

thereby SATIS MONET

sort men t to

inst, barque P J Carleton,
Luce, (from Hamburg) for Callao.
Sid fm Flushing 5th inst, ship P G Blanchard, Me- j
'or
U,-M>
I
AutVttiD.
Sid fra Liverpool 8th inst, ship Kendrick Fish, i
Watts. New Orleans.
Sid fin Falmouth, E, 8th inst, ship Lathly Rich,
Mitchell, Antwerp.

—

U^Please call and gel

-AT

and

Store Lectures and Concerts.

—

L¥Oi\S POPLINS

1840.

BK. JAMES A. SPALDING,

PORTSMOUTH—A r 20th, sch Georgie Staples,
Lord, Baltimore.
Below, schs Hannah Grant, Fickett, Millbridge for
Newbnrvport; Citizen, Upton, Boston for Portland;
W IT DeWitt, Wiscasset for Boston
SACO—Cld 21st, schs Ella. Humphrey, and Col
Eddy, McBean, Bath, to load for New York.

BARGAINS.

DECIDED

—

COURSE

Davis & Co.’s

ren, New York.

AMERICAN

stonfaclfclog^ and

remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of his sit nation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the
inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, aud creates a healthy circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is of a billious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepaired by
Dr. J. H
SCHENCK & SON, Noitheast coiner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia. Penn., and for sale bv
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place. New York
For sale by Druggists generally.
septSsneodtf

SILKS

BLACK

PnJ nonary

cure

consumption.

*

Boston.
In

as

CLOAKS,

Performers,

1

THE

EASTMAN

SENSATION.

PLEASANT

_

ERVATION,”

LAST

j

BATCHELORS HAIK DYE.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best In the iroi'ld
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
anu Instantaneous; nodisappointineni; no ridiculous
tin'.s or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill
fleets of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a suoerb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the nair
clean, soft and beautiful. The Genuine, signed W. A
sichelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. B At CHE LOR, Prop., A. F.
tvrs K
\dAw

SOOTHING SYRUP.”

“MRS. WINSLOW’S

OYE YIOliT ONLY j

Immediately.

CO.,

ed Comedone and Pimple Remedy, the great skin
raecicine
Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PERRY,
Druggists
Dermatologist, 40 Bond St.^N. Y. Sold
oc8deod«xwsn2iu4l
everywhere.

Mothers, Mothers, Mothers,

For sale

au26sntf

FOR PIMPLES OS THE FACE,
Blackhead and Flesliworm, use PERRY’S improv-

Don’t fail to procure MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP for all diseases incident to the pei iod
of teething in children. It relieves the child from
pain, cures wind colic, regulate* the bowels, and by
giving relief and health to the child, gives rest to the
mother. Be sure and call for

~iYaJLxT~"

EVENING,

Prepared only by A. G. SCH LOTTERRECK <fc
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists. 303 Congress street,
door above Brown. Portland, Me.

License from the 'flow. John A.

Wanted

PURITY.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

one

Pantomime.
Fairy Trirk
With New Scenery, Properties and Wardrobe entitled
T 21 KF 1C DWABVN !
SIMPLE SIMON, (a clown)
Robt. Butler,
OLD SPLORUER, (pantaloon)
Chas. Chrltdie,
FAIRY' SUNBEAM,
Emilv Hubert,
HARLEQINK.
J. C. Franklin,
COLUMBINE,
Alice LeYard,
KYYOC’K and SfllTII,
The Chan*piou Skaters of tbe World, late of Fox’s
Humpty Dumpty Company, in their Matchless Performances on Rolled Skates. Fannie Morrallo, LaRue Brothers, La Yard children and Sanford,supported by a first-class Pantomime Troupe and a full
Orchestra.
The wonderful and soul-stirring scenes entitled
IVIODOC’M.
OAPT. JACK.
Robt. Butler,
JIM, the Nig.
(.-has. Chrisdie.
1 ickcts ot admission 50 and X> cts. Reserved seats
75 cts., to had at the Hall, on Tuesday, Oct. 21st.
oc21d3t
J. K. OGDEN, Gen’l Busi’s Agt.

NIXJBIC

A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan. Pimples.
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparting to it
a MARBLE

PCRFORMERS*

THIRTY
Grnnd

MR.

Sclilotterbeck’s Moth anti Freckle Lotion

Co imTo the f'Onsnnjplive.—Wilbor’*
pound of Cod Liver Oil and Lime, without possessing the vory nauseating flavor of the article as
heretofore used.*is endowed by the phosphate of lime
with a healiDg property, which renders the oil doubly
efficacious. Remarkable testimonials of its efficacy
can be exhibited to those who desire to see them.
For sale by A. B. Wilbor, Chemist. Boston Mass.
eodsnlw
oc20

Pantomime, Burlesque,

VARIETY TROUPE.

AND

Dancing School.

sep25snttJAMES A. TENNEY.

Notice.
Mrs. R. C. Springer will receive pupils in object
drawing and painting at her room No. 12 Cahoon
Block.
ocl8sn*3w

UITTEEH A rilKISDIE’S

New York

Cld 18th, sch J W Fish, Rivers. Boston.
consisting of the homestead fitnn of said deceased,
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18th. schs William Arthur,
situated in said Windham, containing two hundred
McDuffie, Portland; Lucy Ames, from Windsor. NS.
acres of lain!, more or less, conveniently divided into
Ar 18tb. schs Cygnus, Steel, Sagua; E G Willard,
tillage, pasture and woodbind.
Terms ot sa’e—twenty per cent, ot the purcha^t
Wallace, Portland.
J, W. ItAY'MOND will commence an evening
Below, schs B J Willard, from Portland; B F
School tor beginner* tn Dancing at Lancastmoney to l>e paid at time of i-ale and balance ou deCH.• BLEB JOME8,
Lowell, from Boston.
er Hall, on FRIDAY' EVENING, Oct. 24, 1873, at
livery ot deeds.
Below 21st, brig JoBie C Hazeltine. from Boston.
Administrator of the estate of Stephen Hanson.
8 o’clock.
At Delaware Breakwater, brig Ida L Ray, and. Fch
Windham, Sept. 15,1873.
»el7-wtd3S
y Gent’s Tickets, #5.10. Ladies* Tickets |2.C0.
Webster Kelley.
above sale was adjourned two weeks to
ocl5
did
(pF'Thc
NEW YORK—Ar 19th. schs Flora Condon. Condon.
MONDAY, Nov. 4, at same time and place.
Jacksonville 17 days; Georgia, McClure, Satilla RivP* O. BAILbV Ac 1*0.. Auctioned'*.
from
Rock
l
Kokeno.
Nanoc22
er;
port; eonora.Spoffbrd,
W2w43
tucket; Louisa P Mallory. Wiley, Charleston; Rival,
Duntou, Portland; Mansfield, Achorn, Rockland.
Also ar 19th, schs Elvira, Bancroft, Machias; Wm
R Page. Hilliard, Eastpoit: George & Albeit, Woodbury. Wood's Hole; Wm Flint, Thomas, and Fannie & Edith, Warren. Boston; Jeddie. Saunders, fm
100
CLOAKMAK ERS !
FRIDAY
OCT. 24.
Windsor, NS for Richmond; James Warren, Drisko,
Prices For Good Work.
and
Highest
Gen
Soule,
Banks,
Calais;
Henry. Merritt, do;
Susan, Grier, do: Gen Howard, from Gardiner: TanWASHBURN'S
tamount. Pendleton, and Ariel. Austin, Bangor;
DWIGHT C. GOLDEE &
Agues, Young, do; Tennessee, Pillsbury,Vinalhaven;
oc23(12w
4 and 5 Free Street.
Star, Brav, Portland.
Ar 20th. schs Azelda & Laura. McTndoe. Baracoa; ;
The Largest Hall Show ever organized in this connWm
H
Winner. Nash, Windsor, NS;
ltlartba Washington Society.
Mailer, Crow- :
try, embracing the Finest classical Gymnastic perley, St John, NB.
mHE
Annual meeting of the Martha Washington I formam r-s. The Greatest Musical Organisation. The
Lizzie
Cld 21st, barque
Merry. Lawrence, Havana.
A Society will be held at the bouse of Mrs B.
best Troupe of Character Artists, comj osed ot
Passed through Hell Gate 19tb. schs Sammy Ford,
Littlefield, 36 Brown street, on THURSDAY, Oct.
AlleD, New York for Calais; Enterprise, Leighton,
at
3
o’clock
lu
the
afternoon.
23d,
23 Unrivalled Star
do for Portland; Pavilion. Linscott. do for Salem;
Thos Hix, Hall, Poughkeepsie for Portland; Balloon,
cc‘22d2t_ S. J. BEAT E, Secretary.
| A Mplrndid Brans tta»d and Hupcrb OrNickerson, Elizabetliport for Boston; Kelpie. Bryrhenira,
Board at 40 Pleasant St.
ant, do for Providence; Goo Amos, York, Rondnut
lor Gardiner; F N Tower, Perry. Port Johnson for
ROOMS furnished or unfurnished : forming the most complete CONGRESS of TALENT
in
tbe work I.
Salem; C W Dexter. Dunton, do for Augusta.
with or without board. Every modern convcnPROVIDENCE—Ar 2Uth, schs Victor, Look, Calence.
oc22*2w
Popular prices—Gallery 35 c'nts; Parquette 50
ais ; Knight, Veazie, Bangor.
cents; Reserved seats 75 cents. Box office at MusicAr 20th. sch Ida S Burgess, Lymburner, Savannah.
Hall open for the sale of numbered icserved seats on
Situation Wanted.
NEWPORT—Ar 20th. sch Addle Uycrson, Pike,
Thursday, Get. 23d. at 2 o’clock P. M.
A YOUNG man of some experie ice in a Drag,
Baltimore for Portsmouth.
Parties holding numb- red coupon tickets purchased
Book or Boot and Shoe Store. Address
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 18th, schs Amos Walkas above will be entitled to their freat at any hour durOc22*lw
er, Dunu, Alexandria for Bosron; Robin. Strout. fm
‘‘BOOKS,” This Office.
ing the entertainment.
Port Johnson for do; Georgie Staples, Lord, do for
yFun begins at 8 o’clock. Carriages may be ordered for 10.15.
Portsmouth; H K Wellman. Verrill, Calais for WarW. J. CHAPPELL*,
ren ; D Eddv, Rideout. Saco for Baltimore.
oclEdft
General Business Agent.
Ar 19tb, schs No lie Starr, Poland, Wilmington 10
days tor Boston; Monte Clristi. Ellis, Savannan 18
days for do, (Frank Page of Stockton, seaman, died
on the passage of fever.)
yon can purchase at
Also ar 19th, sch John McAdam, Montgomery, fm
Savannah 13 days for Kennebnnk, (Wm Dyer, seaman, died of fever 19tb;) Reno, Foster, Hoboken for

on

the Premises.

on

Power,”

I'crrouql

Donts open at 6^.
o'clock.
ocl7d5t

MUMC HALL—Two Nights OnlyWediresday tc Thursday, Oct. 22 & 23.

sale and administration.
Also at same time and place by virtue ef a License
from said Judge ol Probate, 1 shall sell at public
auction ad the rest ami residue of the real estate of
said Stephen Hanson, deceased, not sold as al>ovj,

Boston.

tickets 50 cents.
commences at 7J

Lecture

Cumberland,
County
Maine,
at public auction on the .premises, on MONDAY,
Oct. 20tli, 1873, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate belonging to the estare
of Stephen Hanson, late of Windham, in said County
of < umbcrland, deceased, tc wit:
So much of the wood and timber standing upon the
real estate of said deceased as will produce the sum
of two hundred end titty-one and fifty-one hundredths dollars ($251 51 100) for the payment of the
just debts of said deceased, and the expenses of said

WILMINGTON—Ar 18th inst, sch Etta May, Dix,
Calais via Newcastle, Del.
RICHMOND—Sid 17th, sch Florence Mayo, Hall,
Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 18th, sch Addie Todd, Corson,

& etc.

Afjply

SQUARE.

Evening

Administrator's Sale.
a

22,

IIOXLAKD,

Mubjri-t “Elenu uts of

dJ2w2w

to

Oct.

(TIMOTHY T1TCOMB,)

IPURSUANT
Waterman, Judge of Probate within and for the
1 shall sell
ot
State of

Boston.

O.

Emery Street, just finished with all
improvements; Bath Room,Sebago, Gas,

New Houses

sntf

SQUARE.

selling,

SALE.

FOR

learn prices before you buy.

ratf

A. PARSONS, N. B„

Reason for

sntf

these Goods and

see

__

Be3(l_

Rent low.

Address for particulars,

oc20

COUNTY BONDS.
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTRICT RONDS.
sdlm

SALE,

BOX 1736 P.

G3?"These goods will be made up in a manner to
give stile to the young and comfort to the older, to
please the wearer and delight the beholder.

NO. 99 EXCHANGE STREET.

Location good.
other business.

Boston.

EVENING,

DI*. J. G.

C. H. DITSON * CO.,
711 B'dway, New Vnrk.

oc22

Mary Collins, Collins, Boston.
In port 14th, brig Frank Clark, Barsfow. for Boston ; sch Agnes I Grace, Smalley, from New York, ar
10ih, for Boston.
SAVANNAH—Ar 19th, ship Frank N Thayer,
Starrett. Charleston; schs Kenduskeag, Mitchell,
Providence; Effie J Simmons, Thomaston.
PORT ROYAL SC—Ar 9th iust, sch Clara G Loud,
Welt. Portland.
NEW BERN, Nt^-Ar 15th, s. h R E Kates, Yates,

city

this

FOR

store

of re-

offered at the very Lowest Prices

*

KOHLING,

—

•

LECTURE BY

THE STANDARD.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,

.A.

ENTERTAINflUSHT,

WEDNESDAY

This great Church Music Book by L. O. Em busts
and H. R. Palm, r lias double Hie merit, and is
likely
to have double tlie yaie of common books
by one
composer. The works of either gentlemen have sold
by the Aundred Thousand, and theSTANDARDwiil
continue to be called f.r until every Choir, Singing
Class, and Convention ate supplied. Price, 1.50.
PUBLISHED BY

DOMESTIC PORTS.

Xj

•

THIRD

(JK.MS OF STRAUSS.

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 18th, ship Herald of the
Morn in <, McLaughlin. New York
NEW ORLEANS—Below 15th, barque Annie Torrev. Libbey, from Gre2noek.
PENSACOLA-Sid 15th. schs Parappa, Storer, for
New York; Josephine, Giles, Havana.
DARIEN—Cld 9th. brig Lizzie H Kimball. Hall.
Philadelphia; schs Waldemar, Parker, Rio Janeiro;

CLASS

goods
in

manufacture, and will be

Her love for you

II.

dry

GEITS, LA-

droii’s wear, all of which
liable

FIRST

Organ at Home'’

which contain* literally the gems of Strauss’ Waltzes.
Mazurkas, <Jfcc., ami >s to-day the most popular
mu icbook in America—over
20,000 enpien having
been sold in 10 months. Friee $2.50; in Cloth,$:i,
GREAT SALE OF

mENOKANDA.
Sch Nellie Chase, recently ashore at the mouth of
tire Petapsco river, has been put ou the railway at
Baltimore, and found to have sustained no injury beyond the starting ol the garboard streak. She will
be refastened and come off in a lew days, and proceed to Portland after taking in another cargo.
Sch Waiaka, (of Belfast) Perkins, arrived at Jacksonville. Jla, irorn New York in four days. She
struck on a sa"d bar about 10 miles from port aLd
sustained considerable damage.

FIXTURES

OF A

em-

styles of Sea-

DIES, MISSES, BOYS

AND

STOCK

as-

—

before,

ever

Goods

sonable

KOHLINH is confident that eren his
critical customers can find no fan t with
the goods he offers for their inspection
this Fall, knowing that they arc satisfied that the bast articles are the cheapest.

W.

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
Ar at Buenos Ayres Aug 3. barque Philena. Chase,
Portland. (July 5;*; B Webster, Smart, do, (dune 0);
5tb. Emma Parker, Stanley,do. (June 20'; 14th. Chas
Fobes, Bradford, do. (June 28); Caroline Lemont,
Bowker, do. (June 27).
lti port 12th tilt, brig Belle Prescott, Waterhouse,
from Portland, tor Boston.
Ar at Montevideo Sept 1. brig F H Todd, Maguire,
Calais, (and sailed 5th for Buenos Ayres); 3d, barque
Sami B Hale, Matthews. Rosario.
9

BOTTLE.

-*•

NO MUSICAL HOME COMPLETE WITHOUT
IT.for it contains orr 20.1 select) ns or the moat popular music iiitlic day, well arranged for the Heed,
Parlor er Pipe Organ. Contains everything winch
is so called -popular”—melodies of the day, marches,
waltzes, voluntaries, variations, transeilption ot the
best sacred airs, gems of Handel. Mozart, Schumann,
Ccc.; in fact, the besl of all music from Heeth.v.n’s
Waltz. First edition
Adagios io Strauss'
sold in 2 weeks after publication, ami Fourth now
ready ! Price 82.50 Boards; $3 Cloth.
UNPAKALLED SUCCESS OF DITSONS * CO’S

LFROM

FOR SALE Bf ALL DRUGGISTS.
J y20snM W&S3m&w32

he takes especial pleasure, knowing that
none can present better.

(Mo.) Caucasian, was dead, and as (lie report is false the Missouri papers are calling

“yes”
cool head to go through
duty properly.

RUBBERS.

THE WAT TO BE HAPPT.

ton

The New \ork Herald has
dropped
Cajsarism and now asks, “Aie we to have a apon the Courier-Journal to send on a man to
I make the s atement good.
new Arctic expedition?”
We hope not.
There will be six kinds of ballots to lie cast
valuable
lives
Many
have been lost iu these
by the voters at the next New York election
attempts to reach an open polar sea, which Containing nineteen names aud two
questions to
cou dn t be made to pay a cent if
or “no.”
be answered
discovered.
It

AND

OF

FOR THE

The Count de Paris,who will he heir presumptive to the throne of France if the Monarchists
was on

SHOES

BOOTS,

STOCK

YOUR

IN

Sch Wesley Abbott, Smith, Providence—Bunker
*
Bros.
Sch Isaac Vansant. Bums, Boston—Bunker Bros.
Sch J Warren, Sargent, Boston—Bunker Bros.

For Uysprpsia.
This is the only prompt, efficient, ait sa/b masheartburn,
ter of such symptoms as loss of appetif
eepl ssnoss,
palpitation of the heart, dizziness,
id uliysical
melaucholly, eostiveness, wi d, menial
negheted,
debility as well as many others which
will soon place “the house ice lice in” reyond the
reach of ny remedy.
[From tie Boston Journal.]
“Dyspepsia.” Whitens Specialty for this aggravating complaint has been thoroughly tested by
thousands who have been beuelitted by it, and arc
willing to testify to its efficacy,”
[From the Congregationalist (Boston.) ]
“White’s Specialty tor Dyspepsia, from pure
merit and virtue alcne is ta»t overtaking, and nids
fair to exceed, in its sale, all the old popular medicines of the d y.”

KNOX COUNTY.

received a larger and Better assortment
of saperior

Anderson.

LAY

AND

“The

ery.

SPECIALTY

WHITE’S

house of Samuel D. Hand at

dwelling

just

of Gen

your feet

arc*

entertainments.

ImiuruM* MarrrM of RHikoii «V €•.’» New
Ccllecti«n of Organ Music, eatitleil

—

And TAN. use PERRY’S Moth and Freckle
Lotion. It is biuablf. and harmless. Sold by
Druggists everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond St N. Y.
d*Vwaneod2m4l
oeH

GOLDTHW AIT’S

COUNTY.

Hersey Esq.

for the country. He should, however,
be well assured that lie can in no way promote the further efficiency of the postal ser-

For cold and wet weather,—that is,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Brunswick,

FOR MOTH, PATCHES. FRECKLES

READY

NEWS.

|

things

ARE YOU

Sch Nellie F Sawyer, (new, of Portland) McFarland.
in tow of tug W H Scott, to load plaster
Savannah.
CLEARED.
Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, NS
John
Porteous.
Biig Addle Hale, Sheppard, Matanzas— Isaac Em-

NOTICES.

for

well shod? If not, go to

STATE

The “lesson” of the Ohio election is an
in a door and unfastening a bolt which secured
open one. The people are bent on a reformation of the conduct of public business. For
it inside, there being no shutters to the doors
aud windows of the store. The rogues it seems
its present condition tlie republican party is
a light, for fear of detection,
responsible. The intelligent and honest-in- worked without
overhauling the show cases and carrying such
tentioned voters or the republican party look
of
value
aB they could conveniently searticles
to it for the discontinuance of abuses.
Its
The post office is in the same build’Dg,
cure.
representatives in power have its future in hut does not appear to have beeu disturbed.
their bands. They can confirm its hold on
The thieves are suspected but no arrests have
five hundred and thirty-five, has much moie
the country by wisdom, prudence and courbeen made.
than doubled, the number of depositors inPENOBSCOT COUNT*
age iu well-doing They can destroy it by
creased from between six and seven hundred
and
carelessness
of
in
seif-s
persistence
sekiug,
A smull lot of logs will be wintered over on
p
hear
and
heed
the
If
sentiment.
thousand to considerably over two millions,
they
rthe Penobscot this winter. It is estimated that
public
voice of diminished and diminishing majorithere is a stock of but about 35,000,000, aud
and the amount of money annually entrusted
think
can
all
will
be
wt
II.
these are being cut at the rate of about one
ties,
they
Iftbey
to the government from £2,114,669 to almost
million a day.
afford to despise these tokens of disaffection,
£8,000 000, leaving at the end of ten years a they will discover their mistake iu due time.—
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Boston Advertiser.
balance on hand of £17,303,815, or about
The accident to the quarrymen at Brownville
As a matter ol (act, Gen. Butler is in
was not so bad as at first reported.
John Rob
The Eo- [
eighty four millions of dollars.
Washington, overflowing with vitality, pug- erts, instead of having bis skull penetrated by
Government
has
the
ascertained
about
glish
nacity, deviltry, versatility, subtlety, and all a tamping stick had his lower jaw fractured.
the other forces, powers and capabilities that
am >unt of these deposits that will be drawn,
SOMERSET COUNTY.
and that sum it retains and invests the bal- | go to make him the most conspicuous man
Friday, 17th, a boy named Fred Holden of
iu the country.
He will let off a little surSolon, while at school, fell from a tree and
ance in national securities, so that the public
plus steam in some casps he has before the broke oue of the bones of bis arm just above
the wrist aud dislocated the other.
treasury loses nothing by the operation.
supreme court, but will have a full bead on
when Congress meets, as any small craft that
The Postmaster-General’s plan, as set forth
George Dawes of North Anson, a boy about
in his track will find
come “fooling arouud
15 years of age, was arraigned before Justice
in his speech—wtiich is to establish postal savto their cost.—Washington Star.
Gray one day last week oil charge of theft. He
was found guilty and sentenced to the Reform
ings banks, and use the deposits to establish
Money being the grand panacea for panics, School
during his minority.
and equip the postal telegraph—will strike the
and banks being the chief money len ers in
YORK COUNTY.
country as a novel and extensive project for a the great centers of trade, the thing for banks
The Times says the Pepperell and Laconia
to do at such times is to go to tire utmost
of
the
to
contem
department
government
work on five sixths
length of their p»wer in affordiug loaning ac- corporations commenced
plate carrying into execution. At three per commodations
time Tuesday. The bell now rings at half past
to the people. Their true polJust how loug this will continue
four p. m.
cent, iolerest, however, Mr. Creswell
can
icy is not to contract, but to expand the ac- we cauiiot
state, but probably until there is a
hardly xpect to realize enough money in the eommdoations.—Independent.
demand
for goods.
greater
They have been
way of deposits to purchase or build telegraph
storing their goods for sometime past, and now
have a large amount on hand.
lines to any extent, so long as every consider
The Transportation Question.—Friday,
Twenty-two divorce decrees were granted at
able town in the northern States has its sav- the delegates of the Portland Board of Trade
the late term of the Supreme Court in this
ings' lank, where deposits are thoroughly rtfipearea cerorc we oenme Ti ana Donation
More than fifty criminal actions were tried
safe, and yield an income of six per ten;. Coiumrtfee'at New York. Gen. Anderson adand disposed of at the last term of the Court
dressed the Committee strongly urging that the
With these institutions at band, it will rein
Alfred.
for
and
trade
commerce
natural facilities
quire years to put bese savings banks in op- great
The schooner Addie Jordan, supposed to be
o. which Portland was possessed, should recomeration. Iu the cbast rhetoric of the Postlost, has been beard from at South Amboy, N
meud the claims of that city to them when
J.
master-General, his plan is very taking, but
In
their
the
first
to
make
came
report.
they
The amount of fines and costs in criminal
it will find difficulties at every hand, particuplace, he urged the geographical position of prosecutions paid into the County Treasury by
larly so long as it is uncerta n whether the
County Attorney Yeaton during the late term
Portland as affordiug not only great facilities
of the Supreme Judicial Court at Alfred, expeople are convinced that it is desirable to at
for communication with the West qjd Northceed the sum of $1300, which is larger by sevetacb the telegraph system of the country to a
Its harwest. but also with foreign countries.
ral hundred dollars than at any previous term.
bor was admirably adanted for the reception of
department ot the government.
it
of
commerce,
but
erain and o.lier articles
A Disabling Disease.
Another ground upon which the necessity
bad also especial facilities for offering for conNo disease which does no' confine a mau to his bod
of the postal savings’ bank has b-en urged, is
sumption the grain of the country. They were 80 comuletely unfits him for business asd>spep ia.
half a day nearer to Europe than Boston, and
to provide places of deposit lor large sums of
When the stomach is foul, the brain is always muda dav nearer than New York.
They were also dy and confused, and as the cares and anxieties of
money when out ol juse tor a few months, to
life are a sufficient burden for the organ of thought to,
within 220 miles of Burlington, which would
without bein ■: torraenred by the miseries born
prevent its being deposited at interest in the lie the centre of the interior water communica- bear,
of
indignation, it is highly desirable for the brain’s
tion when the Conquawaga Canal should be
banks of the large cities, which is in turn
sake, as well as for the sake of every other porcompleted.
tion of the system, that the disoruered stomach
loaned by the banks to stock gamblers, and
Swanton
and
Burat
could
land
cargoes
They
should be restored with the utmost dispatch to a
invested in bonds and stocks that cannot be
lington, and fiom tVsi- two points a road was heal hy, vigorous condition. This object can aiwavs
them
be
through
accomplished by a course of Hostetler's Stomacn
being ouilt that would distribute
realized on when the depositors want their
the purest and best of vegetable specifics,
the country
By the canal which was in pro- Bitters,
which
evacuates the morbid humors through the
cess of construction, they conld put the cargoes
money to put into business. In other wc- ls
rouses and tones the torpid stomach and rebowels,
the postal saviugs’ bank will be a means of alongside of the vessels, which would be iu
gulates the liver, imparts firmness to the Derves and
water thirty feet deep. As to their harbor, it
clears the sensorram ot its mental cobwebs. Persona
giving elasticity to the currency, by absorbing was
for
the
even
for
sub ect to attacks of indigestion, bi .ious headache,
vessel,
any
deep enough
it wbeu cut of use, and paying it out when
Great Easteru, which was to have come there
irregularity of the bowels, sickness at the stomach,
or
‘-the biues
should take the Bitters once or twice
in
the
at one time
Again, there was no ice
the moving oi the crops and like occasions are
a day throughout the present season.
harbor during the winter as in Boston, the
likely to produce a stringency. This would reason being that they were within three miles
the open ocean, and as ice did not gather in
all be very well if the government
SPECIAL NOTICES.
merely col- of
the open sea, so they were in a great measure
lected this money and locked it up in its
protected by their proximity to it.
Then they had tl-e greatest facilities for erectvaults, paying tna interest, Out receiving no
EVERYBODY SATISFIED
ing warehouses and elevators. He admitted
return; but when it purchases its bonds with
with
elevanot
at
were
provided
present
they
this money, it is again
inflating the currency, tors to carry oo a business which they had not
when they purchase goods at
got, but they had abundant space to erect them
and is laying aside a lot of securities that it
and land ready for any amount of wharves and
mu-t sell when the depositors call for their
warehouses. There was no doubt that they
had unlimited facilities For moving any amount
KOHLING’S,
money in September and June, thus producand that they were the natural outof
ing a stringency or draw to a dan- let freight,
for the northern route, and the proper point
of departure for all the northern lake region.
gerous extent upon the legitimate reserves
because he has a stock of the
The question, he said, was whether Montreal
of tie treasury. In short, the postal savings’
should do‘all the great business of the West,
banks will operate against the elasticity of or whether they would protect the interests of
NEWEST AND CHOICEST FACE
Portland afPtlie great point at which the traffic
tlie cuirency, if used in this way, just the
of the Northwest should meet. He mentioned
same as the ordinary bank operations do.
GOODS
as an instance of the greater facilities of PortPerhaps tlie measure of success that has land for shipments, that vessels which wont to
Montreal in the summer, came to Portland in
crowned Mr. C res well's efforts to improve the
that can be found in Portland. His sethe winter oil account of the ice in the St.
postal system and introduce reforms, lias ied Lawrence.
lections are from the Choicest Samples
him to believe that he can do still greater
T. C.
endorsed the statements in Boston and New York. He has

of Mr. Creswell, but has beeD
in operation in Great Britain since September 1861. There the system has met with so
much favor that, although the interest is but
two ai.d a half per cent., the number of financial post offices, originally two thousand
an

SPECIAL

SPECIAL NOTICES.

CLEANSED
—OB—

Dyed Brown,

Black. Blue-Klark
and Blue,

and Preened
Ne

Bendy tor Wear.

Kipping required.

AT V STUB'S
au.TSMThdkBtt

Warranted not to crack.
tVE HOl’RR.
*4 (Inin On eel.

THE

nine Cencral Hospital.

LEl'Tl KEN AN® COKCEIITN.

PRESS.

adjourned meeting of the Maine General
Hospital Corporation was held in the Aidermen’s room of the City Building yesterday afAn

WEDNESDAY MORNING, OCT. 22, ’73.

The

Ariur and Navy Course.

ternoon.
the PKENN
°*lta'iV ^ at t'le Periodical Depotn of Fea-

A CAPITAL PROGRAMME.

The Lecture Committee of the Army and
to the citizens of Portland
for the season of 1873 4 one of the best, if not

& Co..
*o,iriLBwS'’.Mi,raui!<- Boblnaon, Brandi HenderHoses,
£",r*W,S; Wemwortj,, (Jlendennlng
all trains that
out of

Bros., on
the’ ■SS
At
of
BlddeftPd, Pillsbury.
At
‘lls l0 ;n

At
At
At
At
At

Navy Union present

run

the very best, courses ever offered in this city.
The power of combination is graphically illustrated by the ability to present such an imat so
meuse and costly array of attractions
small a price on account of the universal popular support and approval which a good thing is
Four concerts are to be given
sure to receive.
—each one a star entertainment in itself—and
four lectures.
The lirst concert presents the celebrated violinist Camilla Ur.-o, w'ho is too
familiarly
known to need oue word of introduction.

•

Saco of !,, HodRdon.
Waterviile, of ,J. S. Carter.
hoiMm, of News Ageut.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros.

Kennebunk.

of C. E. Miller.

CITY AND V1CINITY.
Adrertinemead To-Day.

New

SPECIAL
A

Disabling

NOTICES.

Disease—Hostetler’s Bitters.

NEW

With her will appear the promising and brilliant young Soprano, Miss Edith Abell, who
has already given so good account of herself

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The Organ at Home—Ditson & Co.
Situation Wanted.
Wanted Immediately—Dwight C. Golder
Boord at 49 Pleasant street.
Administrator’s Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.

& Co.

and of whom so much is expected, Tom Kast,
the Tenor, J. B. Thomas, Baritone, and Auguste

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Perfect Shirt—Orin Hawkes & Co.

Sauret, Pianist, making a thoroughly
concert for the opening.

JUDGE VIRGIN.
Tuesday.—The Oeto er term resumed
BEFORE

its session
this morning. The following is the jury: Foreman*
M. G. Roberts, Westbrook; David
Bailey, Portland;
Perez Chapin, Pownal; Charles Daggett, Portland;
Caleb Dyer, Cape Elizabeth; D. J. Edwards, Otisfield; J. II. R. Edwards, Gorham; D. P. Leavitt,
Naples: S. N. Marlin, New Gloucester; M. J. Milliken, Scarboro; F. Merrill, Falmouth; J. S. Russell,
Portlaud. Supernumeraries, A. H. Small, Gray; D.
S. Stanwood, Brunswick; W. Wescott, jr., StandishCourt adjourned till to-morrow morning at 10
o’clock.
Superior Court.
1873, 8YMOND8, J.,

concert

we

shall

and who is most highly lauded
on all hands.
Mrs. Barry, Mr. W. H. Fessenden, Mr. It u ilu I [ill sen andMr. Kotzschmar, who
from

Europe,

the list for this concert, are always
agreeable to the public.
The third concert is to be given by the Thomas’ Orchestra of sixty artists, whose annual visit to our city for several years past has
been the leading feature of the year, and whose

complete

this occasion will be the more
it is likely to be the last—the
grand new opera house project of Thomas,
which we have hitherto announced, bidding
fair to confine this unrivalled troupe to New
York, and rob the rest of the country of the

PRESID-

ING.

Tuesday.—O. B. Walker vs. E. H. Sturgis et al*
Assumpsit upon an account annexed for labor and
Account in offset
materials, amounting to $282.
filed. Verdict for the plaintiff for $143.20.
Locke for plff.
Cobb & Ray for deft.
Louis II. Prince vs. Edward Cobb. Replevin of a
horse. Tostimony ior plaintiff in progress.
Cobb & Ray for deft.
Motley for plff.

municipal

the second

attractive

have the
opportunity of hearing for the first time in
Portland, Miss Clara Doria, who has made a
markedly favorable impression since her return
In

Supreme Judicial Court.

OCTOBER CIVIL TERM,

The meeting

appearance

on

interesting

as

M. W. Whitney,
first of American basso3, will furnish the vocal
music fur the concert.
The Meudelssoha Quintette Club and Mrs.

delights of

Court.

its annual tour.

H. M. Smith make up the closing concert.
They are sure to afford a fine, pleasing attractTuesday.—Jedediali Graffam and Jas. McLaugli- i
ive and popular entertainment.
lin, each pleaded nolo contendere and paid a fine of
The Committee has been remarkably success$50 and costs on a search and seizure process.
ful in thus affording its patrons four first class
Edward McCanu and Hugh Doherty. Search and
seizure.
Doherty discharged. McCann fined aiid musical entertainments not one of which coaid
be omitted without serious loss.
Williams for defence.
appealed.
The lectures of the course are of correspondBrief Jottiucs.
high grade. Daniel Dougherty of Philaingly
For five weeks work, $27,000 were paid to the
delphia is a speaker whom our lecture goers
Portland Co employees, Monday.
have longed wished to hear but who was preA blacksmith recently discovered in paring
vented from appearing last year by illness. He
a horses hoof, a ceut firmly imbedded in tbe
has the reputation of being one of the mos*"
frog.
brilliant orators now before the public and
The City of Richmond, which arrived yesgreat curiosity and interest will he felt to hear
terday, showed the effects of the gale in damhim. Some Portlanders, who made the voyage
to
her
wheel
house.
age
from Europe home with him two or three years
Miss Sarah M. Cole of Biddeford, was the forago, tell marvellous stories of his wit and con
tunate holder of the ticket that drew the gold
versational powers.
watch at the Hospital Fair last week.
Wende’l Phillips will give us “The Lost
The remains of the late Howard S. Coyle
Arts” and Anna Dickinson will scold-us in her
were brought from Charlestown, Mass., yesternew lecture “For Your own Sake.”
day, and deposited in the family burial place at
The lecture, however, for furnishing which
Evergreen Cemetery', of his uncle, Capt. J B.
the committee should be most praised, is that
Mr. Coyle, it will be reCoyle of this city.
of our own Prof. E. S. Morse, who has as mu. h
membered by the traveling public, was for
as Nast in ready sketching and caricagenius
steward
of
the
International line of
many years
turing, and at the same time can give a good
learners between this city and St. John.
lecture to accompany. We confidently predict
Several of our citizens are interested in the
that this lecture will be the most enjoyable of
reversion of Boston Common to the heirs of the
tne season containing a happy combination of
original grantor—that is, if such an event is the
amusing and the instructive.
possible.
On the whole the course is entitled to hearty
it is rumored that the night Pullman train
and unqualified commendation and the public
on the Majne Central Railroad is to be disconmay felicitate itself upon the possession of a
tinued.
lecture committee, which does not set out upon
The recent heavy wind did considerable damthe theory of extracting the largest possible
age to the trees and shrubbery in and around
amouut of money from our citizens for the
the city.
smallest possible consideration, hut which
Ligonia Lodge, I. O. O. F. have contributed
neither pains nor expense to afford a
$23 to the Memphis suffers, and one of the En- spares
series of entertainments which shall be atcampments a like sum.
tractive, agreeable and useful.
There was 1(4 hundredths of an inch of rain
The committee’s announcement published
fell Monday.
elsewhere gives details about the course and
The schooner William Arthur, Capt. Mcthe dates of the several entertainmeuts. The
Duffee, of this port, which lias long been oversale of reserved seats begins to-morrow night
due has arrived at Philadelphia.
and promptness will he needed to secure a good
Last night the storm signal (a red light) was
place as the demand will be very lively.
at the
service station.
BEFORE

kept burning

JUDGE

MORRIS.

signal

The

G. A. R. Post held a rebersal of the
“Color Guard” at their hall last evening.
The recent storm was severely felt on all the
In several
railroads leading out of this c'ty.
instances culverts were washed away.

New Vessels.—A new barkentme, to be
called the Harriet S. Jackson, is to he built at
the yard of Hutchins & Stubbs, Yarmouth, for
Phinney & Jackson, Albert H. Waite and
others of this city. She will be 470 tons, old
measurement, 135 feet on' deck, 32 feet beam,
and 12 feet hold. She is to be built of oak and
hackmatack, with southern pine finish. In ev
ery respect she will be first-class, containing alj
the modern improvements, and will rank A1
for ten years. Her sails will be made by Albert

From Munjoy Hill, the breakers dashing over
the outer line of reef3 at the entrance to our
harbor, could be plainly seen yesterday. Not
■only the line of foam, but the water itself
could be distinctly seen, thrown high into the
air.
Sheriff Pennell states that he ordered Nelson
Leighton to be sent in charge of an officer to
the court in order to take his testimony in a
case on trial last week; and the same officer accompanicd him to his house, to allow him the
opportunity to lock up his property. This was
what gave rise to the rumor that Leighton had

Waite, Esq., of this city, She
manded by Capt. Wm. S. Itacon.

will be comlate of the
brig Geo. W. Chase. The well known reputatiou of her builders, guarantee a vessel of supe
rior model and finish. She is intended for the
general freighting business, and will cost $30,H.

|

000.
The

been seen upon the streets.
The boat race that was to have taken place in
the harbor to-day is off.
The India street engine house has been refitA
ted for the reception of old Atlantic No. 2

schooner Eben F. Sawyer,
recently
launched at Brewer’s yard, Brunswick, was
towed up to Union Wharf, yesterday afternoon.
She is about 300 tons, new measurement, and
is owned largely by young men of this city.
Eben Sawyer, Esq., is tnaking.her sails-. She

fire alarm has been put in dnd a stable added.
It is designed to keep the new steam fire engine
there after it arrives, until the Spring street
house is ready to receive it.

will be commanded hr Capt. D. A. McFarland,
of Cape Elizabeth, and will cost about $20,000.
At 11 o’clock, a. in., to-day, the brig A. J.
Pettingill will be launched from the yard of
Geo. Eussell, at Deering. She is 452 tons bur-

Catholic F air.—Raffles remaining undisposed of at the Fair for the benefit of the
Orphan Asylum, last week, were drawn at
City Hall last evening. A very large assemblage was present. The following were the

principal

articles drawn:

Chair valued at

den, new measurement,.136 feet long, 31^-feet
beam, 15 feet hold. She is built of oak and
hackmatac, wilh southern pine fiinish. Her
sails are made by A. H. Waite, esq., and her
rigging by David Boyd, esq. She will be commam^d by Capt. Edward Hall, late of the
bark N. M. Haven. She is owned by Geo. S.
Hunt, esq., J. S. Winsipav. esq., Capt- Edward
Hall, and others of this city. She will cost

840,
$100,

by Frank Hoffman; gold watch valued at
by A. S. Fernald; silver tea set valued at 8100,
by Mrs. McCarty; elegant chair valued at 805,
by Geo. McDonald. The drawing was through
by half past nine o’clock, when the dancing
began. Chandler’s quadrille band furnished

about $31,000, and is intended
rade and general freighting.

After
the music. There were twelve dances.
the sixth dance an intermission of 30 minutes
took Jplace, during which the magnifieent
sword and belt was presented to the successfu
competitor for it at the late Fair, Capt. Mc-

for the Cuba

—

Art Notes.—On turning the head of the
stairway at the entrance of Schumacher’s art
gallery, the visitor sees a great white picture,
which at second glauce exhibits the familiar
In the forefeatures of a winter landscape.

Mahon.
The presentation was made in the most graceground stand pyramidal evergreens, all the
ful manner by Miss Ellen Daley, as follows:
branches and twigs of which are heavily freight
This sword presented hv the young ladies of
ed with snow.
Interspersed with these are
the Asso. iation of the Children of Mary, unto
the Orphan’s Fair, to be confided to the officer
beeches, with a few dead yellow leaves languidof one of the volunteer companies of the city
ly clinging to their branches, and other deciduof Portland who should receive the greatest
lu the
ous trees quite naked and skeleton like.
of
his
men
and
of
votes
his
uumbcr
friends,
are woods and a carriage road,
middle
distance
t*ir
hands
from
to
to-night
yours.
passes
We deliver it to you stainless of blood, but friuged with a few houses. In the background,
enriched with the purest jewels of the orphan’s a
great mountain peers out from the clouds.
prayers, the orphan’s blessing and the blessing
iof the orphan’s Father, since it has taken a The prevailing whiteness of the picture, slightpermanent part in bnilding the orphans’ home. ly relieved by the dashes of sombre green, has
Receive it then, not as an ordinary weapon of one bit?of warm color (after the manner of
warfare, but as a gift from heaven.' May its
Turner,) in the shirt of a rather low-spirited
polished blade never be drawn from its scabwoodsman who is leaning over an axo iu the
But
hard to shed the blood of fellow-men.
The effort is a bold one and reashould it happen that duty calls you to the
foreground.
field of battle to save your country's honor, or
successful. The great dead expanse of
sonably
to punish its foe, uiisheath ibcour^geously, use
white is difficult to handle, and the dull green
it inenifully; forget not even in the hour of
aids it none. White is the most startling of all
strife the di"iae precept, “Dove your enemies.”
May this sword, captain, this blessed sword, colors, and capable of producing wonderful efbe to you an unceasing monitor; may it ever
fects ; but it is unsafe for any but a master to
remind you that the loyalty of the Catholic
consoldier to the Republic depends upon his loyal- use. In this instance it will be generally
alty to his God and to God’s holy church. Re- ceded that the artist has achieved a notable
ceive it, and may you wear it honorably to a
work.
happy old age.
The scene of the painting is Crampton, and
In the unavoidable absence Irom the city of
hill in the background is Welsh mountain.
the
Caps- McMahon, Col. A. W. Bradbury received
JL\ H. Holmes of Gardiner, is the artist, to
the swoi'd and belt in an appropriate manner I
this audacious and
The dancing was | whom we are indebted for
in behalf of the captain.
successful
effort.
wee
and
hours,
appeared to
kept up until the
Mrs. S. A.
he highly CDjoyed by all present.
New Buildings.—Capt. W. H. Lewis and
Ulmer furnished the refreshments.
A. M. Smith, Esq., are building each a cottage
on Cumberland near Avon street.
They are to
The Weather and the Schools.—The
be Italian style, with French roof. E. G.
School Committee has provided for notice to
Smith does the carpenter work.
They will
teachers and pupils by the tire alarm bells,
cost about 85000 each.
or
of
the
weather
from
inclemency
whenever,
A. M. Smith, Esq., is building a two story
other causes it shall be desirable to have but !
French
roof, double brick block on Peering
In this case the morning session
one session.
The mason
street, corner of Congress Place.
will continue until one o'clock and the scholars
The
work will be done by Green & Jordan.
;
No.
33
is
for
the
dismissed
day.
be
will then
work by S. H. Libby. The block is
carpenter
will
be
at
11
it
and
given
the signal selected
and will
The system will go to have all the modern improvements,
o’clock iu the forenoon.
oost
$20,000.
will lie given,
into effect on Nov. 1. The signal
Mr. Whitney is putting up a double brick
next Friday at 11 a.
by way of experiment, on
bouse on the comer of State and Cumberland
teachbeard
by
be
readily
m„ to see if it will
streets.
The same system has long been
ers and pupils.
results.
The Maine Pharmaceutical Association held
used in Boston with very satisfactory
its seventh annual meeting in the Library
Room of the Portland Army & Navy Union,
Railroad Break.—On the Portland & Og-

j

____

d>Bsburg Railroad the storm of Monday night
and
swej'1, away a portion of the embankment
H.
culvert u* Mill Brook, Centre Conway, N.
the break there were no
Iu consequ^''aco
morning trains ,'ither way. The morning train
from this city stor'd at Sebago Lake and returned to this city. j"he afternoon train proceeded to the spot, exchai',*5®d passengers and
returned with those inward b',l<tid.
Yachting Matlers.—All the yachts excepting the Sparkle and Spray arenoiT in their
winter quarters, near the Eastern Railroad

bridge.

It is rumored that certain gentlemen of this
matters, are to
city, interested in yachting
tons
a first-class yacht of about sixty

build
through.
burden, with first-class appointments
ut.

Oct. 21st, at 3 p. m. The officers elected for
President, John G.
the ensuing year are:
Cook, Lewiston: Vice President, Charles K.
Partridge, Augusta; Recording Secretary, S.
H.
P. Wakefield, Lewiston; Treasurer, H.
The Treasurer’s report show
Bangor.
Butler,
in hand and the Assoed a handsome balance

ciation voted a substantial acknowledgment
Portland Army & Navy
of the courtesy of the
use of their neat and quiet
the
iu
Union
giving
The next
sessions.
library room for several
annual meeting will be held at Augusta.
of
Acoieent.—Yesterday, Mr. Enoch Martin
the firm of Martin, Pennell & Cb,, was thrown
from his cartiage near Pond Cove, and was se.
veraly injured about the chest and shoulders,
the horse stepping upon him.

b^

Putnam,

esq.

called to order by W. L.
Dr. I. T. Dana was chosen sec-

was

retary, pro tern.
CONCERNING PILLS.

The petition of the homeopathists for a ward
in the hospital was taken up.
Judge Kingsbury addressed the meeting in
behalf of the petitioners. He said the petition had received ItiOO or 1700 signatures.chiefly
of people outside of the medical profession.
He then called upon A. A. Strout, esq., to prethe argument of the petitioners.
Mr. Strout then proceeded to make his argu

sent

ment, saying;
I speak iu behalf of citizens residing in the
larger cities of the State, representing almost
every profession anil vocation, men largely interested in the success of the hospital to which
they have contributed from their private
means.
These men are homeopathists who
have aided in common with the general public
in the donations made by tiie State and the
city, and they ask not to be excluded from the
benefits of the hospital should sickness oblige
The provisions of
them to take refuge there.
the charter are of the most generous and liberal
all the citizens
to
embrace
character, designed
of the State.
in
i lie two systems uo not necessarily ciasn.
ami of poisoning the treatcases of surgery
The hygienic and
ment is nearly the same.
dietetic arrangements are the same. All these
petitioners ask is that should they find it necessary to go to this hospital they may call to
their bedside, a physician pxaotiei'ng in a school
of medicine that lias come to be recognized by
tlie public as entitled to respect, and in which
they l ave confidence.
They do not ask that
any ward he set apart separately for homeopathists. They only ask that subject to the general rules established for the government of
this hospital they may, ill case of need, be admitted to a bed and receive ttie attendance of a
horueo pathio physician if they so desire
They ask that when the staff of surgeons
and physicians be selected, homeopathists
may be called by such patieuts as desire them,
ami that those patieuts may have all the benefits of attendance and nursery enjoyed by any
other patient iu the hospital.
U is not a question of two doctors,hut a question of right to these petitioners,
if you deny
them, they must either submit themselves to
medical treatment they cannot approve or be
deprived entirely of the advantages of an institution their hands helped to rear.
I need not
remind you that before the last fair Homeowere
that their
to
understand
paths
given
We
rights would be respected and preserved.
are willing to submit to all the rules necessary
for the internal and police arrangements of the
hospital, they hearing upon a 1 alike. All we
ask is the same privileges that others enjoy. If
it lie said that the granting of the petition
would admit other physicians, of various and
irregular practice, I answer, that when another
school arises which assumes the importance,
aud represents the intelligence of Homeopathy,
and forms so important an interest in community, then it will he time enough to discuss
its admission.
Mr. Strout was followed by Oliver G-errisb,
who thought that the opposiug systems, of
materia medica could never be reconciled in

practice,

that the house would be divided
against itself. The State and city understood
the school of practice they were subsidizing,
aud the petition of the homeopathists was an
after thought. The speaker wished to know

why they couldn’t establish

a

hospital

of their

own.

Dr. Foster wished to know if the homeopathphysicians favored the petition.
Dr. Bun- said the movement did not originate with them but with the laymen, still they
generally favored the movement.
Dr. Foster said the experiment had been
tried in New York and bad proved a failure.
It was suggested that there was no hospital
yet and the time to consider the project had
not arrived.
On motion of J. T. McCobb, esq., the petititiou was referred to a committee of five.
ic

The meeting then adjourned to
at 4 p. m.

next

Street.

Mr. Editor:

It is possibly true that the
rough work of broken stone being laid by the
Boston & Maine railroad at the foot of High
street will suffice to lay a mere temporary

bridge upon. Such in
quiries propounded to

fact is the

reply

ing in that town, had for years, and was now
cruelly treating old horses. Mr. Libby went to
investigate the case on Monday. Near the
man’s residence he saw an old horse dead by
the roadside, and on reaching the premises,
found a half-starved wreck of another tied in
a field where
there was nothing he could eat,
Three
while he was shivering from the storm.
of the horse’s feet were so turned up that he
stood upon his instep, and in this condition the
wretch hauled hay with him the past season.
The other old horse had been killed by a sou of
the owner. In another pasture the old fellow
had a mule tied, that had nothing to chew but
the cud of reflection, which did not give him a
very sleek appearance. Mr. Libby told the old
wretch to kill the oil horse at once, and take
of his mule and colts, else he would prosecute him.
The man is well known in this vicinity, is
worth $2000 in real estate, and within a few
care

years traded his wife off for $10, and then secured a ditorce. He offered Mr. Libby $10 to
give the names of the complainants. The old

21 years old, that cannot
read, not being allowed to go to school. We
commend this man to the consideration of some
resolute missionary society.
heathen has

Music Hall.—This evening Butler & Chrisdie’s troupe will exhibit at Music Hall. “The
Three Dwarfs,” a new sensation in the pantomime world, will be brought out in good style,
a “Modoc” sketch will close the entertainment,
and there will be other and miscellaneous at-

tractions, including songs by Fannie Morrallo,
athletic performances by the LaBue brothers,
and Sandford’s character singing, and clog
dances by the LaVard sisters and roller skating
by Kynock and Smith. The comdany is highly recommended.

F. 0. Bailey & Co.will sell at 10 &J2J to-day
the largest and finest collection of sea shells,
coral, etc., ever brought to this dity. There is
also a large line of Bohemian glass ware, fine
china figures, French clocks, coffee machines,
etc.
_

For Catarrh the only substantial benefit
cau lie obtained through the blood. Vegetine
is the great blood purifier.
W&S&wlt
Perfect Shirt. The Portland Shirt. Orin
Hawkes & Co., 290 and 292 Congress street.

Portland, Oct. 20, 1873.
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to close
ou several places of business every evening at
8 o’clock, with the exception of Saturday evening, commencing Wednesday evening, Oct. 22,
1873.

That Horrid Tickling in the Throat
which produces a liackiug cough, is relieved at
by Hale’s Honey of Horehound and
Tar.
»
Pike’s Toothacke Drops cure in one minute,
oct 20-eodlw&wlt

ouee

The Franconia, due from New York Wednesday moruiug, will probably discharge at
Franklin wharf, (east side).
oc21-2t
(1-4 Black Waterproof for 85 cts.
Black Alpaceas at 35 cts.
Corded Alpaceas at 25 cts.
Plaid and plain silk Windsor ties 50 cts.
At dry goods store, corner of Congress and
Brown streets.
oct20tf
Fob Sale on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, in the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Esq..
Pbbss office.
ieli-dtf
Hinds’ Pearl DenTrifice is the best article
for cleansing, preserving and beautifying the
teeth.
Sold by Hinds, Apothecary, Preble
House.

__qctl8-l\v

BY TELEGRAPH.

to in-

members of

recollected that at the Danforth street crossing,
at Clark street, at Park street, at every point
where a bridge- is proposed or constructed,
the railroad has laid split-stone work of durable and permanent character, the unavoidable
inference from the rough and comparatively
insecure wall now building at T+igh street, is,
that no bridge at all is intended. Certainly no
bridge, should be laid upon such an abutment
except for a merely passing purpose.
But the essential question is, is this street to
be closed to allow a depot to be built upon it,
or is it to be kept open for the use of the
public? So long as the city government allow
themselves to iftt the part of in decision upon
the question, so long as they debate whether
they shall protect the rights and claims of the
citizens to the use of this spacious and central
highway, or allow a corporation to block it up
with its structures for its own special anil
private advantage, so long may the Boston &
Maine find a measure of palliation for its
precipitate not to say presum'ptuous and insolent course. The facts and figures laid before
the public in your columns at an earlier stage
of this controversy demonstrate the great use
made of High street by the public. It is no
answer to say that the huudreds and thousands
who pass through this avenue daily,when open,
could by taking more steps aud going further
around reach their destination. The street,
as it has been for many years, does a constant
and large public service. It should on no account be closed.
Let any one stand at the foot of this street
and look out over the acres of lumber, warehouses aud merchandise piled upon the wharfs
and contiguous land, and then propose to himself shutting up the lin^of approach to this
euormouB body of inflammable material, with
the liability of destructive fires at any moment
threatening, and if we mistake not the utter
aud monstrous character of the proposition
will be realized! Park street ever and auon is
to be “up” for sewers, gas. water, and repairs,
and then with High street hermetically sealed
by a depot the only avenue of approach would
be by the distant, narrow, devious passage of
Maple street. The Boston & Maine can use
their laud without closing High street. This
is conceded. To couvert this wide and handsome avenue into a blind alley just to allow a
railroad to pile up a longer stack of bricks than
they otherwise could, would be an act of gross
injustice to the public, and of monstrous maladministration ou the part of the city government.
M.
Portlnnd

Bridge.

Mb. Editor: In the Press of this morning,
refering to the act of the Legislature authoriz-

ing the surrender of toll bridges to the County
Commissioners, Mr. Kingsbury in regard to the
Portland Bridge says:
The language of this section is clear and explicit, and admits of butoue construction. Upon such surrender and acceptance, the bridge
becomes tbe “property” of the County, to be
thereafter "maintained at their expense.” and
no power short of the legislature itseif, could
disturb the ownership and control. The facts
show that Portland Bridge was so surrendered
to, and accepted by the County of Cumberland
after the passage of the above act. and has for
more than twenty years been the property of
and maintained by said County. The mere incident of annexation, as above supposed, cannot change tbe rights of ownership and eoutrol
over said property.
Now the citizens of Cape Elizabeth pur-

chased this bridge-paid for it, surrendered it
in due form of law to the
County Commissioners to he thereafter the property of the county
and to be maintained at its expense—Mr.
Kingsbury in his opinion says, “No power
short of the Legislature itself could disturb the
ownership and control.”
Now, Mr. Editor, I wish to ask Mr. Kingsbury through you, how tho Legislature without
the consent of

Cape

Elizabeth could “disturb
the ownership or control” of this bridge.
In the case of the Portland Bridge the conditions of the act were accepted—all its conditions in the most formal manner complied with
and was it not therefore a contract with the
State which the Legislature have no power to
annul, amend or change without the consent of
T.
all the parties thereto ?
Police Notes.—Yesterday afternoon officers
Rich and Gribben broke up a serious fight at
Parr’s saloon on Fore street and arrested three
ineu, one of whom had received some bad cuts.
The City Marshal has received instruction
from tne Secretary of the Navy to return to
the Fort the man who deserted from the troops
The
statioued there and enlisted in the navy.
navy officers here had refused to give him up.
Officer Fitch arrested two boys for truancy

yesterday.
Deputies Bridges and Williams, yesterday
afternoon, made a raid on the house of ill fame
in Stafford’s
Block, and secured Matilda
Thompson, Mary Miles, Georgianua Wilcox
and Josephine French.
Officer Shirley, last evening arrested ayoung
man named Stokes, who works at
the United
States Hotel, for assault on a young men by
the name of McGillen. McGillen and another
young man were the ones who recently stole
the boots at the States, amojg which were
Stokes’. Stokes met the; thieves at the corner
of Congress and Elm streets, about 8 o’clock
last evening, and after passing a few words
with th.mi, blows were given and returned.
McGillen got considerably bruised and afterwards entered a complaint against Stokes.
There were nine drunks at the Station last

night.

Geo. C. Shaw.
C. A. Weston & Co.,
A. F. Fong,
Wm. Wilson & Co.

oct21-2t

MATTERS IN MAINE.
THE
The

STORM.

Heaviest for Years—Damage

to

lbs

Portland & Ogdeusburg Railroad, etc.
[Special to Press.]

Fbvebubg, Oct. 21.—The heavy rain of
Monday, with wind strong to the south concentrating the clouds among the White Mountain slopes, gave such a rise to the Saco here today as has uot not been seen since 1826, the
One of the stone abutments
year of the slides
of the covered bridge at this place was partially undermined and settled two feet. The body,
however, is still in place.
Along ilie line of the P. & O. railroad above,
considerable damage has been done.
The culvert at Mill Stream, Centre Conway, lias
been carried away with several rods of embankment, and in Bartlett several culverts have
been badly washed and continuity of track

destroyed.
The rise of the stream is very
point, and the current strong.

rapid at this
Probably no

trains can go above this place for a few days.
The water is now falling and the worst is considered over. The overflow lias taken off some
stock from tbe farmers.
A later

despatch

says that the damage was
extensive as at first reported, and
that trains will run to North Conway to-mor-

not

nearly

so

row.
■

n

the Interior.

Lewiston, Oct. 21.—The rain storm last
night was very severe. Three and one-fifth
inches of rain fell here. Thus far this month
eight and eight-tenths inches of rain have fallen in this city, a larger fall than for any month

1871, when nine inches of rain fell
here.
Tbe Androscoggin train has not yet arrived
in consequence of damage to the bridges at
Farmington and Wilton.
liiae of the Androscoggin.
since Oct.

Brunswick,Oct. 21.—The Androscoggin river
has risen five feet since noon,and is still rising.

Mishaps

of

a

Belfast Vessel.

The Vessel Injured—Mate Dies—Short Allowance of Food—Stabbing Affray.

fTo tlio Associated Press.]

Providence, E. I., Oct. 21.—The schooner
Ida S. Burgess of Belfast, Me., from Savannah
21st inst., arrived below last night and was
towed up this morning. She took the heavy
gale ou the first, and had to throw over the
Thomas
deck load of lumber on tbe second.
Jenkins, mate, died and was bnried while the
gale was at its height. On the 7th found provisions and water short, put all bands and a
lady passenger on allowance. On the lltli two
of tbe crew quarrelled and one stabbed the
knife. Thd culprit was ironed,but
released to help work the ship until it reached
port when the wounded man was sent to the
other with

a

Rhode Island

Hospital

and liis

Various matters.

Thomas Dolan, an old man keeping a small
grocery in North street, had $4000 taken from
ms house
Sunday night. The thief is suspectThe Fall River mill

assailant was

locked up.
Grand Dodge of Good Tempter*.
Eockland, Oct. 21.—The Grand Lodge of
Good Templars begau itssixteenth semi annual

session in this city to day. Owing to the storm
of last night the attendance is not so large as
it would otherwise have been.
About one
hundred delegates are present, and among the

prominent members of the Order in attendance
are Gov. Perham, Hon. Joshua Nye, F. E.
Sliaw, esq., G. W. C, T., and others. The report of the Grand Worthy Secretary shows the
present nurnbar of lodges to he 185, with a
membership of 14,200, which exhihs a slight
The number of
gain upon the last report.
is somewhat less than at the date of the
last annual session. The spirit of the delegates indicates active work and the session will
close with a public meeting to-morrow evening.

lodges

liannchiuff.

Bath, Oct. 21.—Launched at Richmond this
afternoon by T. J. Southard & Son, a brig of
about 100 tons, named Hattie Huzzoy.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Crime—Fire.
Boston, Oct. 21.—Geo. W. Keith, post office
Boston
clerk at South
station, has been arrested
for stealing $30 from a registered letter.
Frank Gardner was sentenced to-day in the
Superior Court for obtaining $250 at Biackstone National Bank by forgery.
A lire at Lawrence to-day, destroyed the harness shop of J. W. Foltansbee,
and the shoe
Loss $3000; insurance $1000.
store of H. Dow.
Dow was arrested as the iucendiary.
At Lowell to-day, the seven year old sou of
James Caskius. was instantly killed by falling
under the wheel of a loaded team while playing
in front of his father’s house.
Accident.
James E. Dee, an engineer aged 25 years, on
the New England Railroad, was run over and
to-day by a gravel train, while
instantly killed
attempting to jump on it from a paatenger
an

opposite direction.

have chosen

a

committee to confer with other factory owners
in other
sections, relative to a partial suspension after the
present week.

NEW YORK.
Awindlers dwindled
New York, Oct. 21.—It is stated that Jay
r,
8 broker *u London has disappeared with
00,000 of protit made on Erie stock, which
Oould was relying upon to offset the losses
made here since the panic commenced.
It is
also reported that the
missing broker has carried off the funds of several other New York
speculators, whose agents sailed for London
Saturday to investigate the matter.
Apolitical.

It is stated that Apolle Hall bus make overtures to the Republicans and
negotiations are
now going imi for an alliance ou
the county
ticket
The city Liberal Republican Senatorial convention last night appointed committees to center with the
organizations opposed to the Re-

convict, anil after testifying was arrested and
recommitted to the penitentiary to serve out
his term.
The jury in the case of Patrick Carroll, one
of the victims of the collision ou the Midland
railroad recently, at New Dunbar, N. J., rendered a verdict censuring Gilbert and Meisncr,
conductor and engineer of the freight traiu, for
running ahead of time. Meisner escaped.
Forty cars loaded with tea, direct from San
Franciseo, arrived at Jersey City to day.
The wages of longshoremen have been reduced from 17 to 20 cents per hour A large
number have struck and the police are employed at several pi ers to keep peace.
Base ball—Mutuals 15, Athletics 8.
Yesterday afternoon G. J. Taylor, in an altercation with Catherine Conlisk, stabbed her
six or seven times. Taylor was arrested.
Eli Beard has been appointed receiver of the
National Life Insurance Co., of New 1 ork.
The Committee of Seventy met for the last
time to night.
Martin Gothins, drunk, shot Thomas Clark
dead in a saloon last night. Both were sailors.
The Cunard steamship company are about to
establish a daily line between Liverpool and
this city by withdrawing their ships from the
West India service.

WASHINGTON.

publicans.

The Liberal Republicans of the (ith Congressional district have endorsed S. S. Cox for

Congress.

Stoddard,
Kate Stoddard nightly terrifies the inmates
of Raymond street jail, Brooklyn, with piercThe keepers say the
irg shrieks and cries.
wretched woman has become almost a raving
maniac. Some say she is putting it ou to introduce the insanity defence.
Disaster to Canal Boats.
A Poughkeepsie despatch says great indignation is expressed at the conduct of the captaiu and pilot of the steamer Alida. They say
that when the steamer and the canal boats in
tow arrived at Haverstraw bay the wind was
blowing a gale, and notwithstanding one or two
boats broke from their fastenings no attention
was paid to them, but instead,
some one on
hoard the Alida cut the main hawser which
kept them together and set them adrift.
The greatest panic at once eusned on all the
boats, and the shrieks of the women auu children could be heard above the roaring of. the
Kate

The disengaged boats, all heavily laden, were
driven by the wind and tide up the river, and
striking the steamer Syracuse, forced her with
her tow against the dock at Verplauck’s Point,
tearing away all the piles and crushing in the
sides aud bows of many vessels.
All the womeu and children who were on the
tow huddled together ou one boat and were
with great difficulty got ou shore where they
were kiudly cared for by the
villagers.
The Alida passed down the river and the SyJ
racuse collected her tow.
Six boats were lost
laden with apples, lumber, marble, lime and
grain. The shores near Stony Point were
strewn with lumber aud thousands of apples
were floating on the river.
New Testimony m the stoke* Case.
There has been no new testimony in the
Stokes case UDtil Monday, when Patrick Logan
who was court officer during the first trial of
Stokes, in a rich brogue, related a conversation
with the hotel servants who are witnesses for
the prosecution, while he was carrying them to
the house of detention.
It appeared that the
witnesses called into numerous
drinking places
and in conversation Thomas Hart and John T.
Redmond acknowledged •accepting $1000 fo»*
their trouble, and Redmond told him that they
were supplied with copies of their testimony to
commit to memory. Witness never drinks anything but soda water and sarsaparilla. He told
about these conversations to John McKeon, but
though one of the keenest lawyers iu New York
he failed to take the hint. He Dext told Mr.
Dobrosses, (Don Passos,, and on the 4th of
March reduced all this to writing from the tablets of his meomry.
This testimony took every one by surprise.
The District Attorney’s efforts to shake him
entirely failed. He admits concealing the stoAs to what the hotel boys told
ry for a year,
him, they told him, he says, when he had them
in custody as Deputy Sheriff. His reason for
not telling was that lie did no want to be made
a witness; but he expected the jury to disagree,
and as the last resort, if Stokes was in dStiger
of being bnng, he intended to go to Albany and
tell Gov. Dix all.
After this the District Attorney brought out
that Logan was discharged from the police on a
charge of not doing his duty in the 12th of July
riots. He exclaimed that he saved from a clubbing, by a brutal policeman, a poor old man,
waiting for admission to the dispensary, and
that officer accused him of interfering. Logan
swears that he saved
the old man’s life, and
that there is no other charge against him.
There was further testimony for the prisoner
on the Stokes trial.
Josiah F. Pitts testified to
seeiug Fisk iu the Erie office on one occasion
taking a pistol from under his arui and passing
it to his pocket.
Adeline Barker, a respectable looking old
lady, called at the rooms of the Morse ladies.
Saw a gentleman whom she did "not know until
she heard him say to one of the young ladies
with whom he was conversing:
“I’llsend him
to a higher court than lie ever was iu—the cur
—I'll shoot him as sure as my name is
Jim Fisk.”
The young lady said: “Oh,
don’t shoot him, or the gallows will be your
end.” He replied“I’ll shoot him; I’ll wipe
him out” There never was a gallows made for
Jim Fisk. On cross-exanination witness stato4-4rSi»(
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soon

as he arrived.
This circumstance attratted the
attention of the witness. When Fisk sat down
the ladies asked wliat detained him.
He said
the Stokes prosecution.
But he would wipe
him out. He said: “I am prepared for him.”
One of the young ladies said: “Oh, you are
In the examjealous of the loss of Beauty
ination by Tremaiue the witness added that
when Fisk said “I am prepared for him” he
‘T
put his hand behind him. He alsosaid
have a little rascal here.”
Other witnesses testified to the threatening
remarks of Fisk relative to Stokes.
James Brennan, who swears that while iu
the house of detention that Thomas Hart and
J. T. Redmond told him that they did not see
the shooting, and that they were to be paid for
their testimony; was cross-examiued.
The
witness admitted to stealing a watch.

JKasily Pleased.
One hundred guns were tired in City Hall
Park this afternoon in honor of the Democratic
victory in Ohio. A large banner was displayed
with the words “New York Democracy greets
Ohio upon her victory over the debauched and
corrupt national administration.’*
Failure of lAfe Insurance Co.
In relation to the failure of the National Life
Insurance Co., it is slated that the recent investigation of Superintendent Chapman of New
York, showed its realized and unrealized as
sets, the most of which consist of premium
notes and loans, to be only $">42,000, while its
admitted liabilities were $714,000, thus showing
Not over 3100,000 of
a deficit of $171,000.
available casli assets will bej realized for the
widows and orphans of the insured.
Railroad Accident.
The Albany passenger train aud the New
York passenger train reached Trioali bridge alThe night
most simultaneously last night.
was intensely dark with a heavy storm of rain
aud wind. The signal light was extinguished
by the wind and each engineer was ignorant of
the presence of the other near the bridge.
Both trains started over the bridge and when
near the centre came into collision, smashing
the head lights of the locomotives and parts of
A truck was also thrown
the machinery.
against the girders of the bridge. None of the
passengers were hurt.
Senator Boutwcll on Finance.
Senator Boutwcll delivered a lecture on finance and the panic, and its remedies, to-night
Ho considered
at the church of the Disciples.
the equalization of currency with coin as more
important than a resumption of specie payment, which was not practicable nor desirable
by the banks, but lie expected government
He
would consider resumption practicable.
then considered the causes of tho receut financial crisis. We have $700,000,000 paper currency. Some demand contraction to resume
specie payments, others demand expansion so
as to relieve the country from the present embarrassment. The causes of suspension of
specie payments were the depreciation of the
credit of the couutry aud the excessive volume
of paper currency over the actual wants of the
country, and lie contended that specie payments cannot be maintained by paper currency
beyond a given point. Another reason for the
suspension of specie payments is the balance
of trade has been largely us for many years.
The inability of the country to resume to-day
is due to exhaustion of resources by the war.
followed by the Chicago aud Boston calamities. The present year promises better conditions between this and foreign countries. The
large speculation ir. gold on Wall street should
also be considered.
it is not possible to maintain specie payments
until the balance of trade is not against us. He
bad no faith in auv scheme for resumption but
that of a genuine public policy, developing and
multiplying our resources and our capacity to
supply foreign countries so that the demand for
gold to go abroad shall be met by a demand of
gold to come to us. Seventy-three percent, of
our carrying trade last year was in foreign vessels, against seventy-six per cent, the year previous, He favored subsidies to ship builders
and condemned the system of banks paying interest oti deposits. He bad no doubt of the legality of the issue of forty-four millions of reserve but it should not. be used to increase permanent volume of currency, but t# relieve the
substantial interests of the country.
The Charges Against the Detectives.
New York, Oct. 21.—The police coinmisioners
to-day took no action upon the charges
against detectives Fields and Irving. It is stated that tlie post office authorities have tracked
the packages containing the stolen bonds, by
all of them being stamped with a seal, having
the impress of a Scotch curling stone.
They
were all addressed to different parties from difthe
authoriferent places, hut the seal enabled
ties to trace all but one package, which is benevea to have been sent
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the Street
Committee of the City Council, as to what the
action of the Bo3ton& Maine railroad in laying
such a wall signifies. When, however, it is
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Cruelty to Animals.—Complaint having
been made to Constable Libby, agent of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,
by several citizens of Scarboro’, that a man liv-

to ^amornia.

JMcDonnell, Bid well

ami Noyes belonged to one
of the most extensive |and perfeot organization
of forgers ever known. The truuk, which was
found at au express agency, have contained a
lettering to a previous letter, and from London
This
to one “Phil”, which contained $400.
letter has been traced from the registrator in
London, to this city, to station A. and from
there was delivered to the residence of Phil
Farley, the New York detective, and the re
ceipt therefor has been found and is in the possession of the police commissioners.
Nearly all the money stolen by the forgers
has been accounted for, except some $20,000.
It is claimed that wlieu Mr. Donnell was arrest.
be
edbyGarley and Irviug, upon bis arrival,
bad a large amount of money, which he surrendered to them, they giving $s0,000 to McDonnell to pay for his defence, but he never recovered the balance.
Varionti Min tiers.

James B. Colgate is elected President of the
gold board.
James Brennan, one of the witness for
Stokes, to-day admitted that be was ao escaped

Indians.
Oct. 21.—Capt. Eagan and a
of
company
cavalry surprised a small camp of
Indians between Forts Fettermah and Laramie
recently and recaptured considerable stolen

Washington,

property.

Treasury Balances.
are the Treasury balances today: Currency $3,236,8.57: special deposits of legal tenders for redemption of certificates of deposit $11,590,000; coin $81,232,717, including
$29,147,400 in coin certificates; outstanding legal
tenders $359,81(5,488.
The

following

The Polaris.
Secretary Robeson recently stated that nothnew
had
been discovered by the examinaing
tion of the Polaris survivors and facts hitherto
established that Capt. Hall died a natural
death.
Various matters.
The friends of Col. Hughes deny that he is
disqualified for the office of Governor of Vir-

ginia.

Hon. Jas. Hughes died this morning near
Washington of heart disease, aged 50. He
was a member of the 35th Congress and afterwards Judge of the Court of Claims.
At tie council today between the Crow In-

dians and the Secretary of the Interior, oue of
the chiefs complained that their good lands
were takeu and the land now given
them has
neither wood, water nor grass.
The Secretary
said the government is disposed kindly towards them and he would introduce them to
the President, their Great Father.

THE GREAT STORM.

Receipt, by

ITnr Hampshire.
In
CoNCORD, Nr. H.. Oct. 21.—During the rain
storm which began oil Sunday evening, about

Vohn

the
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m.—There

Prominent Men in Tennessee and North
Carolina Implicated—Seventy Fire Arrest* to be Made.
New York, Oct. 20.—Additional particulars
of the raid upon counterfeiters iu Tennessee
and North Carolina are received. The crusade
was the most extended, strategetic and well-directed ever organized, and resulted in the arrest of about sixty outlaws, with quite a number to be beard from. The desperadoes belonging iu the main to a counterfeiting fraternity
who are banded together by fearful oaths and
deadly ties, known only to themselves,-and
they have spread broadcast their bogus issues
to such au extent as to vitiate the genuine circulating medium nearly one-third, and in some
cases to well nigh bankrupt smaller merchants
and trades people.
After a consultation by the authorities at
Washington it was determined to place the entire matter in the hands of Col. Whjteley, Chief
of the United States Secret Service Corps, by
whom, with the assistance of Attorney General
Williams, plans were matured to entrap and
capture the guilty parties.
Whiteley selected fiom bis corps a number of
the most experienced officers of the Secret Ser
vice. The officers obtained the confidence of
the counterfeiters and communicated their doings to the District Attorney at Knoxville,
Tenn.
The officers became aware of the organization
of countrrfeites in tlie district in separate
gangs, all of them co-operating and working
together, each gatig numbering five to eight
members, reckless, determined and thoronglily
armed.
Each gang was fully aware of the
movements of others, and communication is
such as to eneable them to summon aid at a
short notice.
Becoming communicative, the counterfeiters
told where tho illicit money was made. It
came direct from Ohio, and was in
denominations of 50 cents fractional currency, $10 National Bank notes, $50 United States legal tenders of the series of 1800. It was transported
into Tennessee and North Carolina, as any
other commodity, by wholesale jobbers and
dealers, witli regularity and precision, and supplied to customers and friends iu sums to suit
the demands of trade.
In addition to the currency trade there was
also extensive dealings iu counterfeit Mexican
dollars, which were principally put off on travellers and emigrants going to Texas and the far
west. This money was manufactured iu KenThe transactions in luttji kinds of
tucky.
money were enormous.
The criminals include men in every station
lu life—lawyers, doctors, justices of the
peace,
postmasters. United States deputy marshals, clerks of courts, and numerous merchants. Sufficient evidence as to the guilt of
the parties having been obtained to justify the
action on the part of the government, official
warrants of a.rest for ninety persons were issued by the United States District Attorneys
in East Teuuessea and west North Carolina.
Expeditions were organized, mounted, armed
and equipped, and started. The territory embraced an era of 125 miles loug by 57 broad.
The ground in North Caroliua embraced an era
of (1000 square miles.
The programme was admirably carried out.
It is said about 75 arrests iu all will be made.
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YELLOW FEVER.
Condition of Affairs nt Shreveport.
Xi:w York, Oct, 21.— A despatch from
Shreveport says there was a light frost yesterday morning. Several new cases are reported
in the city and a larger number in the country.
There were five interments during the past
twenty four hours.
Another Afflicted lows,
Up to Saturday there were 51 cases of fever
at Marshall, Texas, and 24 deaths.
There were
eight new cases Monday. Very few stores are
opeu and the village of Mansfield is nearly deserted.

finally
The

Memphis, Get. 21.—It is particularly requestby the Board of Health that absent citizens do
not returnjtill notified by them. It is impossi-

ble to get anything reliable about tbe disease.
New cases are occurring in isolated districts
and the frosts seem to have little effect in
checking the disease. Dr. Treewan, Secretary
of tbe Board of Health is reported dying tonight and also Dr. Blont.
Reports up to noon today are not favorable,
Thore have been 24 deaths from yellow fever
and six from other causes. Total 30.
Mortuary report forfJ4 hours, yellow fever 27,
other causes 10.

Montgomery, Oct. 21 —There were three
deaths from yellow fever today.
Shreveport, Oct. 21.—There were only three
interments to nay from yellow fever.
Extra

Session of the Sooth Carolina Legislature.

Columbia, S. O Oct. 21.—The Legislature
met in extra session today.}• Gov. Moses sent
in a lengthly message.
He represents the
funded debt at $15,027,503 and the floating
debt $5,306,397.
He ^presents the following
plan, the S tate being unable to pay the interest
on tbe debt as it stands, he proposes that
the
bondholders be induced to agree that the debt
be reduced in volume, all bonds for which the
State is actually liable except $38,000 of State
capital bonds of 1873, the conversion bonds
amounting to $5,965,005, coupons upon the
bonds pay certificates, bills payable in scrip
and other evidences of State indebtedness to be
returned to the State Treasurer, who shall issue instead other bonds of certificates of stock
equal in amount to the face value of such bonds,
He concludes with
coupons and certificates.
an argumeut in favor of higher
taxation, say
ing that the rate of taxation in South Carolina
is much lower than the average of the 37
States of the Union.
A Horrible TrntlcgT,
Cincinnati, Octr20.—Thomas Christopher, a
one -legged blacksmith,
living near Bedford,
Lawrence County,Indiana, entertained a neighbor .John Morrow, last night. Morrow having
put up with him for the night, suspecting an
undue intimacy between Morrow and his wife,
for a time he watched closely, aud entering his
wife’s room aboutten o’clock, he strengthened
his suspicious. In a lit of ffrenzy, and armed
with a knife, he first stabbed his three children,
then his wife, and turning on John Morrow,

1IIETEOKVLOGVCAL.
TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
>
Officer, Washington, T>. C.,
Oct. 22,17.30 P. M.))
For Ifew Koglanil
on Wednesday southwesterly winds,
rising barometer, and on the coast clear weather but in
the interior partly cloudy and clearing weather.

Affairs.

Bayonxe: Oct. 21.—It is reported here that
the Carlist force under Lorzrdrgo has again
defeated the Republicans.
A Confident Republican.
Paris, Oct. 20.—Leon Say writes to the
ma

sum-

President Iflncllnhon'n Position.
Presidedt MacMalion today received a deputation from the Assembly who wished to ascertain if there was auy truth in the reports of
his intended resignation.
He informed them
that he was always at the service of liiscountry
as a soldier.
As a politician, howover, he repelled the idea that he might hold an office under any or all circumstances.
He added that
he should never separate himself from the conservative majority of the Assembly which had
appointed him to power. The Deputies of the
L>ft have resolved to meet daily until the crisis is past.

itew Cable—Ahipwre. k.
Halifax, Get. 20.—The steamer Robert
Lowe is taking the new cable to be laid be-

The
ports

Cape

Bretou and Newfoundland.

brigantine Magdala from Sydney,

re-

passing a vessel 25
Sambro, on her beam ends.
ged but it being dark
were

no

ascertained.

miles southeast of
She was bark rig
further particulars

Snow.
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Uomcwiic Uarkem.

New York. Oct.

|

21.—Evening—Cotton

is I'd

higher; sales 2504 bales; Middling upland* lG}c. Flour
less doing and market scarcely so firxu: prices, however, were without decided change; sales 10,0<’o bbls;
State at 5 30 :a} 7 00; Round Hoop Ohio 6 30 >1 7 85:
Western 5 30 (g 7 75: Southern 6 30 (aj 11 00. Wlicat
opened a shade better aud rather quiet shipper* holding; market closed dull aud the advance was lost;
sales 138,000 bush: No l Milwaukee at Spring 1 42;
No 2 do 1|40 nj l 41; No 3 do 1 32 ($ 1 33; No 1 Chicago Spring 1 43; No 2 Chicago at 1 33 @ 1 ,?6; Winter
Red Western 1 42* @ 152; White Michigan 1 50;
Iowa

Spring

at 1 32 & 1 38; Minnesota Spring 1 57.

Corn opei.ed 4 @ lc better and fairly active, closing
with the advance and a moderate export inquiry;
sales 152.000 bush; steamer Mixed Western 59 «. 5945
do sail 60
61c, closing at GOc. Oats dull and lower;
sales 48.060 bush; White Western at-51
53c, closing
at 51 Qa 52c; new Mixed Western afloat* at 49 a- 50c.
closing at 4'J (g 50c. Beef is quiet. Fork is dull and
lower; sales 900 bbls new mes* 16 00 cash. Lard is
steady; sales 1750 tes; steam at 8£c; kettle at 81c.—
Butter In fair request; Ohio at 23 a; 26c; State 31 (n)
3.7c. Whiskey is firmer; Western freest 96$ % 27c.
R»ce is unclianged; Carolina 8 rdj 9c. Sugar steady ;
sales 1437 hhds and 8.70 boxes; Muscovado 7}c; refining 74(^7}c. Coffee firm; sales 1526 bags; Rio at
19f ja$22e(ioUL Molatses dill. Null 8lora—Spirit! Turpentine is dull at 40c; Rosin 8t««wly at 2 70 for
strained. Petroleum is dull; crude 54 @ 84c: refined
at 16c. Tallow active; sales 275.000 lbs at 7 a 7 9-16.
Freight.* to Liverpool are more active and firmer;

Grain per steamer 121 io. 13d.
Watertown, Oct. 21.—Cattle Market.—Receipt*
Of beef 1241 mA The best grades sold early but
there were many slim Cattle that were a drug in the
market; no material change in prices; rul-s eli ice
at 10 00 to 00 «0; extra 9 00 @ 9 50; iirst quality 8 00
to 8 50; second quality 6 00 ® 7 50; third quality 4 00
to 5 50.

xOLino. Oct. 21. Flour is dull and unchanged.—
Wheat dull; Amber Michigan at l 38$ cash; 1 4ft (S|
1 4ft} seller Nov; 1 45} do Dec; No 1 Red 1 41; No 2
do 1 35 cash; 1 38 seller Nov; 1 42$ do Dec.
Corn is
dull; high Mixed seller Nov 47b-; 49c do Dec; low do
cash 45c. Oats dull; sales of Nol at 36}e. Clover
Seed 5 10.
Freights dull: to Oswego. Porn at 8c; Wheat 9c.
Receipts— 2,00ft bbls flour, 13,000 bush wheat, 17,800
bush corn, O.ftftft hush oats.
Shipments—0000 bbls flour, 18,000 bush wheat, 2,000

tush com, 1.000 hn*h oals.
Milwaukee, Oct. 21.— Flour quiet and unchanged;
extra Spring at 6 50.
Wheat quiet and weak ; sales
of No 1 at 1 11$; No 2 at 1
09} cash; 1 09 for seller Nov.
Oats dull ami declining at 34$c for No 1; No 2 at 31 }e.
Corn In fair demand and firm at 42c for No 2 Mixed.
Rye steady; No 1 at 67$c. Barley is quiet and weak;
No 2 Spring at 1 33.
Lake Freights—Wheat to Buffalo 6}c; Wheat to Oswego at 12.
Receipts—5000 bbls flour, 1C7.0C0 bush wheat.
Shipments 3,000 bbls flour, 105,000 bush wheat.
DETROIT, Oct. 21.—Flour is quiet and unchanged at
7 25 to 8 00. Wheat dull and lower; extra 1 54; No 1
White 1 48$ to 1 48}; sales Amber Michigan at 1 36.
Corn i-* dull ami lower; high Mixed at 19c.
Oats iu
good demand; sales No 2 at 36c.
Freights dull; to Buffalo 3$ to 4; Oswego 7$ (S 8c.
I
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour. 17,000 bush wheat, 5,000
I bush corn, 10,000 bush oats.
Shipments-0.000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush wheat, 000,1 000 bush com. 0,000 bush oats.
Fur ope a a

TELECSATIS.
assembled Monday. A quorum was present iu both houses.
H. M. Street was elected Speaker on the fourth
ballot.
In Memphis, Monday, there were twentythree deaths from yellow fever, and seven from
other causes.

TlnrUrti.

London, Oct.

2.—12.30 P. M.—Consol* 92\ % 92 J
for money and account. Erie 38J.
Liverpool, Oct. 21—1.00 P. M.—Cotton quiet and
steady; Muhtimg uplands 91 aj Md; do Orleans 9# 5$
9£d; sale* 12,000 bales, including 2000 for
and export.

speculation

AUCTION SALES.

MINOR

Hugh Collins, a brakeman on the Worcester
freight train, was caught between the hunter*
while coupling cars at Uxbridge, Mass., Tuesday morning. He was dangerously hurt.
The steamers from England Tuesday, have
#380,000 in specie, for New York.
James Bowdoin

was

Pa., by the fall of coal

Rare and Bcantifnl Shells, Bohemian Glass

ments,

ON WEDNESDAY

GRAND TRUNK R. R

Consignees.
Bbls. Consignees.
Bbls
Marr & 1 rue.100 Robinson & Glen.100
Total.200

Receipt*

ot

Grain,

GRAND TRUNK

&r.

R. R.

AV. cars.
Consignees.
No. cars. Consignees.
Kensell & Tabor, com... 4 Waldron *& True,corn-l
Total.5
NV
By water convey luce 1,000 bush eorwneol toOeo

^(qe&Co.

anl THURSDAY, Oct. 22d

_

The Hon. Hudson’s Bay Co’s
AKNUA

day.

Thanksgiving

China Orna-

By Jolm Lecming,

Internal Revenue receipts Tuesday, §135,222,
Mrs. Jane Lackey of Ingrahamsvilie, R. I.,
committee suicide by cutting her throat Tuesin

Ware,

Ac., at Auction.

and 23d, at HI A. M. and 3 t*. M., we shall sell
at salesroom. 18 Exchange street, the largest and finest stock of nbovo goo s ever ottered in Maine. Public invited to ex mine the goods day before sale.
F. O. BAILEY & CO
Auclioncera.
4t

killed at Mayoning city,
in a mine.

Receipts of Flour.

Work in Vnin.
Rochester, Oct. 21.—The Grand jury of
Oyer aud Tenniuer, which has been in session
over two
weeks, and had ready to preseut to
the court sixty indictments, wiifc this morning
discovered to Ik illegally Constituted.

Currency

Mississippi Legislature

New York November 27th.
James Lick of California, proposes establishan
astronomical
ing
observatory on the Sierra
Nevada mountains, 10,000 feet high, at his own
expense.
Gertrude E. Cowap, 20 years old, of New
Haven, Ct., shot herself Monday. Cause temporary derangement.
The trial of Capt. Clark of the ship Sunrise,
on the charge of cruel treatment to seamen on
dealt him two cutson the face. Morrow threw
board that ship, commenced in the U. S. Cirhim down took the kuife from him, and plungcuit Court at Sau Francisco, Tuesday.
ed it into his bony ten ora dozen times, killing
III the District Court to-day, U. S. Attorney
him instantly.
Morrow was arrested. Mrs? |
Corse.v challenged the Grand July on (several
Christopher was stabbed in the abdomen, and grounds, showing practically that under tiie
her bowels protruded from the wound. It is
present laws a legal-Graud Jury cannot he obthought that she undone child will die.
The court sustained
tained in this territory.
and discharged the jury.
Meeting of the National Board of Trade. the challenge
The Supreme Court of Indiana has declared
CnrCAGO. Oct 21.—The Natioual Board of
the liquor iaw constitutional.
Trade met at Music Hall at noon, nearly every
Snow fell at Cincinnati, O.. Tuesday, and at
President Culver of
city being represented.
the Chiaago Board, made an address of wel
Dayton it was six to eight inches deep.
come.
President Bailey of the National Board,
responded, The report of the Executive ComFINANCIAL AND COMLUFRCIAL
mittee recommends the
encouragement of
shipbuilding, demands curreuc.y based on
specie, favors governmental regulation of interForeign Export*.
ocean transportation, and condemns watering
MATANZAS. Brig Aildie Hale—1372 box (books,
of railway and other stocks.
Among the Vice
and
2770
shook?
heads, 347 bbla potatoes, 3j.875 hoops,
Presidents ars Oeo. Opdyko of New York, C.E.
900 cabbages, 12 bales hay, 12 bags oats, 12 do bran.
Culver of Chicago, and others. The Committee
HALIFAX,NS. Steamer Falmouth—1040 bbls four
on Transportation and on Canadian Iteciprocity
450 bush malt, 400 do banev, 1860 gals whiskey, 32,oil
from
were appointed,Jand daily sessions voted
lbs cordage, 900 do tobacco, 180 cares boots and shoes,
ten till lour.
Adjourned.
1 sleigh, carriage, 20} pkgs merchandise.
Foreign Import*.
Tb* Ohio Election.
WESTPORT, NS. Schr Sea Hound—640 qtls dry
New York, Oct. 21.—A Columbus, Ohio,
fish, 30 gals oil, 230 tbs smoked halibut, to order.
special to the Tribune saysthat the official re
The
turns give a net majority of 745* for Allen.
DAILY DOHE8TIC KKCEIPIm,
Republicans have probably elected the remainder of the State ticket by a small majority.
Aid to Immigrants.
St. Louis, Oct. 21.—The Immigration Committee of the Catholic Union has perfected
plaus to aid immigrants arriving iu this country and adjourned.

The following were tfie quotation! of Government
securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881,.112
United States5-2u’s 1862.H*6
United States 5-20’s 1864.p f.t
United States 5-20*» 1965, old.1( 7|
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.110
United States 5-20’s 1FG7,.im
United States 5-20*s If68,.•
.112
United States 5’*. new.

■

Toronto. Oct. 21.—The galo prevailed from
Sarnia to Quebec yesterday and in somo localities was accompanied by a light fall of show.

The

Bank

Sheep and Lambs*—receipt! 10,506 head; inactivity

Madrid, Oct. 21. A despatch from Valencia says the insurgent vessels remain off the
harbor. They have captured and plundered several additional Spanish merchantmen. Valencia is tranquil.
Troops are arriving and all
necessery measures are being taken to put the
city in a state of defense against the expected
attack. There is a rutnor in Madrid that the
insurgent frigate Tetnan has surrendered to
the Republican authorities but no confirmation
of the report has been received by the governmen t.

tween

Exchange

seemed to be the ruling elenten in the maiket; price*
were $ to 5c p tb lower ou all grades; sales Sheep in
lots at 2 5ft
00 each; extra 4 50(a) 500; Spring
Lambs at 4} to 6}c per lb.
Chicago, Oct. 21.—Flour firm and in fhir demand
with unchanged prices; sales of good to choice extra
Spring at 5 00 oG 50. Wheat quiet, weak and low
crj Mot NoilL Wertcin Apt lug a 1 081 Q 1 10; No
2 Spring at 1 04 cash; 1 03} seller Nov; 1 04} cto Dec:
No 3 Spring at 1 00; rejected »4c. Corn is dull and
drooping; No 2 Mixed at 37|c /or cash; attic for teller
Nov; 39$do Dec; rejected 36c; high Mixed afloat
41c. Oats steady; sales of No 2 at 32e cash: 32$c for
seller Nov.; rejected 28 @ 281c. Rye is steady; sales
No 2 at 03 to 65c. Barley dull and lower; sales of No
2 Fall 1 31}; No3 Soring at I 00 to 1 02.
Provisions
quiet and unchanged but with a firm feeling. Pork
at 12 25 cash; 12 37} to 12 50 seller Dec. Lard steady
at
to 7£c cash and Dec; 72 to 7$c seller Jan. Bulk
Meals firm and In fair demand; summer cured shoulders 5fc loose and fc packed. Bacon is quiet and unchanged. Whiskey steady at 90c.
Lake Freights lower; Corn to Buffalo at 5$; Wheat
6c.
Receipts—7,000 nblt flour, 113,000 bush wheat, 86,000 t ush corn, 10,000 bush oats, 00,000 bush rye, 27,000 bush barley.
Shipments -4,000bbls flour, 67,000 bush wheat. 17,000 bush corn, 87.000 bush oats, 8,000 bush
rye, 33,000 bush barley, 0000 hogs.

& o n i±; i c* jn

Republicon

and flat for borrowing.
business at the Gold

day’s

as

est transactions were in Western Union, which advanced from 574 to 58}, fell off to 56}, recovered to
57} and finally sold at 57 » 574; Erie was strong and
advanced 45 to 47. but shortly boforc the closed there
was a reaction of £ per cent, from the latter
quotation.

Square.

a

the

followsGold balances, $.'125.117; currency
balances. $652,225; gross clearances $18.052,0(K).
The Asst. Treasurer to-day paid out $56,COO ou account of interest and $94,000 in redemption of 5 10
bonds. State bonds were dull and neglected. (Jove rumen Is opened steady and Improved both in business and prices; sales 1881s, registered, were made
a* high as U04, and coupons
111}; 65s. old, coupons
108; do new 111)}; 67s, U2J; 68s, 112; 10-40*, coupons
10G§; new 5s, 107}; currency Gs sold at 108j. TIm;
market at theclos was firm.
Stocks were alternately weak and strong, fluctuatl°ns having been from 4 to 2 per cent. Tlds was fidlowed by a recovery of } 7$ 7 j>er cent., but towards
the close a weak feeling set in and in rniue instances
the lowest prices of the day were current. The
largwas

both wrecked.

that he feels sure of

was

Fctllements and the rumors about the
Government buying Exchange; prime bankers sixty
days Sterling sold at 1G6|'d 1C63T sight do 1U7| *
108; cable transfers 1084; sight bills and transfers
are scarce and very firm owing to increas* d activity
in Money at London.
There are no securities now
going forward. Commercial bills sold at 105 a 205}.
The bale drawn again*! th»- present heavy •brnnsMi
of produce were generally sold in ad vane’. The custom receipts to-day were $381,000. Gold was firmer
at 1081 @108|, and closed at 108* 'a) 108$. The rates
paid for carrying to-day were 5, 6, 4, 3 (a 2 |>er cent,

National Convention of KngLicer* of the
Fire Department*.
Baltimore, Oct. 21.—In the national convention of engineers of the fire departments today, Chiefs Damrell of Boston, Stillman of
Baltimore, Sexton of St. Louis, Hill of Cleveland and Megrue of Cincinnati, were appointed
as
an
executive committee.
Reports from
various committeess were read and accepted.
Amoug them were reports on the limitation and
disuse of combustible material in the structure
of buildings, the excessive height of buildings
and restriction of the danger of edevator, passage ways, hatchways and mausards,in the employment of trusty watchmen on lire escapes,
on uniformity of hose coupling and
tire hydrant connections, and the importance and
need of a complete understanding bet a een those
whose duty it is to extingu;sh tire and fire insurance
All these reports were
companies.
referred to a special committee of- seven for revision and arrangement into the form of an address, to be priuted and sent to each of the fire
departments in the United States and laid before the respective city couucils.
Edward S,
Tobey of Boston, addressed a communication
on (he
of
tire
and
subject
escapes,
Henry S.
Hall, of the National Board of Underwriters of
New York, on the relations between fire departments and insurance companies aud the
general subject of insurance. Addresses were
made by Chiefs Johnsou, Stockwell, Megrue,
Damrell and Stillman.
St. Louis was selected
as the place for holding the next meeting, the
time to be appointed by the executive committeee. The convention adjourned unjil tumor
row. This afternoon the
visiting chiefs reviewed
the Baltimore tire department on Monuuent

Temps

YoKK.Oct.S-l—Dullness

sequence of

^Cleveland, ()., Oct. 21.—A severe northeast storm commenced Sunday evening, and a
high wind raged all day yesterday aud last
night. There is a large number of vessels on
the lake, and serious damage to shipping is apprehended. The schooner Jesse Conger and

jority in the Assembly.
Thiers, who has gone, to Lile, has been
moned by telegraph to return to Paris.

held
cash.

$2,250,984; gold exchanges. $1,597,256; gold balances,
$453,258.
Foreign Exchange was firmer, chiefly for sight and
cable tr in*fer»; h ading banker* udvauced the rates
to 107 for GO days Sterling and 108} for sight in con-

home.

Spanish

are
or

ou

the State aud Maw Departments.
.■Money was easy daring the morning at 7 per cent.,
but in the afternoon advanced to 1-32 per diem. The
dullness In the Stock Exchange makes the demand
for Money very light.
Greenbacks were ;uoted at 4
a. f per cent.
The outstanding legal tend r circulation to-day shows $316,000 increase- over Monday.
The following is the Clearing House statement
Currency exchanges, $51,374,802; currency balances

are

^HIVAILELPHIA’

PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS

ror 00

most prominent feature in financial circles to-dav
awl beyond the re|»rta from Washington of the Government buying Exchange and expanding greenback*. nothing of interest transpire*!.
Telegrams
from Washing on earlv in the day denied these imof the Treasury
authority
direct
on
the
ports
Department, but durinff the afternoon the report* were recived ag8h),nnda pronib ent New York dry goods
that
he
had Jnst'arrived
commission merchant stated
from Washington bringing with a letter from President Grant to an officer of one of the loading hanks
in this city. This bank officer, although refusing to
show the letter, stages that the President announces
his intention to draw on the 044.000,000 Jegal tenrisr
reserve to the extent of $3,000,000 per week for smiie
weeks to come, and in additiyn, to buy probably £1,000,009 sterling of Exchange in London for the use of

Oct. 21. -The fresh A in the
o
Schuylkill was the heaviest since Oct. lsi>!».
At ten o’clock the water below the dam at Morristown, was l‘J feet above the usual water level
and stopped the mills with back water.
The
Egypt mill has 14 inches of water on the| first
ttoor.
A remarkable circumstance about the
freshet of last night and this* morning is that
no trees, logs, lumber or other
property appeared on the surface of the water.
Travel Impacted—I.o«» of E.ife.
Potxsville, Pa., Oct. 21.—The rain has
caused much
damage in this place, aud Minersville bridge, outhe Peoples’ Railway,was wash,
ed away just after a train crossed.The furnaces
at St. Clair are considerably
damaged At Tamaqua, an immense pile of coal dirt was washed on the Philadelphia & Heading railroad
track, preventing the passage of trains. A
train from Philadelphia was delayed by a land
slide at Mount Carbon.
At Girardsville two
children were drowned by the upsetting of a
vehicle in which their parents were driving

are

n

New 1 wrk

ion.

Estabrook

Boston, 1 do

Block and
Money Markrt.
Nsw York. Oct. 21— A/orwinn.—atou v at 7

yet reported.
The locomotive engineers were engaged
yesterday in the discussion of the Molhbray divis-

propeller

1 do for

Cloth,
atPCkfor“MdalV.,^M21-Printl,‘2
044.
days, but lower
almrtor credit
ai

four feet Dine inches of water passingjnver Fairuiount dam. This is the neaviest body of water this season, and an increase of
nearly fiftysix inches since Sunday night. No damage is

the

<,rw!llll*nd.

Prorldence Print Market.

The StoriB nl Cleveland.

COUNTERFEITERS.

“‘i0*"’’®
^

Railroad.

Nrhujlkill.
a.

o

Black l.l.i.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Oct. 211.
Eastern

Damage, 36000.

Hood

v’p.

forNewBYork.

three inches of water fell. The Merrimac river
is very high and rising fast. At Plymouth the
intervales are flooded and no trains have come
down from, or above, or gone up beyond Lake
Village, since yesterday afternoon. At Frank
lin the high water has stopped the paper mills.
A temporary bridge across the Union river at
Waterhury, Vt., was carried aw ay yesterday.
New York.Oct. 21.—The freshet along the
Oswego Midland railroad, through Sussex
County, N.Y., was tlie most severe ever known
there. A thousand acres of land was overflowed,in some places covering the tops of fences.
The severe gale Sunday night and yesterday,
did considerable damage on the south side of
Long Island. All the lowlands were flooded,
and large quantities of marsh hay
swept away.
No disasters to vessels are reported.
Albany, Oct. 21.—'The heavy rains of vester
day hove swollen all the streams in this vicinity
The water in the river is over the
docks, and in
some adjacent streets
is flooding ceHere and
first stories. Some damage is done north and
west by the carrying away of bridges.
On the Hudwou.
Troy, Oct. 21.—The freshet carried away a
portion of the unfinished new bridge here.

Philadelphia, Oct. 21.—2

Knilranil. nail NtMmbMU.

Ro vii—7 cars sundries. 2 do
.honk,*?a>BTOiK H2Aii
do cta|iU«rds. 28 do
lumbe*' ■,1“i lTU*' *»doMis,
for Halifax, 17 do for St.

u

FALL SALE OF

BUFFALO

ROBES!

Sub

criber has received Instructions from
JAMES BISSETT, Esq., to sell by Auction at
THE
the NEW WAREHOUSE ot the. HON.

HUDSON’S

BAY

COMPANY,

Corner of St. Peter and Common

Streets, Montreal,

On

Wednesday, Oct. 29th,
ABOUT

11,000

Buffalo

Robes!

Catalogues of which will 1* prepared aa usual, and
will be ready on the 22nd Inst, ami will he
forwarded
by I««t to any part of the Dominion on application to
Subscriber.
Terms of sale will be the same as heretofore.
The Robes will be en view three dav,
before the
Sale.
Sale at ELEVEN o'clock.
°°****_JO FIN LEEMJNG, Auctioneer.
the

F. ©. BAILEY & €©.,

AUCTIONEERS
—A2fD—

Commission
F. O. BAILEY.

Merchants !
c- W-

Fun.itorea^dUeMiralMerohjfldt.,

Re-nilor mile of
IS E»**iig« street,
every Saturday at salesroom.
coinmdicing at !> o’clock/**

Con.lpiuTent. noHclw»-_oo3Utf
AHS At 3no..
.1,-jr

_

"n(1 F«mminioii Mmbanta,
attention to selling Real Rotate,

special

Merchandise of all kind*. Ilorsee CarFurniture and
Advances made on consignments. Regriages, Ac.
ular Sales of new and second-hand INirnlturc at the
Auction Rooms every Saturday morning. Communications by mail promptly attended to
ADilAIIK A BKOTUER,
125 Federal St., under the U. S Hotel.
N. B. Money advanced on Welches, .Jewelry,
Furniture, Clothing, aud all goul# of value.

apr£i

dif

POETRY.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Iu

Pipe the

gentle concert pipe!

mellow harvest near;

ns; the

warm no

The

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

MAGNETIC MOVEMENT CURE

Embracing the leading Hotel? in the State, at which.
the Daily Press may always t>e found.

LOCATED At

apples droppiug ripe;

Pipe tenderly the passing of the year;
The Summer’s brief
reprieve;
The dry husk rustling rouud the yellow
The chill of
dawn and eve!

ear;

AUBURN
Elm House, Court. St. W. 8. Sc A. Young,

Proprietor*.

AUGUSTA.
State St. Harrison Bak-

Augusta noune,
er, Proprietor.
Couy House, G.

had.

be

can

BANGOR.
Hnrriman noune, J.E. HarrimanSc Co.,

Haskins Machine Co.

Franklin House, Harlow St., R. Quinby,
with IB l> IBcUaughlin Sc Son., Prop.

The

Fitchburg, Mass.. Mtym’rsol

Agency for Sewing Machines.
W. S. OVER, No. t7* Middle St. All
*nlr nud to let.
Machine* for

Repairing._
Bakers.
w. t CORRi No*. '{Sand 30 Pearl Street.
•On direct route between New Cu»tom
Home and Po.tOUtce, near the Mnrket.

Booksellers and Stationers,
FOOO A RUKEDjNo.Ol Middle

Proprietor*.

«e

rJdEF^'l

Vertical nntl II orizontal
NTi:vn i:\GriEN.
Our COMBINED ENGINES &
BOILERS are made in quantities and to standard, gauges so
that all parts are interchangeahie. Can be run with greater
safety and less expense than any
other engine manulaetuied,
es from ) to
-pow «t.
WAR EH* K)MS, No. 46 < >KTLANDT ST.. N. Y. Send for
circular.

rMm

3]

BATH.

JL

Sagadahoc House, John

p'ilpV 1 J§|7
BtyLd

PERKINS

manal'arinrrr

se29t8w

For
AND ALL THKOAT DISEASES,

Dye-House.

WALTER COREV A CO., Arcade, Na.
IS Free Street.
UKORRK A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exi-baage St.
Upholstering of all kinds
•tour to *ril«r.

Old

OLD

OHce,

Post

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. 86 Federal St.
All binds of Upbols eriug and Repairing
done to order.

Hair Hoods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’s Blorb
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.
Ilorse Shoeing and Carriage repairing
Don** in

the
VOCNO &

best

possible
CO.. No. 102 Fore St.

manner

by

9,

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

MERRILL.

A.

Streets._

NEW

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpf.tiiigs.
LOTHROP.DE VENS Ar CO., 61 Exhange
Sreel and 48 Market 8l.

J. I. BARBOUR. 333 Fore Street, footol
Cross. Portland.

Photographers.

circular.

A. S. DAVIS dt CO.. No. 80 middle Street.
J. II. 1,AMBON, 153 Middle St.,cor. Crow.

lin Sta.

__

Real Estate Agents.
__

Roofers.
38 Spring Street.

Silver an<l Plated Ware.
Stair Builder.

llrgflii.

—

Proprietor.

Albion

Portland Kerosene Oil,
prevalence of a large quantity of inferior and
dangerous oils in the market, at a cn aj> price—many
of which are little better t han Naptha itself—and the
existence of false reports in regari to the Portland
Kerosene Oil. renders it a matter of justice to ourselves, as well as safety to consnmere, hat some notice should betaken of these facts. Therefore, we
again present an advertisement, and would call attep<ion to the high standard of our Oils. The Refined
Petroleum, the fire test of which is 122; The Portland Kerosene, the tire i-si of which is 125 degrees
F ihretiheit, and often reaches considerably higher;
also, we would say. that we are determined to maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE 01L COMPANY.
The

v

ISLAND.
Union House-W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

are now ready
new books, viz:

f*roNpectuses

TO

for

Elm

BOOK

Articles.”

Sect. 31.

Every'person and corporation engaged
manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning fluid

shall cause every cask or orhet vessel thereof to be
inspected and marked, by a sworn inspector, And

THE

Blair’s Gout and Rheumatic Fills.
They require neither attention or confinement oi
any kind and are certain to prevent the disease attacking any vital parts.

so

if

person manufactures or sells such oil or burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this State,
or that has not been so inspected and marked as unsafe for illuminating purposes, be shall pay a Jinc
not exceeding Five Hundred dollars or be imprisoned six months in the county Jail, upon indictments
the»ef >r.
Portland. Me., April 21. 1873.
sep20dtf

Authorities og
Europe say the strongest Tonic, Purifier and
Deobstruent known to the medical world is

anv

William Parker of the City of Portland m the County of Cumberland' and State
ofM ine on the twenty-fourth day of March A. 1).
1873 by his mort gage deed of that date recorded in
the Cumberl uid Registry of Deeds, Book 390 Page
226, c >nvcyed to Samuel F. Merrill of Portland aforesaid a certain lot of land with the improvements
thereon situate in the town of Cane Elizabeth iu said
County of Cumberland and bounded as follows viz:
Beginning at tbe most South Western corner of
Thomas Ro erf’s homestead lot, thence running
south 44$ degrees west, ninety-nine rods by land
which the said Parker »old to Silas Skillins to other
land owned by said Skillins; thence south-easterly
by said Silas land to tlie Vlurry road thirty rods;
thence north 76 degrees east by said road,
rods, to land sold by the said Parker sold to W, H.
Skillings; thence north 19 degrees west ten rods;
thence north 75$ degrees east by said W. II. Skillins
land, eighty rods to the Long Creek road; thence
northerly by said road to Sila» Skillins mill privilege; thence by said mill privilege to Thomas Roberts
said Roberts land to the
land; then e westerly
first bounds: containing
five acres more or Jess;
with authority in case of breach of the condition in
said mortgage to sell said premises at auction and
from the proceeds to pay the debt secured thereby
and all expenses incurred in the collection of said
debt; and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken by said Parker*
This la to give notice that said lot with the improvements thereon, will be sold at public auction on
said premises on the 10th day of January A. D. 1874
at 11 o.clock in the forenoon lor tbe reason and purpose aforesaid.
SAMUEL F. MERRILL,
Bv Bradbury* & Bradbury,
oc7d3m
his Attys.

The

nighest

Medical

JURUBEBA
forces,

exV> austion of the
decay
system,
vigor to the debilitated,
cleanse vitiated blood, removes vesicle obstructions
and acts directly on the Liver and Splten.
Price $1
a bottle.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New
York.
ocl4f4w

nervous

—

by
fifty

|

an

iw

i

—wjijj

champagneT
JUST RECEIVED FROM

IN

FRANCE,

QUARTS

eale at

porter

146

AND

PINTS,

Exchange Street by

the im-

II. PEYRET*
3m

__

&

pliable.

GIST FOR IT.

no20

ARE

F.

or

I

Tbc best and cheapest irv the world an I the most
accurate. Illustrated price list and lowest rates sent
free. Address FULLER & CO., 28 Bond St.. New
ocl4t4w
York.

will

«EO.
mv3dtf

^‘CAMPHORINE”

H,

LORD,

PHILADKI.PniA. PA.
is

hereby given

NOTICE
been duly appointed

that the subscriber has
Executor of the Will of

JOHN W, SWETT, late of Portland,
in the Countv of
Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the
law directs All persons
having demands upon the estate of paid deceased, are
rcqnired to exhibit the
ame, ««nd all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
HIRAM lii l.LINGS, Exec’r of Westbrook.
Portland, Oct. 7, 1873.
ocl5dlaw3wW*

Disovory for the immediate relief and

st-dn. and for the

and now testify to its great merits. Try it. Price
per bottle 25 cents. REUBEN HOYT, Proj.’r, 203
Greenwich St.. N. Y.r^»ipmw

■ FOR SALE BY ACESITS.
MANUFACTURED BY
B S ROEBUCK & C° MEW YORK S BOSTON.
I

ocl5

©cl«

td4w

I

TITHE annual meeting of the subscribers in tbe Fe■ male Orphan Asylum, will be held at their house
on the cornerof State and Danfirth
Streets, on Tuesday, the gist Inst, at 3 o’clock In the afternoon.
A BBYS. BARRETT, Sec’y.
Portland, Oct. 13, 1873.
ocHdtd

at

The new side wheel Steamship
FALMOUTH, Capt. W.A. Colby,
willleave Railroad wharf, Portland, every TUESDAY, at 5.30 P.
M., (or on arrival of train leavng Boston at noon.)
FOR HALIFAX DIRECT

Making
Railway,

close connections with

D.

LITTLE

&

CO

PORTLAND
PHILADELPHIA.

TO

Providence
every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication
to and
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia andbevond. Tnrough rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached >y the Penn.
Central aud the Phil. & Reading R. R>s., aud to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Full information given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 7 State Street, Boston, or J. B. COYLE

Tin Boston, Albany and Niagara Falls*
from

BOSTON to CHICAGO, via

MICHIGAN

CENTRAL

—AND—

Great Western Railway

Pennsylvania Central, Pittsburg,
Fort Wayne 8t Chicago Railways

491-2

NO.

WHERE

—

West, South and Northwest, may procure
iLe lowest rates, via the Michiand Great Western (via Suspension
Bridge) Pennsylvania Central (via New York city),
Chicago, Bnrlingtcn & Quincy, or Rock Island, Chicago & North Western, and all the principal and favorite routes to the Pacific Coast and all other points.
For Tickets apply to the Old Agency A
Aud toe

Through Tickets at
gan Central

W. ». LITTLE V CO.,
49 1-9 EXCHANGE STREET.

Jan30d3wistostf

Portland, Bangor and Machias Steamboat
Co.

Portland and

PIANOS!
(Successors to DOANE, WING & CUSHING.)

The American Piano.

OF

RICHMOND,
CAPTAIN C. KILBY,

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871.
Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.
Texas State Fair, 1872.
Numerous

annual advertisement,

we

PORTE AND,

MAINE

take pleasure in caliiuK ibc attention of the public to

P LATE

I 52 O X
a

IURAACE

long felt want, that of

Economical and Durable

our

perfectly

a

Heating Apparatus.

Trup method of Bimiiii;; Coal with Hie Greatest Economy.

HEATING

in the maiket to the

APPARATUS

following well known citizens of

city:

our

Hon. Wm. Deerinpr. Hen. Won Bradbury, Capt. John W. Peering. J. P. Banter. Esq., Lewis Whitney
Co.. Fred Hale, Esq., H. G. Beat ley, Esq., J. M. Fifield Ksu. A
Esq., Hiram Peirce. Esq., Buian
John W. White. Esq., I>r. B. B. |fester, Caj t.
Strout, Esq., Win. Hammond,
Carter F
Henry
C. Hoi.kins, Esq., Gen. S. J. Andeison, Wm.
Gee.
Libby. Esq., Clias. F. Paitridge. Esq..
Henry Andersen
Esq., Man missel) Smith, Esq., Henry Bunn, Esq., Olin Hooper, Etq., Westley Jones, Esq., Clias. F. Mouln, Esq., and many others.

A>
Wili

Ew^.,

A.

X.
JLS

evening, at 10 o’clock,

JiOYES

&

EXCHANGE

SOLE

AGENT

FOlt

sel8d2tn

SON,

STREET,
ALL

MAGEE

GOODS.

The Steamer Lewiston,
CAPT. CHARLES DEERING,
Will leave Railroad Wliarf everv TUESDAY and
FRIDAY Evenings, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, CasDeer Isle, Sedgwick, §>. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert,! Mlllbridge, Jonesport, and Machiasnort.
Returning will leave Macliiasport every Monday and
Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, arriving in Portland
same e\ cuing, connecting with the Pullman Night
Train and early Morning Trains for Boston.
Pur fuctlier particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen Ag’t.
Portland. May 19. 1873.
myl9tf

FALIi

ARRAN GEMENT.

made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinstou, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windson, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Frederickton,
Sbe-.liac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. E. I., and Summerside, P. E. I.
(^“Freight received on days of sailing nntil 4

o’clock P. M.

“The American Piano has

_A.

R.

STUBBS. Agent.

FOR BOSTON.

the “Independent”

very popular iustr imeut.”

days.

deservedly become

gj-'y.-nc-wft

IMG STEAMERS

FOREST CITY,

Having commodious
commodations,

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) TE ARS

Cabin and State
will run alternately,

(SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)

Freight

Responsible Agents

wauled tor unoccupied terriIn localities where agencies are not yet estabuntil
such
are
lished,
established, we will sell Pianos
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send f
circular to

taken ai low rates.
W. L. KILMNRM Agent
JK., General Agent.mchSOtf

J. B. COYLE

Norfolk and Baltimore, and Washington
1). C. Steamship Line.
of thisLinesail from
of Central Wharf. Boston
for NORFOLK and
BALTIMORE.

Steamships

end

W1M & SO Y,

Semi*Weekly,

Steamships
Lawrence,” Cant. F. M. Howes.
Crane,” Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold,” Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Blackstone,” Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
Freight, forwarded irom Norfolk to Washington
William
William

417 Broome St., New York.

Steamer

6

All Trains stop at Exeter tor refreshments “
s at
First Class Dining Rooms.
t Accommodation.
‘Fast Express.
Passenger Depot in Portland, Commercial street
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. passenger
trains arrive at and depart from this station.
Passenger Depot in Boston, Haymarkct Square
Freight received at Portland it Ogdensburg
r

r'

Freight Depot, West Commercial street, until 5' p!
Freight station in Bnstoli, Causeway street 1
IAS. T. FURBER, Hen. Supf., Boston'*!
PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent. Portland
U

bama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Rca\ noke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and
11
places West.
Through rates given to South anu West.
Fine Passenger accommocal ions.
Fare including Berth ard Meals to Norfolk SIS.OC1
line 48 hours; to Baltimore $15. timeG5 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.

CAN
BE
L* and

CURED,

WILL, DO IT.
GIVE IT A TRIAL,

AND YOU WILL BE CONVINCED.
The Heart Regulator has been recommended by
many Physicians, and is allowed by all who know its
value to be just what we claim it—a Cure tor Heart
isease
For

E.INGALLS,Concord1N.H.

Price $1 per. Bottle. For sale by Druggists
generJ. W. Perkins & Co., &W. F.
Phillips & Co.'
wholesale
janl3eod&wlv
dealers._

ly.

Providence

cheaper than
Freight and passage
received alter One

Boats for Boston.
by any other route.

Freight

O’clotk P. M., days previous to sailing.
Inquire of
HARRIS, ATWOOD & CO..
145 Commercial St.

j-p^PROyjpENCE.
*—mTtal JOURNAL CASli^J—•

Doable

On and after Monday, Oet so mis
until further notice
tra'ns
ra‘UB will’
W1"

COGS,
uasiest

Working;
Adjustable

LI^urveb

Carved

CLA“

PROVIDENCE

CLAMP,

Holds

Firmest*

TOOL

CO.,

Providence, R. I.
J* H. WORK, Agent,
44 Broad street, Boston, mass.

JunlA___

deowly

PRINTING promptly and neatly sis.
euted at tliia Office.
d

JOB

apr24tl

Portland April 23,18T3.

"boston"
PHILADELPHIA
Steamship Line.
Leave each port every

Mo

TVedVy

&

Burn. Liver Complaints, and
Vr"pfp,i*'Hoar‘
Loss
ol Appetite cured by
taking a lew bottles.
LoW Spirits> anJ Sinking Sensation

atom?"’

enreu

Blotches and all impurtic.
P'/nplea.
thr, ugh the skin or otherwise,
""£?« V»r«ing
readily
by following the directions on the bottle
Bidder and
*?,.e?i<l,"r’
derangements
it has no equal; one bottle Urinary
will convince the
most
™
cm

.1

..

sceptical.

B1"
J^!if^!!"’i.expellS? rrnm,
bottles

1
d dictity; a few
most obstinate case.

system without the
sufficient for the

are

Piles! one bottle has cured the most difficult
case
when all other remedies faileJ.
isrrron. Dilltcnlties,
Neuralgia, Headache,1
<Stc., eased immediately.

“h<:,

Swelled Joints, and all Scrnfnlar

ual!le m™lciorne'.,Ve<5orertUt,) reIleveJ by tbi» in'alcun””m‘h,relSh’ Cun’'’‘l8lbb8- aaJ Hysteric.
B***t *»•"«• Pain in the
Lungs,
an?r)!!vCf,,f
Chest almost i variably cured
by taking

and

*«»a,f

prevalent

80

Side

a

8

but'.lu* of the Quaker Mum.

few

amonz

the,«r BH;1errsttaUy'0 tbi8i”'alaab>* »>«*-

dn

Kc,,,Btaiii and Intermittant Fevers, so
country, completely
7
Quaker Bitters
Bitters just th
Vmtker
tath,e

1,la,1.v pans of our
Jli'i?
eradicated,bv
by the use of the

nAK,fl

nni
ln
'J
li
It
quickens the bond end
the passage down ll.e

Lei

*n

tin if

declining

years.

cheers the mind, and'pave*
plane inclined.
«n remain long unwell (unless affllcto

-t,n°

Tf theQ&BHte^a8C'>
Hold

ti,ki,‘«

“

fcw

by nil Drnggish and Dealer, in
Medicines.
PREPARED

H.

8.

BY

^LINT

&: CO.,
Orcat ilediea Depot 195 and 197 Broad
R.
I.
treet, Providence,
At their

SOLD AT

WHOLESALE BY

W. F. rhilllps & Ctr. & J.TV. Perkins & Co
au26

PORTLAND.

eod*wl2w35

_

Book, Card and Job
PRINTING
109 EXCH ANGE

tVhart, Boston, 3 p.m.
Street Wharf, PhilaU

a. in.
one half

tin.

the rate ot

Freight for the W'est by the Penn. R. R„ and South
by connecticj lines forwarded tree of Commission.
For

PASSAGE, TEX DOLLAltS.
or Passage, apply to

Freight

K. B.

jn23-ly_TO

SA.3IPSOV, As,nl,

Long Wharf,

Bar ton.

STREET

BITTERS,'
Daily Press Printing House
TRADE MAKE.

Which has stood tlio tost tor more than 50 years is
acknowledged the most reliable Medicine for the relint' of
JAUNDICE. NERVOUS COMPLAINTS. WEAK
NESS OF THE STOMACH AND BOWELS, LOSS
OF APPETITE, COUGHS, COLDS, HEARTBURN, BILIOUS
ATTACKS.
COLIC
CRAMP IN THE STOMACH. DIZZINESS
AND DULLNESS OF TH E HEAD. LIVER COMPLAINTS. PILES, PIMPLES
BOILS. SOUR STOMACH. CONST!-’
TUTIONAL WEAKNESS, HEADACHE LOWNESS OF SPIRITS

Every

WM.

J>.0'21 ,St-

Work

cnreluity executed

n.

TURKS,

MA NA

Roofs*
Chcrr" u?I

k

of

and at the I.oxvest Prices.

all complaints arising iron, an ininnre state n
the Blood, or the deranged condition of the
Stomach
Liver, Bowels nr Kidneys
This Preparation is purely
Vegetal,le,
containing
in
Extracts
a highly concentrated
form ot
Herbs and Barks—among which are Sar.an.Hm.*
Yellow Dock, Dandelion, Gentian Wdd
ange. Mandrake, Anise. Juniper Her. icy.
ing a fine ttaic alterative and LaxativeAc_raak
Median,
which never fails in glee loneand * n n".t,m
ten. debilitated by ,lis> 'ye. AS A
I'd oot> IT p na
KB, GOODHUE'S BITTERS HAVE No EOf ^
ELINT & COLDTH W
AIT, 1Ten He t c
Pelcr str., t, Salem. Mass.
olil by all Lealers in
Medidius generally.
and

description

promptly and

COSITVENFSS.INDIGESTION
DYSPEPSIA,

SaCtl’y.

Wharfage.

Moulton

ROLLS,

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invar fa
euro the
following complaints:-1-

ably

U0T

lantic Wharf every Wednesday at
o’clock, A. M., for Booth bay, Round Pond and
Waldoboro, and every Saturday at 7 o’clock A. M.,
for Boothbay, Hogdon’s Mills and Damariscolta.
Returning, will leave Damariscotta every Monday
at 7 o’clock A. M., and Waldoboro, every Thursday
at 6 o’clock A. M., connecting with the Railroads and

Wringer.
Most
Durable;

Ko. 1 Milton Place, lioston.
Sold by Driggists geherallf.

6

—AJtD—

FRANK

Spinal

The 1.30 train from Portland and 8.15 from
Conway will have the following Stage connection*-“
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falk and
Freedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Brid ton
At Fryetrarg for Lovell and North Lovell
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine n 1?
Stitlon, whore all trains of P. & O. K. R. arrive and

Pamphlets 3?ree.
SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors,

The Steamer
CHARLES HOUGHTON
Alex. Farnbara, Jr., Master, will
on and after 30th inst., leave At-

agent,

CHANCE OF TIME.

Passenger

VSAN SYRUP blown in thegla3i\

&PEMEDY3

For Waldoboro and Damariscotta.

circulars of testimonials, &c., address the sole

ti

—33-Portland for North Conwavy at
at 7A
7 a A1
M. and 1.30 P. M.
Portland for Upper Bartlett at 1.30 P. M
Upper Bartlett tor Portland at 7.00 A M
North Conway for Portland at 8.15 and
-n a
xr
The 7.45 train from Portland and 11.30 from
Conway will be Freight train* with
carat-

weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, and
happy men and women; am',
invalids cannot rcasorntJ*** lies*
Hate to give it a trial.
See that each bottle has PERL’*

DISCOVERY!

53 Central Wharf. Boston.

june2tf

Kegulator

M.

r.

stitution.
Thousands hare been changed
by the use of this remedy, from

Lady ot the Lake.

by

WEST. Heart

The *3.21) P. M. train (Fast Express) arrives in
Boston at 6.50 P. 51., connecting with trains lor New
York via Springfield at 9 00 P. M.
Passengers ticketed and Baggage checked through

Hon, but are permanent, infustrength, vigor, and new
|A singinto
all parts of the system,
life
g and building up an Iron Cona

Freight forwarded from Not folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail: and l»y the Fa. & Teun.
Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Ala-

The

River,
Stooinffton and Norwich Lines.

INI.

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 5 P. M. Fare 5&l.f>0.
5^*Tickets and State Rooms for sale at No 74
Exchange Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced iates.

tory.

Diseases of the Kidneys and
Bladder, Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in,
a bad state of the blood, or accompanied oy debility or a loic
state of the system. Being free
from Alcohol, in any form, f ‘3
energizing effects arc not fallowed by corresponding rear-

Hoorn acleaving

WHARF, Portland,

FRANKLIN
DAILY,

Quality.

plaint, Drop#y,
rhtea, Boils, Nervous Affections,
Chills
and Fevers, Humors,
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,

Chronic Diar-

THE SUPERIOR SEA-GO;

JOHN BROOKS anil

DR. GRATES’

Fall

The Peruvian Syrup, a Protected Solution of the Protoxide of
Iron, is so combined as to liara
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blooil as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
of Nature's Own Vitalizing
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures ,eathousand ills,”simply
by Toning up,Invigorating and
Vitalizing the System. The enriched and vitalized blood jtcrmeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Com*

On and after Monday September
29tli the Steamer New York, Capt.
E. B. Winchester, and the Steam.er City of Portland, Capt. S. H.
’Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot ot State St., every SlONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

sep26ostc

medical!

MAKES THE WEAK STRONG.

Connections

Hoffman, the celebrated Pianist
“I conscientiously Ik’leve that your Piano is in
a
most
every respect
magnificent instrument.”

Albany, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington,

t6.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 1(1 an A
M., connecting with train tor New York via anore
Nh...
Line at 11.10 A. M.
The 19.15 A. M. train arrives in Poston in s anon
to connect with the 3.00 P. M.train for New York vi<.
Springflcltl; also with 5.3) P. M. (steamboat) trains
for New York via

_

Eastport, Calais and St. John. Digby,
Windsor and Halifax.

same

County Fairs.

For New York,

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent
Portland, Oct. 18,1873.
aug30D

CO.

It has been discovered by actual experiment that C nibonic Arid C»'nn will pass readily through Cast
Iron when heated to a certain ttmpci at me. To obviate this difficulty the VlAi-lOE IFRNACK CO
have made a I'ldtinri* ©f Il« :m W rought iron, riveted firmly fogrthvr. alter the mi-mur o
a Steam Boiler, and we guar unite that no <ju.» or dust van possibly escape into the air chamber.
We append the follow ing interesting report of the School Beard of the City ol Chelsea concerning a testing
of the R1A44EE FCUKACU with those tf other makes:
‘•The Carter School House was originally furnished with four furnaces by a Boston dealer, but it was soon
found that tlie rooms could not be warmed with them. It seems the agreement was that n
money should
be paid till the furnaces were tested ami satisfaction givtn. Satisfaction was never given, and when it was
proposed to take the furnaces out it was discovered that tlie city had paid for them and they must be a lot
to tlie city. They were remoyod. Two new fui nates of Magee & Co. and two of another
company were
then placed in the building. Magi e preferred to have his placed on the north side of the
building, where
had been most difficult to warm tie building. Coni to the amount of forty tons was
placed on each side o
tlie cellar, and notice was to be taken at the <1< se of winter Low the coal t’oie ibc test. T1 e
Magee furnace
were run a week before and lour days after the others, and at the close it was found the other
furnaces had
consumed all the ctal, and the Magee furnaces Lave .-ix tons vet to the 1 credit.
'With the original furnaces there was consumed ninety tens of coal; with the present, furnaces botseventvfour tons, although last winter was by for Hie coldest one. The Prudential Committee was instructed to
convey to Mr. Magee their thanks for the p«rlect satisfaction rendered by- his Inin act s where they are used
in the schools. rlhis is considered a great triumph for the Magee Company."
During the past year we have set over HIXTIl oi these furuaces, aifd weuld refer all desiring tb<i

Will eave Railroad Wharf,
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincoln ville, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Buckspon,
Winterpnrt and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at 6 o’clock, touching
at the above named landiug, arriving »n Portland at
o’clock P. M.

&

'lho many years tliat the RVACSERC FURNAC EH have been in use, ami the uniform satisfaction the
have given, warrants us in affirming that the principle upon which they aie constructed, ami by which tli
fire is controlled, is tlie only

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!
FIRST PREMIUMS.

29th. 1873.

OfiDENSBURcT R.

our

assured that itsuppllies

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

TRAIN*

Boston, Sept 29. 1873.

this,

and

The Steamer

CITY

SON’S

Prices Low for the

by eitherwoute.

In

X E W

BEST

Hangor, Hit. Desert
Hlachias.

a

The Magee Plate Iron Furnace !

Inside lines between

Through tickets to New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington via the Stoning-

cars

Portland to Wolfboro and return, Price $4.65: to
Centre Harbor and return $5.00.
For Milton and Union t9.15 A. M., *3.20 P.
M.
For Old Orchard, Saco and Biddcferd
t8.50 A. M.
Returning, leave Biddeford at tll.25 P. M.
,Fof Scar boro. Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford and Kennebnnk 1.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Kcunebunk t7.30 A. M.

depart.

EXCHANGE STREET,

Points.

&

MARKET SQUARE,

heretofore at

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA

the Great Southern Mail Route and
ATLANTIC COAST LINE.
The most Direct and Short Lines to Florida,
Charleston, Savannah nud all Southern

EXCURSION TICKETS.

tached.

row as

BROS

au4tf

Healthy,

Passenger Ticket Agency!

Or

tnn, Fail River and Norwich Steamboat Lines or the
all Rail Routes via Worcester and Springfield and
the Shore Lines.
Travellers who wish tor RELIA BLE information
are desired to call at our office and procure Time
Tables, Maps, &c. Our arrangements (as for the
past twelve years) are such as to enable us to afford
every facility, and have no motive to deceive.
'I'iekets to Boston via Railroads and Steamers.
dtf
se30

NUTTER
29

CLYDE, & CO., Gen’l Managers,
So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

.A.T 7 O’CLOCK X>.

Pa**ensrcr Train* leave Portland for Boston t6.15, 19.15 A. M.
*3.20 (Parlor Cars), *6 P. M.
Returning, leave Boston at *8.30 (Parlor Cars)
A. M., tl2.30,13.30, *6.00 P. M.
Train* from Bonton are due at Portland
at 12.30 4,55, 8.10. 9.45 P. M.
For JVIniichcMtrr and Concord, N. H., and
t e NORTH via C.& P. R. R.
Junction,
16.15 A.M., *3.20 P.M.
For Lowell—All traius connect at Lawrence
with trains for Lowell.
For Manchester^nnd Concord via Lawrence
t9.15 A. M.
For Rochester and Alton Bay 16.15, A. M.,
►3.20 P. M.
For Wolfboro and Center Harbor, via
Steam# r Itlf. Washington from Alton Bay
t6.15 aDd *9.15 A. M.

PORTLAND &

Philadelphia

The Old Union

Line,

For Chicngo* Milwaukee* St. Paul, St.
lioais, Omaha, San Francisco, and
all Points West, Northwest,
and Southwest* or via the

NUTTER BROS & Co., are Solo Agent* in the City for Barstow** Celebrate* 1 Wrought Iron Furnace, (
Examine. Every Furnace Warranted

and

Running between

and

—

Jffrom Mr. Edward

BOSTON

T'HS

SOUTH A NO

Iron Line of Steamers !

Clyde’s

Tickets by the

GREAT CENTRAL ROUTE,

AND.

—

Is

Procure

the Nova Scotia

for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers foi Prince Edward Island: also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for
Cape Breton,
RETURNING will leave Halifax on THURSDAYS, at 8.30 P. M.
For freight and further information apply to 0
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
B3P*Excursion Tickets to Halifax aud Return goed
until Nov. Its—at reduced rates.
mar25dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

the

No. 49 1-3 Exchange Street.

MAINE

li

im

Annual meeting.

the first day
tie seme dav.

*
«^S^lnsoninterest
Ittnl7d*wtf
A. M. BURTON. Treasurer.

Lowest

l**»!??S??£f|nn.|

on

Interest

the

tSs^'-^iS-Sleave, as follows:

Wsfe&lPS

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

WM. P.
12

OLD UNION TICKET OFFICE OF

to Prinff Edward IsCape ttretou.

land aad

janll ly

W.

TO

DIRECT!
WilhJ3c«nnection«

Jr., Portland.

Form

parlor"

___

Refrigerators.

tbl' F,ank

SAVETIME AND MONEY J

as

LINE

Halifax Nova Scotia,

Three Honrs and Thirty Minutes.

eoalvr

Remove and Prevent
SCALE in any Steam
Boilers, 01
make no charge. Address,

Genuine Waltham Watches Sent C. 0. I).

Middle Mtrret, Portland.

bf-'iri"

thoroughly. Price 25 cants per
Druggists and Fancy Dealers

Wholesale Agents.

At Tlioniaston tor St* George daily.
At Warren ior Union, daily.
At Warren for Jetterson and Whitelield, Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waidoboro* for North Waldoboro’, Washington*
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at .owrates^
C. A. COOMBS. Sup’t.
jv20dtf

Sontbwest

Passenger train leaving Portland at 3.20 P. M.
daily (Sundays excepted), arriving in Boston at ,5.50,
making the time in

SCALE IN BOILERS

¥ A
T I¥ A Invalids or Tourists will find a
J- JLivJAt/AJLr A. .very pleasant location, large
first-class
rooms,
table, courteous attendance and
reasonable prices, at the Riverside House. Address
oc!4t4w
F.
A.
Styles, Prop., Jacksonville, Fla.

ITIaint Savings Bank.

tdanUdfaSK

Cleanei

Va.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, Northi»ort. South Tlioniaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

AND ALL POINTS

WELLS & CO., New York,

np20

brown and contains no poison. Trade supplied at
low rates. Address, MAGIC COMB CO., Springfield,
ocl4t4w
Mass.

fhefhrec points of excellence which I claim, are,
1st; constant and thorough circnlatton of pure air;
2nd; rvness. no dampness mould nor taint; 3rd; no
inte-mingling of odors; purity and active air, the
elements of irs success. Call, or send for circulars
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt Burnham
ft Oo.S
Portland. M.

on

Glove

will renovate them
All sold by

tTfieTiR^iT'ixury'TrTverjJTaTnir^TKmJjmu^^n!

\1

eodlyr

VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT SOILED.

bottle.

lititfH. Inflammation*, Rnmon*, f-ntarrh,

Mo. IOO

Price,'25 and 50 Cents per Bottle,

Kid

Cruise*. Pains. '•fraau*. MfifF.loinf*. Nwcl-

Sanford’8 Improved

>f

WIm««u»

Purchasers’ testimonials from all parts oi the U. S.

Hair,

INODOHOUS

Magic (lomlClr'a’S
permanent black
cnange any colored hair to

grease or

use

tn

FAST EXPRESS.

J OUYEN’S

Skin it is the best thing in the
world. ASK YOUR DRUGTAKE NO OTH KH. ol4t4w

It Will not

Glossy

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES

The

At.. Ac.

Soft,

eodlyr

THOMPSON’S FOMA HE OPTIME

Chafed

a

and 50 Cents per bottle,

by constant

it smooth, soft
For
Chapped
or

25

ALL DESIRE IT, ALL MA Y HAVE IT

Spots. Freckles, Tan, MothWorms. Impurities and Discolorations;
'either within or upon the

skin, leaving

The Great

For Sale by E. A. JOT, Fluent Block, Opposite
New City Hall; Portland, Maine.
an2td.3m

Price,

Beautiful,

Pearl’* While Glycrr■ne penetrates the skin without injury, eradicates all

Hands, Hough

£5r“Wharf and Dock, First, corner of E Street
Office. No.
State street, Boston.
mv3endlv

no20

wM Patches, Block

On hand and sawed to dimenoll)n8.

FOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE.

THURSTON’S
Ivory Pearl Tooth Powder

independont

Hard Pine Timber

BOARDS.

ALL MAY HAVE BY USING DAILY

rs,

business should send for
circular and terms to J. B. FORD A GENTH
& CO., New York, Boston, Chica-.rm_ WAIN TED.
oclld4wt
go, Cincinnati or San Francisco.

salary or

_

REIMS,

a nva 8 s e

eodlyr

roilrnnta

Low

tween New York and Maine.

t>*

MAIL.

P. M.

Rates!

Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Dover. Brent Fall*, Exeter,
Haverhill and Lawrence.

KEPT

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND TEETH!

Agents and Salesmen ! -Henry Ward Beecher’s
family newspaper starts its Fall campaign, giving
nubscribers a pair of ihe largest and finest OLEOGRAPBS,—two most attractive subjects tha “take”
on sight,—painted by Mrs. Anderson, as contrasts
and companions for lier
Wide Awake1' and “Fast
Asleep.” Agents have immense success; call it the
best business ever ottered canvassers.” We furnish
the lightest and handsomest outfit and pay very high
coramLsions. Each subsciiber, old or new, receives
without DELAY two beautiiul pictures. Full supply ready for immediate delivery. The paper itself
stands jieerless among faniilv journals, being so popular that, of its class it lias the largest circulation in
the world ! irmploysthe best literary talent. Edward Eggleston’s great serial story is just beginning;
back chapters supplied to each subscriber.
Mrs.
Stowe’s long expected sequel to **My Wife and /”
begins in the new year. Any one wishing a good

‘seventy

AMD STEP

77**"

sold by all Drnggists,

and
nov20

lor travelers

Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax St. John, and all parts of Maine Shippe
are requested to semi their freight to the Steamers as
early as 1 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Portland Franklin Wharf,
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York
May 9-dtf
oc21dtf

tine,

B.—

PORTLAND TO

ATTACHED

LONDON, ENGLAND,

“TAKES”on sight •combination

ZaHZ ^1ZTT“mtm

*—R.

BY

PROUT & HARSANT

of vital
restores

It arrests

WHEREAS

Hard Pine Plnnk, hard r'ine Flooring

PREPARED

route

all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and DIx Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. m., and 1.00

VIA

excruciating pain of Goat and Rheumatism,
relieved in two hours, and cured in a few da) s,
by the celebrated Englisn Medicine,

The

Franconia, leaving hear every Thursday, L®
titled up with nne accommodations*for passengers,
making this tne most convenient and comfortable

FURNJVAL, Agt.

&

House. M. H. Hilton, Proprietor,

GOUT and RHEUMATISM

AGENTS

quote from chap. 39 It. S. 1871, the title of said
chapter being ‘‘Inspection and sale of Manufactured
We

|

prietors.

three
|TH£ GILDED AGE, by
iMark Twain & CnAS. D. Warner, illustrated by Augustus
Hoppin. EVERY BODClt
EICIEMt, by Josii Billiks,
illustrated by Thomas N'ast, and
AJIUillw
JOAQUIN MILLER S great WOrK.
THE itlODOCfl. Nothing need be said about
these books. Every ody knows they will outsell all
others, and wise agents wilt act according and apply
for territory at once to AMERICAN PUBLISHING
oc!4f4
CO., Hartford, Conn.
our

Leave east side of Franklin
Wharf
MONDAY and
every
THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. R.,
New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for

points in the

BOSTON

SKOWHEGAN.
Turner House, T. If. Hussey A Co. Pro

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

tion.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. I^ATLEY. Local Suprentendent.
tf
Portland, Sept. 12. 1873.

RICHMOND.
Richmond Hotel, H. Springer. Proprietor

t4w

oc6

From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8:55 a. m.
From St. John, Bangor, aDd North and East at
2:45 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 3 :S5 p. ir.
From St. John, Bangor. &c., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and baggage
checked through to Houiton, Calais, St. Johu, Hafitax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Superintendent First Div.
Augusta, July 1 1873
jy28tf

ns

LINE.

follows:

a*

day

train.)
Balli, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Skowliegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at 7 :00 a. in.
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Readfield,
Winthrop, Skowbegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and
Halifax at 1:03 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta at 5.20 p m
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:15 p. m.
Trains ore Due at Portland.

Rules

!

('ommencing July

For

ntr<u

Iron Furnace

1

leave Portland for Bangor,

Trains

Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

PEAR’S

SOUTH CHINA.
Cake House, J. Savage, Proprietor

Hammer Arrangement,

CttNffftttiM* Barstow's Wrought

Steamers Chesapeake and Fiancoiiia will, until further notice, run

trains.

Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn & Co.,
Propv ietors.

ill
disposeof 300 PIANOS and ORGANS cf firstclass makers, inelvding WATERS9, al extremely lowprices for easily; part cash, and
balance in small monthly payments. New 7Octave first-class PIANOS, all modern
improvements. /VS275 each. 088 (4 A NS 5Octave, *70. DOIJRLE-REED ORGANS.
*100. 4-STOP *1105 8-STOP, *125. and upwards. ILLUSTUATED CATALOGUES MAILED. A large
discount to Ministers, Churches, Svnday-Sclior.b, Temperance
Societies, Lodges, etc AGENTS WANTED,

Brcaowav, N. Y.*

-----

dly

WING

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in Bflenrttl
condition, is wen equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of anv route from Portland to the West.
KT“PITLLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through

Bridgham Jr., Proprietor.

to

President.

RAILROAD^

MAINE CENTRAL

O

J. C.

St. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plain
«Us. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts. E. Cram &; Co., Proprietor.
Walker House, Opp. Boston Depot, Geo.

Kerosene Oil Company

A3SD

Northwest, West and

Congress St. Gibson & Co.,

Proprietors.

THE PORTIiAND

in

Hoiihc, 117 Federal St. J. G Perry,

etor.
Preble House.

FEE, Cor. Middl

Would Inform the p lblic, that they
Manufacture

and all

House. India §t. JT. H. Dodge,
Pronrictor.
City Hotel. Cor. Congress and Green St.
John P. Davis A Co. Propraetors.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Propri-

vnii a>il.//io

New York.

JPinrer, San Frn iirinea.

iA-wmm

Proprietor.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

continue

PORTLAND.
T-ipU At. £1uw1m

Pasenger Ag’t.

To Canndn, Detroi
Chicago, Milwaukee. Cincinnati. >1. Louis, Oiu:tha,
Saginaw, St Paul, Salt Lake City,

American

produced, by
anextra set of reeds pe-

Offices'*

Tickets sold at Reduced
Robbiuson,

Proprietors__
Atlnmi H«mra,

Gen.
ocl4

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

PHILLIPS.
Sc

checked through.
Tickets procuted at depots ofBcston «£* Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILE I NS.
D. S. BABCOCK.

U EXCHANGE ST.

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprieto

__

J. IV. & II. II. .IIC DCF
%• C ««io:a 'tt*.

Passenger

prietors.

it is

rnliarlv

P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Accomidation train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.15 p. in.

BEACH.

House, Adams

Monday, Sept. 15tli,

tions, 5.25

ANSON.

_

Barden

after

"dation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. ^stopping at all stations to
Island Poid.) connecting with night mail train for
Quebec. Montreal and the West.
Accommodation train lor Gorham and way sta-

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C* S. Bailey Sc Co. Pro-

most beautiful tn
style and perfect in tone
ever made.
The CONCLUTO bl’OP is the boat
ever placed fin any
s

R. F. I,IBBV. 1.0. 353 Fore Street, cor.
fro«« Hi., in D< leno-s Hill.
G. Ij. HOOPER, Cor. York Sc IHaple
Street*.

and

nn

Ocean House, B. Scary, Proprietor.
Old Orchard Houses E. C. Staples, Proprietor.

(lie

ere

ARRANGEMENT.

will run as follows:
|!!£;!S!2S?Sii?!(Train8
Mail train for Gorham and accommo-

etors.

WATERS’ COXCEKTU CARLOK ORRAAiS

ABNER LOWEIiL, 301 Congrcaa Street.

On

-n

Somerset Hotel. Brown Sc Hilton, Propri-

FREEjKiJtJSwrfiES

who

WINTER

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Danforth House, D. Danforth. Proprietor

OLD ORCHARD

OF TRAINS.

ALTERATION

prietors.

NORTH

tl

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

'NAPLES"
Elm House, Nathan Church Sc. Sons, Pro-

will act as ovr agent. Business light and
honorable. $3o0 made in 5 days saleable as flonr.
Everybody buys it. Can’t do without it. Must have
it. No Gift Enterprise, no Hnmbug.
oc4t4w
KENNEDY & CO.. Pittsburg, Pa.
man

»

jy29

Proprietor.

oc2t12w

A WATCH

PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

itlrCOY

ST.,

Tuesday,

Only 35 HOURS

PRESCOTT,

Supt. Eastern Railroad,
L. L. LINCOLN,
Supt. First Div. M. C, R. R.
GEO. BACH ELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland, Me.

NORWAY.
Beal’s Hotel. O. H< Green, Prop.
film House, Main St. W. W. Whitmarsh’

Manhood. Womanhood and their
Interrelation!*: Love, I to Lnw
Power, etc.
are
Agents
selling from 15 to 35 copies of this
work a day, and we send a canvassing book free to
book
ageni. Address, stating experience, etc
any
National Publishing Co. Philadelphia, Pa. oc3ttw

P. FEENV, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

J.

etor.

Mutual

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

morning.
t Accommodation train
UFast Express.

NORTH WINBHAH.
Nemasket House, W. W. Stanley, Propri-

On

KIlU.EK. to.tt! Federal Street.

_

HECHANIC FALLS.
Union Hotel, P. R’ Cobb, Proprietor.

Canvassing Books sent free for
Prof. Fowler’s Great Work

Plumbers.

ifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
This
♦Pullman sleeping car express train. N. B.
train runs Sanday Morniug, does not run Monday

HACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.

ed and not liable to derangement,
Their Combined Engine
and
Boiler is peculiarly adapted to
gf all purposes requiring small power.
More than 400 engines, from
2 to 10U horse-power, in use.
Send for illustrated

Pattern and Model Maker.

& CO

prietor.

Superior Steam Engines and
Boilers, by special machinery
and duplication ol parts. They are
Safe, Economical, Easily Manag-

*

J. N.

YORK.

LEWISTON.
House, Waterhouse A Hellen,

LIHERICK.
Limerick House, Joseph ©. Harmon, Pro-

NX SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.
30

Naples,

Proprietors._

Proprietor

COURTS AKD

The 7.30 A. M. train from Boston arrives m Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad, (via Sebago Lake) for
Bridgton, North Briclgton, Harrison and Waterford.
Boston connects with
The 8.30 A. M. train fro
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East
The 12.30 P. M. train from Boston connects with
steamer Falmouth every Tuesday for Halifax, N. S.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Hoult-on, Calais, St. John, Hal-

prietor*

BeWitt

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely :*ew and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant anti popular Steamer Stonington every
Thursday and Saturday, airiving in New York alwoy« iu ndvnuce of all other line*. Baggage

Conway Railroad.

HIRAH.
Ht. Cutler House,—Hiram Baston, Proi

House,

oc2t4w

Masons end Builders.

JOHN C.
Hirer to

_

GREAT FALLS, N. H.
Great Falls Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor

THOS. D. WINCHESTER,

N. E. REDLON, 333 1-3 Congress St.

JAMES

tor.

NEW YORK.

Carpet-Bags.
116 Federal

FOXCROFT.
Foxcroft Exchange; B. Savage, Proprie-

CORNER OF

DURAN Ar CO., 1T1 Middle and

_

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—S. Jordan A Son. Prop
H. Higgins & Sons, Props.
Hotel.—N.
City

BROADWAY AND 31ST STREET,

KEITH.

sfannfov.urers of Trunks, Valises ami
J. R.

prietor.

EUROPEAN PLAN.

Watches, Jewelry, and Silrer Ware.
J. A. MERRILL Ac CO., 139 Middle St.
A.

BIXFIELB.
Androscoggin House, J. Jackson, Pro-

MAIDS

Winchester

ABNER I.DWELL, 30, Congress Street.
Acrnla for Howard Watch Company.

J.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Bin ins Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Bepot, H. W. Clark. Proprietor.

Teachers, Students, Clergymen, Postmasters, and
wide awake Young Men, and Men and Women of
all classes:
Yon can easily earn a first-class Sewing ^Tacbine;
or Books suffiiient to stock a Libarary; or home
valuable Pictures to beautify your homes; or a nice
S ereoecope; or a good time keeper (Clock or W.uch);
or a Music Box; or a Gold Pen; or a Photographic
Album: or a Stand Keroseie Lamp for your Parlor;
or a
Fine Accord eon;
or
Webster’s Illustrated
Quarto Dictionary; or Roger’s World Renowned Statuary Groups; or a Fine Violin: or a R mington
Rifle Cane; or Remington Double Barrel Breach
Loader Shot Gun; or a Cabinet Orgau worth $140;
bv simply working up your unoccupied time in a
way explained in the circulars of the M. H. P. Co.
Perfectly legitimate ami respectable; many wouid
Address M. H. P. CO., 129 East
say philantbroi ic.
I8tb St., New Ycrk.
oc2t4w

Up-

L. F. HOYT, No. I, Prtble Street.
bolstering done to order.

Simpson*

B.

CAHBEH.
Bay View House, E. H. Bemuth, Prop.

Agents and Canvasser
warned.—“Lectures and
of Rev. W. M. Punshon, LL.D.
Best
and Cheapest Fa mil v Bibles, Maps, Charts,
Picturfs, Golden Pens, Sewing Silk and Linen
Thread. Apply for terms to L. L. Guernsey, Pub,,
Concord N. //.
ocltlw

*

ft EATON,
Exrbauge Street.

HOOFER

Proprietor.

HTTC*!

Exchange and Fed-

CALA*s.
W.

Hotel,

International

Sermons,**

Furniture and House Furnishing Hoods.

,

Tablets.

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
ATR1ED AND SURE KE.UEDY.
Sold by Druggis.
ocJflw

Furniture--Wholesale and Retail.

ror.

Carbolic

Wells’

CAPE ELIZABETH.
House—J. P. Chamberlain, Propri-

Ocean
etor.

Use

Of* Mouse, 34 Union Street.*

REN,. ADAMS,
♦•rot Sirectit

Fassenger trains leave Portland daiw_—
for Portsmouth and Boston. (Sun"^l3(lays excepted) at. *1.30 A. M. t(M5 A.
-“"M.. t9.10 a. M.,||3.15 P. M., 16.00P. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at 118.00 A. M., t!2.00 M., *7.00 P. M.
Leave Boston lor Portsmouth and Portland atf7.30.
||8.30A. M, 112.30, t3.15, *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. 3M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at 118.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at tlO.00, 1110,35
A. M.; 112.55 P. M., 15.40 P. M.f *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Augusta, Waierville, Skowhegan, Belfast and Bangor
at t7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at 11.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, 1 ewiston, Rockland. Augusta, Skowhegan. Belfast, Dexter,Bangor, St. John
and Halifax at ||1.05 P. M.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at t5.20 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.15 P. M.
Leave Biddeford tor Portland at t7.15 a. M., returning at 5.15 P. M.
The 6.15, 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 6 15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. M. The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
Boston at 1.40 P. M. in season to connect with the
train for New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) .trains for New York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
lor New York via Springfield at 9 P. M.
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and

Proprietor.

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

HITKlii ft MEANS, Pearl Street, oppositr Park._
OS', EB’8

COMMENCING SEPT. 3®, 1873.

BRUNSWICK. HE.
P. A K. Bining Rooms, W. B. Field*

SEMI-WEEKLY

OTIIERN.

(sleeping

TRAL RAILROAD.

BOLSTEB HILLS.
Hancock House,—H. Hancock, Prop.

AI.L

11lls is the only inside route Avoiding: Point Judith.

To.

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

Co., Proprietors.

Revere House, Bowdoin Square,Bulflnch,
Bin sham, Wrisley & Co.. Proprietors
St. Janie* Hotel—J.P. H. Stetson, Propri
etor.
Tremont House. Tremont St. Bingham
Wrisley A Co. Proprietors.

filar, Caudies, !I8I Congress St,

It

e

nouse, School Sc. H. D. Parker A

Still Ahead of

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

YORK,

NEW
OF

St. John at 12:15
J*g!^0«Houltcn, Calais and
and
f-T*—m.
carson this

Proprietor.

Parker

Agents
Catalogue.
DOMESTIC ‘•EWINC, MACHINE CO,,
NEW YORK.
6c1
4wt

Carpenters and Builders.

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
ocOtc

L.Kic

Proprietors.

Portln ad Me.

FOR
AHEAD

MISCELLANEOUS.

____

STOYIAG TOA LWE! Maine Steamship Co

ARRANGEMENT,

Passenger trains leave Portlaml
r Rochester and intermediate stations
—*“■-“—at 7.30 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
Also
over Bostou & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
connect at Rochester with Dover and W'inuiniseogee
Railroad for Alton Boy, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Oonway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portlaml and way stations at
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Bostou
via Boston & Maine, and Easteru Railroads.
Leave Portland tor Gorham at 4.00 P.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 0.20 p. M
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as fdllows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.
Limington, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterbom’ for Limerick, Newfield, Par
Bonsheld and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’for Limerick, Parsonsiicldr

daily.

BOSTON.
House, Hanover St.

American

Wanted.

plain

o*

_

FALL

BETHEL.
Chandler House, F. S. Chandler A kCo.

___

J
uail

IBillikeu, ProJ

Hotel, C. IB. Plummer, Proprietor

urafl 9

Book Binders,
II, Printer’*
tVM. A. RiriNCli, Room
Exchange, No. Ill Exehnuge St.
onAl.l, A SilACKPORW, No. 3* Plan.
Street.

I,

8.

priclor.

Bath

not 1,
•I I re«t«

Confectionery.

II. Cony. Proprie-

A. Sc

tor*.

Come and see ever day. or address Drs.
A. F. Dusehbury, Tarrytown, N. Y., or
C..C.
16 W. 24th. St., N. Y. City, Mondays and Fridays, or
address Post-Office box 35:«6 N. Y.
aut3dl2wt

roundings
& P.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

kind* of

tor.

Hygienic board, invigorating atmosphere, pleasant walks, picturesque and beautiful sur-

Pipe the untroublej trouble of the year;
Pipe low and painless pain;
Pipe your unceasing melancholy cheer;
The year is on the wane!
—Harriet AC Even Kimball, in Christian Union.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

ALFRED.
County House, Edmuud Warren,Proprie-

TARRYTOWN ON THE HUDSON.
by the laying on of
Complete restoration to health
hands guarante d to selected cases. No drugs used.
a skilled proficient.
Conby
Clairvoyant diagnosis
sumption, Cerebro-spinal meningitis, Spinal Curvaol
the
all
forms
of
Irritations.
Brain,
Softening
tures.
and Fever, oilier
Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Chills
Liver Complications; specific in Uterine Difficulties.
Paralysis. Bed-ridden from various causes, and all
forms of acute and chtonic diseases successfully
treated at their Institution, where spacious rooms

tempered sunshine, and the softened shade;
The trill of lonely bird;
The sa«l, sweet hush on Nature’s gladness laid;
•The sounds through silence heard!
The

_STEAMERS.

_

HAUNEiUANN

The Crickets.
pipe, little minstrels of the waning year,

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

_HOTELS.

gjf:

r

Vi
r'

_niut>_«:.(<’£ vliv

Notice to Owners ®f Lots in Evergreen

Cemetery.

rerson owning lots in Evergreen
AN'Y
by calling at the Offlce ot the City

Cemetery
Treasurer

ho smn ot one dollar for each
lot. will inof care for the same
by the Superintend
ent for the current year; apd
person paying the
any
sum ot twenty-five dohara will
secure the care m
ana paying
sure the best

their lots by the city for ail time.
•IAS. BAILEY, )

{

d- S. PALMElt,
Trustees.
C. E. JOSE,
1
fm,nd
in ,hp indosure after his
„?nTA?Lr,f’K"
aato without
the presence of master will be in nerd
JAS.
J. S.

mylsdt/

BAILEY,
PALMER,!

C.E. JOSE.

KATALVSINE WATER—Tni: Great MfdicINE ok Nature. Indorsed
by the Highest Medlcal Authorities. Restores Muscular Power to the
to
Youthftd
the Aged, and DeParalytic,
Vigor
velops the Young at a Critical Period; Dissolves
Calculi and “Chalky” Deposits; Cures Gout,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Neuralgia. Gravel, Diabetes, Diseases of the Kiineve, Liver and Skill,
Abdominal Drops'*. Chronic Diarrhoea, Constipation, Asthma, Nervousi ess. Sleeplessness, Gener-1
nl Debility, and neat ly evoiy cl .ss of Chronic Dis-I

trade

IfLUE,

and
FOB

mask.

1ACTRBT r*B.
BOSTON'

4 LIBERTY
FOR

RALE

IN

PORTLAND

BY

SMITH GAGE it CO 92 Corn'l St. J. W. PERK88 Com'l St., HOYT * FOfi(i r,K.kKl|.
INS &

C(I>1

era.

JySTWSuim

